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The sciences do not try to explain, they hardly even fry to iüterpret, they mainly

make rnodels. By a model is rneant a madrematical consh'uct which, with the addition of

certain velbal interpretations, describes obsewed phenomena. The justification of such a

mathematical constfilct is solely and precisely that it is expected to work.

John Von F{eumann



AtsSTR.ACT

This disser{ation roncerlt{ates on a sole subject - econo¡nic raw material selectioÞ

techiriques fol engineering manufactulers. T'o appr-oach the problern of econornic raw

material seleetion, a generalized economic model for raw ¡naterial selection is propose<l.

A realistic example is presented and so¡ne significant valiables aod relationships are

investigated. Afterwards, an analytical method is followed to give a series of mathematical

equations for determining the optimal material quality level. Certain serious limitations are

pointed out regarding practical application of this approach. To overcorne the difhculty, a

conlputer simulation model integrated with two optimization techniques is provided to

identify thc opúnr nr raw materjai properties for the particular case. Two system

modeling approaches are developed to simulate costs incu[ed during materìal purchasing,

iinpact of manufacturing processes an<l impact of product quality in older fo select the

most suitable raw material and supplier available for the palticular application. Finally, an

.Ab¡.luctive Netwolk Method - an "expert system" type of approach- is use<i for the raw

material selection problem with "fuzzy" inputs. This research is based on a realistic

example in order to indicate its practicai usefulless.
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CTåAPTER 1

ÏNTRÛÐUCTTTN ÛF" TEffi PR.ÛBT-EVI

The subject of this research is to systematically study a common problem faced by

manufacturers: the selection of the most suitable raw material for a parlicular application.

The organization of the thesis and an rntroduction of this problem are given in this

Chapter.

i. 1. ORGANIZATIONOFTHET]T{ESiS

The objective of this research is to develop a systematic approach to the economic

raw material selection problem and, in the process, to show the usefulness of this approach

by means of a practical industrial example. The thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 describes the organization of the thesis and introduces the problem of

economic raw material selection.

Chapter 2 tbliows with a review of related literature and research. Its purpose is

to evaluate the present state-of-the-arg in this flield, in order to allow us to identiù/ areas

that seem to require futher work and a promising research direction.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the construction of an economic model for raw material

selection. ln the discussion, we set up our new raw material selection cdterion and also

provide al novel approach for the cost impact calculation of the rarv material used in thô

cianufacrunng processes.

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are devoted to the investigation and data coilection of a

realistic industrial example, which provides the database fo¡ our lvork as given in

subsequent chapters. Chapter 4 first states the raw materìai properties and dreir inte¡-

relationships, then proceeds to the cost relationship analysis between raw material



properËies and the various ma&ufacturing cûsts. Chapter 5 discusses the pu¡'chasiiìg

operaiior]s for raw rnaterials and the costs reiated to thô rraterial purchasing prûcôssrs.

These two chapters provide the recrssary backgrourd rnaterial for our coinputer

simulation and optimization approaches.

Chapter 6, 1 , 8 arLd 9 constitute our contribritioils to this field ûf knowledge.

Chapter 6 provides a seri¿s of matheinatical relationships used for calculating tbe

expected cost impact of raw mater-ials and detennining their optimal quality level using an

æialytical approach. This exercise, on one hand, from a special approach, provides sone

generalized usefutr equations; on the other hand, indicates the strict limitations of tl¡e

analyfical approach in real practice. It also provides a basis for the computer simulation

and ôptimization approaches in later Chapters.

Chapter 7 deals with the combination of computer simulation and two different

optimum-seeking techniques for the identification of the optimum law matedal properties

for the industrial case discussed. This apploach overcornes the difficulty of using

analytical approaches and plovide a clear view of the optimal raw material propelties for

the particulal application.

T'he rnost suitable raw material and supplier selection using two cûmputÒr

simulation techniques is shown in Chapter L The simulation models constructed in this

Chapter can re-generato the purchasing and manufacturing process as well as the rcal{ime

costs. It may be used to assist the industlial practitio[er with economic ra\À'aaterial

selection.

Chapter 9 uses a knowledge-based system - the Abductive Network Method [2] to

approach this same raw matedal selectic¡n problem with "fuzzy" iriputs. This approach

sees the raw materi¿¡l selertion p[oblein from another angle, aüd can be used even if the

cost reiationship between the raw rnaterial properties and rnanufacturing process is

implicit, but qualitatively kncwn in a fuzzy manner.



The last Chapter - Chapter iÛ, r'e-sËates the aatux'o of this research, as weltr as the

ccn¿lusions and contributions of this r¿seæch work.

t.l INTR.ODUCT{ÛN

Raw nraterials have a considerable inÍ'iuence olr the cost of engineering

(manufactured) products. This is because their cost often lepresents a high proportion of

the tÕtal product cost, and also because their processability affects the level ¿urd

productivity of the capital and labor required for their conversion into the final shape. For

lypical engineering industries, the diiect cost of matelials can represent 30 to 70 Vo of tJl'e

valuô ôf production. In many casôs, raw material properties also have significant effects

on the manufacturing process and on the final pl oduct quality itself. As the cost impact of

both matel'ial and material properfies can be so importart, it is worthwhile, indeed

imperative, to optirnize tl.reir selection and use, in order to achieve the best overall

application cost.

One can describe the various impacts ofraw material applications in manufacfuring

situations as follows (see Figure 1.1):

produci

monufocluring impqct producl quol¡ty ¡mpqcf

monufocturing

plonl

mqter¡olcost

Figule L I Areas of trrupact of Materials



As we iinow, titffevel*T. raw niaterials have diffelent mãrköt pdces. The materiatr

purchasing process and its handlirg cost aËe also differ¿ut if one deals with differe*t

ruatôdal suppliôrs. ln roanufacturing, <lifferent materials rnay have varying impacts on the

maoufacturing processrs themselves, due to the material's workabiiity, machinability and,

its effect on the quaiiÉy of the various production operations. Their impaci oû the ñnâl

product quaiity, may affect the custoiaer's acceptancù of the product.

Effectively selected ¡¡aterials must satisfu both technical requirements zurd

econornic requirements. From the 'þroduction process point of view" the nraterial needs

to be trar.rsfomed easily into its final shape with the desired level of quality; in addition,

the overall combination of the material cost and its cost impact due to its effect on the

process shouid be at the lowest level possible.

We are concemed here with the following: a thorough investigation of the

economic raw material selection ploblem and of its govemìng parameters and, as a result,

the development of a systematic method to analyze this problem. Ultirnately we are

interested in providing the industrial decision-maker with a useful tool for ecoromic mw

matedal selection. Throughout, we will be using a real industrial example as the vehicle for

onl' work.

1. 3. PROtsLEM STATEMET.trT

Raw material selection is a complicated problenr. To provide a systematic guide

for industrial practice, we divide this raw nratelial selection problern into two sub-

pioblems for discussion: one is the identificatìon of the optimum ¡aw malerjal

characteristics (coinmon at the product desigr stage) 1ìom the material requireinents of

the manufacturing processes and product quality; the other one is the practical selection of

the most suitable raw material fi'om materiais availabie (comrnonly of interest at the

purchasing stage). The data used for first problem is only a part of that required for the



anatrysis of the second problern since the second probieru needs detailed inforruation about

*'lat¿rial charact¿ristics and mat¿rial avaiXable suppiiers.

1. 3. 1 trdenti$ring the Most Suitabie Material

To make an effective raw i.¡raterial selôction, one must first understand the

reiationships between its properties and its area of application (or utilizaiiol). Different

processes rnay require different properties. Consider ûre following simple example: in

sheet metal pressing (processing) applications, "ease of bending" requirements favor

thi¡¡er metal and lower yield strength. ûn the other hand, lual product handling

requirements may favour thicker metal and higher yield strength (see Figure 1.2). Even in

dris simple exarnple one can nofe conflicting requirements fol material properties. The

general problem we arc addressing is, of course, significantly mole involved.

-ta \>+

steel producl

rigid hqnd ingl

high yÌe d slre¡gth

Figurel.2 MaterialChmacteristicsRequirements

After understanding the relationships between a materjal's properties and its

application process, ûne can then assess the seriousness (cost impact) of the effect of

material propclties on each production process in which that particular material

participates. In general, raw material of overall high qualiry is usually mole expensive than

low quality material. T'he same (more expensive) materÌal rnay, however, rnake the



pro{iuctiolx process easier, iess ccstly or improve the finai prodilct quality. Ttrris is typical

of engineering "trade-offl' situatiôns. In crde¡ to balance the materiai expenses and their

production impact, rve nee¿! ¿o eliminate those expenses which do not bring rnore value or

benefif to the application. We musÉ then balance the cost bôtwôen the raw rratelial

properties themseives and the impacts of the material on Ëhe do\Ã/nstream application

processes, including the manufacturing process and final product quality (see Figure 1.3)"

Figure 1.3 Economic Selection For Material Propelties

L 3.2 Materjal And Supplier Selection:

Atier having identified and understood the raw nraterial rcquirements, one is ready

to: 1. choose right material fiom arnong those available, md2. the right supplier for the

material. Ðifferent suppliers may provide diffe¡enÉ rnaterials with different quality,

different handling processes, different mininum order amounts, different lead times,

different purchasing bonuses, etc. These vadances all affect the actual tratedal cost in the

pulchas¡ng process. The propelties thenselves, of the materiais availabie, may foliow

different statistical distributions. A useful way to study thesc relationships involves the

use of simulation techniques. The right material and the right supplier chosen rnust tre the
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ones which rôsdlt iE thø iowesÉ ûverall cost (see Figurc i.4) in tems of acÉuai ¡aaterial

cost, manufactu¡:ing rûst iï!Ìpact anrl product qualiFy cost impact..

Figure 1.4 Econonic Selection ofRaw Material ard Supplier

1. 4- RESEARCI-{STRATEGYANDTOOLS

{n our systematic study of the raw material selection problem, the following steps

(or sËrategies) and rôlated tools are used:

Raw Material Selection Criteria:

An econoorically and technically based material selection criterion (defined as the

overall total cost) is proposed to judge the suitability of a raw matelial for â particulat

application. A practical "process by ptocess" and "parameter by parameter" apploach is

suggested to analyze the cost impact oT rnaterials on the manufacturing procôsses in whicl:

they participate.

molefiol suppliers
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Inforniation Gatheritg and Aäalysis:

The ga&ering of appropriate and us¿ful inforaraÊion a:rc! its analysrs constit-día thr

major and mosÉ diffìcult aspects of this research since, at the corpcrate level, there is

rarely direct info¡mation and data availabl¿ at all, or available in usable form. Our targets

then consist of defining relateel important va¡iables of the various processes and to

ìavestigate the relationstrrips between the material properties and their impacts oir ttrre

production processes Ëo which this rnaterial is subjected. One of the frustratilg aspects of

this work is that rnæry problems related tû the impact of qrat¿rials on manufacturing

plocesses are described in a very "tuzzy" ar vague terminology such as "low" or "very

high" by production experts one consults.

Analytical Approach:

An analytical approach has been used to identify the optimum raw material

char-acteristic and to calculate the cost impact of the matedal on the ploduction processes

affected. In this approach, we assume that the cost impact of material properties on their

application processes is known or can be detennined. In the case of a raw rnaterial with a

single quality charactoristic, a raw material with multiple characteristics, but independent

ofeach other, or a raw n1atedal with multiple characteristics, that linearly and interactively

affect the cost of their application plocess, the above analytical approach can provide a

rnathematical solution (i.e.: optimum quality level) in an analytical format or by means of a

sirnple search algorithrn. The application of this analytical approach is linited since the

material properties (characteristics) may, in an actual case, be more complicaled and oot

behave in the way assumed above.

System Simulation and Optimization:

lVith the data gathered above, we can üse a computer sim-¿lation approach to

model Éhe lnaterial cost aüd the cost impact of raw materiai properËies on manufactudng



prcjcôsses and prûdûct quality. Combining this sirnulatioa with an optfunum search

aigorithm, we can identify the most suita{rle raw material ploper[i¿s for a particuiar

appiication. After that, we can experiment with certain ranges of aaterial properties

around this ûptinìuûr poinË in order to identifu a possible suitable range of raw materiatr

properties for that application. The result of tbis analysis should give an effective basis for

a company's policies regarding their practices for raw material seiectron.

Manufacturin g ûperations Modeling:

After we obtain the information and identi$r the raw inaterial properties

requirements, we can select the most suitable materials and material supplier. Since there

always exists a certain uncertainty rcgarding material ploperties (i.e.: with the statistical

distribution of the quality characteristics) and their cost impact, we use computer

simuiation method to ûìodel the cost impact on the purchasing process, the manufacturing

process, and product quality. The overall cost impact can thus be deterrnined, and the

most suitabie material and supplier can be identified.

Application of a Knowledge-Based Approach - Abductive Netrvork Method [2] :

We have used an abductive ¡etwork to approach this raw material selection

problem. As we know, some industlial prrcblerns (system) cannot be explicitly defined or

analyzed due to the limitation of our knowledge (too cornpiicated), the associated effoft

requirements or cost constraints. We treat the probiem as a "system". The abductive

networ-k approach can help us to transfer the valuable experience of "experts" to a

systematically synthesized nrtwork, which gives us an opportunity to address the probleni

from another direction.



flr{Å Þ'T-FÞ 
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SURVEV ÛF R.ET-ATEÐ Ï-TTER.ATIJRE

This chapter presents a survey and analysis ofpublished resea¡ch literature dealing

with the raw material selection problem and associated techniques. The purpose of this

study is to evaluate the present state-of-the-art in this field, in order to allow us to identify

areas that seem to require further work and a prornising resea¡ch direction.

The liferature dealing with raw material selection and techniques can be classified

into four categories: 1. value analysis techniques for material selection, 2. hdustry

practice in material selection, 3. analytical economic material selection models and 4.

computer simulation in the analysis of quality problems. These four groups of literafure

are individually reviewed and discussed in thjs chapter.

2.1 VALUE ANALYSIS FOR RAW MATERtrAL SELECTION

Value Analysis is an orgarized and systematic study of the function of a material,

part, component, or system i¡ o¡der to identify areas of un¡ecessary cost that could be

eliminated without impairing the useful¡ess of the item evaluated. Value analysis is

concemed with function, cost and value; it attempts to ìdentify any possible way through

which savings that can be achieved. It identifies unnecsssary costs that do not add value,

and it develops acceptable performance at a lower cost. Value .Analysis measures the

functionai usefulness of items, processes, or procedures so that greatest value is obtained

for the money spsnd. Better value is obtained by either by improviog the fr¡nction without

increasing the cost or, by reducing the cost without impairing the function. The emphasis

here, is not only on the cost, but also on vaiue,

t0



Fcur publications r¿lated to value engineering (a-nalysis) techÊiques include the

workbyASllt4E 199]in196'l, HeU¿r [36] in 1971, Raven L77liø1911and Miles [ó0] in

1972. '{he above four publicatiûils, syste¡natically lrresefit (from different pôrspectivos)

the techniques and methods of Value Analysis in indust¡:ial, military and other applications.

Even a cursory review of the principles ofvalue analysis leads us to the conclusion that its

maia precepts could be applied effectively to the probiem of "intelligent" raw matedal

selection. ûte exanrple ir material selection using value analysis was actually given in

Miles'book. Eased on the analysis of the problcm, he stated that, by selectfug "the" most

appropriate matorial fiom among a large selection of possible rnaterials, it is possible to

eliminate rnany of the unnecessary costs incuned in purchasing.

The ASTME book describes the value analysis techniques in terms of the following

general steps:

1.

2.

3.

+.

Select the product for value analysis

Ðetermine and evaluate the functio[, assigl <iollar or cost equivalent

Develop altemative means to achieve the required function

Seiect alteraatives, rneasure beneht, follow-up

These principles can be applied to r¿w ffiaterial selection. Of course, sorne special

aspects of the "function" and "cost" need to be cla¡ified according to real cases and

conditions encountered.

fr¡ 1,966, Sharp [88], in his book "Engineering Mateyiais: Selection and Value

Analysis", discussed the considerations required in applying value analysis to material

selection. At first, he stated somô basic ideas of value analysis for material selectiûn,

then he pointed out the possible affect of raw inaterials on the actual design of the product

and on the fabrication process itself. Afterwards, he gave some basic econoinic ideas for

material selection from a pallet of different engitreering material pr operlies and their



market prices. F{e stâted that, ìn setrecíing a raw material, it is important to ensure that

ote ìs rrat paying for urore propelties f.hân is actually required. Further, he stated that the

rnaterial selected nrus{. be such that the total cost (niaterial cost plus its ma:rufachrring

;mpact cost) leads to thô most economic combination. F{e aiso suggested that the

selection of th¿ rnost sr¡itable material for a given application depends not only on material

properties but also uiron the most suitable design and production method. Eased on that,

in assessing the economics of any given applicatiôn, it is necessaly 1o considel'not only the

basic material cost but also the fabrication and finisl'¡ing cost involved when a given

material is used. These statements are exceìlent guidelines for effective economic material

selection by using the principles of value analysis.

trn 1979,Farag [22] in his book "Materials and Frocess Selection in Engineering",

further extended Sharp's ideas. F{e devoted several chapters to deal espec.ially with the

general ideas for raw material selection as well as for the selecliou ofproduction process.

F{e also pointed out that the selection of raw materials should also consider production

processes involved, and thai there is an intelactive relationship between the raw material

properties and the processes. l{e further proposed that the production pi'ocess needs to be

adapted to the requilements of Éhe raw materials ¿¡sed. F{e proposed the following step-

by-step method for economic ¡aw material selection:

Analysis of materiai requirements

Function requirements

Frocessability requii'ements

Matedal costs

Reliability requirements

Service requirements

Classification of material requirements

Ðevelopment of altemative solutions



4" Eval¡¡ation of altemative materials

5. Ðecision regarding the optimur:r ruateriai

Thr: above steps ate very sirnilar to tlie general value ergineeriirg (analysis) steps,

but are adapted to fii the economic ¡naterial selection case.

trle staæd that, since the material price is ¡elated to naterial properties ther¡, for a

parlicular material application, a cheaper rnaterial rnight not actually be the right choice if
i{. turns ûut tû be difficult and expensive to process.

hr 1984, Thuesen et al. [00], resÉated that, frorn an "econoøics" point of view,

when two or more materials lnay sewe equally well from a function standpoint, the

relatìonship of their cost, availability, and processing cost impact should be considercd in

determining which one is chosen. F{e pointed out that, in some cases, the decision to

substitute one rnaterial for another may result in an entirely different sequence of

plocessing. Fde also stated that to detenline the comparative economic desirability of two

materials, it is necessary to make a detailed study of the costs that arise when each is used.

In summary, the value analysis literature gives us the basic concepts and general

ideas to be followed dul'ing the raw material selection process, but falls short regarding

detailed measures or proceCures. Thcse ciearly need to be further investigated fol' better

understanding of the problem and for real, in-depth industrial applications.

2.2 INDUSTRIAL MATERTAL SEI-ECTION PRACTICE

In material selection practice, manufacturcrs increasingly Ìravô come to rcalize &at

the rnaterial specification should depend on the manufacturing requirements as ws11 as

product design requircmenls.



In 1966, Swaton and Weaver [94] suggesled a {ive step approac}r to sul¡i:liel

quality coütrol, These are:

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

Categortze materials

Ðetelrnine quality reqnirements to impose on n.¡anufacturers

Apply these requirements to the purchase dûrument

Flan for and rcceive procured hardware

Follow up on correct procurcd hæ-elwale

These steps can be considered as a generalized rule for raw material selection

practice. Manufacturers have also become increasingly ¿ware that it is very difficult to

def,ire the "real quality rcquirementsl for the matedals.

In 1967, Bum [11] suggested that, when making the rnaterial selection, the desired

distribution of material charactedstics should be specified, rather than only the maximum

and minimum limits, since maximum and minimum specification are often misused and

misinterpreted in industry and do not emphasize what is actually important. By placing the

emphasis whele it belongs, it is possible to be more realistic and to achieve greater

economies. In the same year, King [52] proposed a'\rew approach", claime,l to be

different from the usual mateiial selection practice. Ill his paper, he stated that the

traditionai approach for vendor selectìon includes a vendor survey and vendor rating based

on the results of inspectìon of received materials. FIe believes the concem over quality

should ideally result in the ma¡ufacture of optimally controlled products, not merely

specification-oriented conforming product. This idea is exactly the same as Burr''s [11]

suggestiofi. An example was given in his paper for comparison of the linal product

performance with two krnds of raw rnatel'ial distributions: a permissive (unifonn)

distribution and a superior (normal) distributioir. Froin the results of the exarnple, the

material wilh the normai distribution gives a much rnore stable final product perfomanca
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valua than the materiai wiftr.¡ a u¡lifor¡n distribution. I{e stressed that the raw r¡ateiial

selection shor¡ld be l¡ased oÉ ihø perfonnaÉce of the nlalerial thrû ghûût the ilodûctioq

process.

More lecentiy, many researchers and practitioners have been questiûning the use

of interval specifications as a quâlity standard. In 1982,Shaw [89] pointed out thai

quality should be determjned on the basis of the consumer's satisfaction; tlnus, aÉ

assessment of the consumer's perception of quality is needed for cstablishing an

appropriate, modern quality standard. Unfortunatcly, he didr,'t consider that the materiatr

price and manufacturing cost are related to the matedal quality although this relationship

can be very imporlant in many cases. In the same year, Bhuyan [9] suggested that the

consumer has some "ideal" value for the quality characteristic, and the consumer's

satisfaction is inverseiy proportional to the deviation between the ideal value and the

quality perceived by the consumer. Bhuyær's idea is further extcnded by Taguchi. In

1984, Taguchi [95] suggested that quality should be measured in monetary units and that

quality cost, the cost incurued trecause of imperfect material quality, should be

approximated by a quadratic firnction of the quality deviation from the ideal value.

Taguchi's quality cost concept has drawn increasing attention in the last few yeai's

although quality cost concepts can be traced back to Juran's ( 1951) well known handbook

[42] for quality control. This type of quality cost forrnulation is very valuable in concept.

On the other hand, it is noticed that manufacturers may have difficulties to detemine the

real sources of the various costs that are incurred due to the improper of matedal

characteri s tics.

in 1984, Fettit [73] considereci the vendor evaluation problem. In his method, he

identified four areas for evaluation: material qrality, material plice, material perfonnance

and facility capability. His approach is thc most sophisticated anìoiÌg existing vendor

selection procedures which generally concentrate mairly on evaluating the vendors'

production processes without considering the interaction \ iith producer's (buyer's) own
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produciiûn, quality require$1ents, cûntrol, and salôs systoms. F{owever, estinjation ûf ¿hr

niaterial quality cost is stili a very dífficult task because purchased itenis are often used as

part of the productiûu process and it is hard ¿o isolate their effect on rhe quality cost ûf an

individual material.

2"3 RAW MATER.TAL SE{-ECT'IOI{ MODET-

Although there are ot rnaüy mathernatical or analytical models directtry dedicated

to the topic of optimal raw material selection, soÍne techniques a¡'e reviewed here because

they ale closely related to our topic and deal with optimization techniques for material or

production quality control.

For years, researchers have used various mathematical formulae trying to guide

optimal quality control levels and material requirements from an economic perspective in

ordel to achieve rnaximum profit. In many of these mathematical formulations, it is

assurned that the most desirable vaiues of the parameters of the distribution of the material

quality (properties) are given and that the actual problem is to optimize the production

processes or procedures for controlling the product quality.

trn 1962, Bettes [8] treated a someu/hat simplified version of the above problem by

considering the simultaneous choosing of the optimal upper specìfication limit and the

process level. FIis work showed that a normal statistical distribution for quality deviation

may be used to solve sorne probïems in manufactudng to give a cerlain quality

specification (for quality control) in order to minimize the cost. ill 1951, Springer [91]

treated this problem under the assumption ofconstarìt net income functions with both

uppei'and lower specification limits. I-Ie also assum¿d a garnina distr-ibutioû tû lrpiesent

the quality characteristic. The solution he reached can not be easily applied due to the

conrplexity of the resulting inathematical expressions. In 1911 , F{unter and Kartha [4i ]

solved the problem with one specification lirnit, assuming the iret income function for

1ó



accepted items to be linearly decreasiÈg (ex¡:ressing the give-away costs), ancl consÍânf fûr

lejecteel itenrs. Thele is. horvever, no explicit solution for ¿heir assume¿l conditior'¡s.

hÌelson [67], in 1978, provìded an approximate solution fo what he claims to be "at least

two deci¡nal accuracy". fn 1.9'79, Nelson [68] a]so constructed a hoinograph to Springer's

solution, thus making easicr to use. ln i984, Carlsson [13] assumed that the quality

characteristic is one-diluensional and normaily <iistdbuted with a lçnown variance. f{e

fr¡rthel assumed that the net income function is a piece-wise linear' function of the quality

charâcteristic aud thaË all items ale inspected. The solution he reached is stiil not explicit

enough to be useful for industry. In fhe same yeal', Bisgaard et al. [10] formulated another

implicit solution for a similar problem.

Although the techniques mentioned above may be acadernically and mathemalically

sound and could be adapted for our economic raw material selection approach, they are

however di fficult to apply in an industrial setting. The main reasons for this are: 1. They

make too mary assùmptions for the mathematical fomulation, many of which nay not be

true, or not exactly true, in real industrial cases; 2. The solutions are too complicated to

apply since nost do not provide clear ly usable expressions. As a result, these approaches

do not give us the ability to deal with real situatiûns effectively and easily.

in 1988, Tang [96] prcposed an economic model for vendor selection. Two

decision factors al'e considered in the model: price and material quality. In the formulation

of the rnodel, material quality is exprcssed in terms of inonetary units, then combined with

price to establish a cost-effective decìsion criterion for vendor selection. trn his model {he

inaterial quality cost is expressed by Taguchi's generalized arbitrary quadratic cost

finction: c"(y) : a(y - t)2 , in which the consumer's ideal value of y is assumed to be t.

Assuming the raw inaterial parameter follows a normal clistrib¡¡tion and havitg a

clefined target value for a particular application, and using the above quadratic quaÌity cost

{irnctio¡r, Tang [96] formr¡lated a mathenatrical rnodel to express the quality cost ûf a ra\r

rnatedal. This value, coinbined with the raw material price, forms Tang's raw material



selectiûr1 crlterion. In his trraper, he also gave an exænple, using a FûR.TRAN prûgrâru, tû

calcr¡late the raw inaterial quality costs ærd select the betiet mâter;al ÍÌoffi amûng twû

cancÍidate rilateriais.

In order to support his fonnulation, 'îang 196l mentioned that. Taguchi's method

[95] had been successfl-rlly used by many "Iapanese companies and that it has provôn to be

a cost-effective method for improving rnanufacturing processes and product field

performance. trn his paper, he also described the effect of the interaction between the

manufacturing process r(x) and the raw ruaterial performance charâcteristic vatruô x to thr

fural product pefornrance characteristic value y. Figure 2.1 , shown in his paper, follows:

Figure 2. I Relationship between Material Characteristic Value and Product Chaïacteristic Value

Figule 2.1 sirows that the manufacturing process r(x) plays a very important role in

the selectiou of the rnatedal quality characteristic. since the effect of mateliai properties

on manufacturing processes valy with different situations, his mathematical formulation

does not inciude the impact of the rnanufacturìng process on his raw materjal selection

critedon, but includes a vague quadlatic quality cost furiction. The contribution of Tang's

t8
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modôl lirs in his tra¡rsfen-iitg of the raw mat¿rial econoræic selection idea to a systeolatic

aud sciøntific ¿trecision Xrrocess Xry m¿thernatical expressioris and calcr¡lations.

Even sû, Tang's nodel [96] exhibits several probiems, which strongly detract from

theil industrial application.

First, using Taguchi's quality loss function [95, 96] as the material cost cannot

always repiesent the real cost effect of the sôlected material. In 1992, Sprow [92] pointed

out that, although the concept of the quality loss function is very good, "nobody knows

the actual loss-function curve, it is a concept nobody can defìne, and it would be ¿liffer¿nt

for every product. The basic message is siinple, there is no need to complicate it with loss

function.". In industrial situations, the total cost effect ofa selected material depends on

rnany facfors, which include the rnanufacturing process, product function, customer

requirements, etc. Thus, the cost effect of material may not be a weli defhed quadratic

curve, but could be made up ofstep lines or any type ofcurves, or mixed combinations.

To analyze the total cost effect, we need to dig in for a more detailed analysis that reflects

re al circumstances.

Second, Tang's rnodel [96] only considered the effect of one raw rnaterial

perfomance characteristic value (parameter') on the material cost or cost effèct in its

application. In âctual cases, scveral lrratedal parameteì's may affect the total cost effect

(costs on production processes as well as on product quality) of the material.

Third, Tang [96] mentioned the cost effect of the interaction of manufacturing

process ald material only in conceptual terms, In many industrial cases, the

nanufacturing processÐs are quite complex, different plocesses rnay "prefer" different raw

rnatedal paramete.rs and the related effects on cost may be diffetent for each pn:cess.

As a lesult, Tang's mathematícal model is not teally satisfactory fol use in

i¡rdustrial n'late¡ial selection.
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-!.4 ÐÛMFUTER SIM{JI-,4.TIûN tN T¡-tE ANAI-VSIS ûF Q{_tAI_rTy PRûEI_EMS

Because of the complexity of industriai problems, mathematical and optimìzation

models and tecbniques usually have diffìculry ìn representing most industlial quality

problems. In order to approach real industrial problems, corlrputer simulation becornes an

increasingly attractive method. In 1911,f,ester etal. [54] pointed out that simuiation can

be used to imitate real world relations, ald the greater the similality of the sirnulation

variables to achlaiity, the nore useful will be the study. A sampling plan for material

quality inspection and product quality inspection is given by them as an example in Êhe

search for the optimal amount of inspection required for raw materials as well as for each

production operation. From successive outputs of their simulation runs, an optimal

procedure for quality inspecfion is revealed. trn 1978, Dalal Ii8] gave a case study ofa

simulation example to search for optimal production and process control in order. to

achieve a better quality product. A dynamic mathematical simulatìon rnodel helped the

manufacfurer (in this example) to select the optimal operating conditions. in 1984,

Euzacott and Cheng [12] used computer simulation to model quality control system in an

assembly line. The simulation model enables the user to answer questions such as: where

to carry out ih(r tests and the inspections? F{ow much inspection and testing is r.equired?

What incorning quality should be required of each componônt? \ /hat quality levei should

be sought of the individual processes? and so on. Their quality simulation model can

serve as a powerful tool for users to gain insight abouË the behavior of the system and to

explore the optimal process pârameters ofeach proccss as well as the sttuctuÌo of thr

system. (In fact, this is what we are interested in as well). In the same year, Feters and

Williams [72] used computer simulation as a tool to establish an effective quality program

for the inspection and testing of critical product attributes. Their símulation model can

answe¡ "when and whele" in the production process should [he actual inspection ire

pedormed. trt appeared plausible that not all poËential quality checking location are



oconoûicaltry equivalent; rnore likely, given differentiatrs in cost structures and process

characle¡istics, some coml¡inations *f inspection siËes iîay prûvô ¿o be economicaliy

preferable tû others. Five heuristics wele evaluated and ttrle economic trade-off relevaût to

a given inspection plæe were investigaied. Some similar quality inspection plaming

approaches using computer simulation were also given by Falaniswami and F{assan [70] in

19BB and by Saxena et al. [85] in 1990.

In sumûâry, we can conclude that co¡nputer sirm¡lation, as an approach to

ecotomic quality inspection plaming has been widely studied, recognized and proven to

be useful to industÐ/. Unfortunately, much of the simulation work in this area is only

limited to problems of quality inspection planning. No simulation wolk in the published

literaturc has been found to be dìr'ectly related to economic raw material selection

problems. We believe that cornputer simulation, can be a very powerful tool to efTectivÐly

study and assist in making cost effective material selection dccisions.

2.5 CONCI-USIONS

The literat¡ire related to value analysis provides generatr guidelines for raw material

selection, but no detail method is available. The li';erature related to industrial practicÈ

looks at the problem rnainly from an every day practice point of view to judge the material

available from suppliers, but systematic cost shuctures to minimize to overall total cost,

have not been given. The litelature lelated to material selection rnodels does provide so*re

mathematical optir¡ization anel economic fonnulations, but toû many assumptions make

these models ineffective in represeirting the reality ofindustrial problerns and the soiutions

are always too implicit to irô appiied and easiiy understood. The literatuie reiated to

cûmputer sirnulation mainly concentrates on econo¡nic inspection plzunilg. No work is

found on the economic raw material selection problôm. We thus conclude that, although



sûllxe resrarch work has beôn done, there are nô systematic approaches avaiiable to

provide so*re generalized guidance for this cclnÉ1oil industriatr problem.

ln this research, we wili absorb sone useful ìdeas from the literature and cievelop a

systônatic, effcctive and applicabie economic raw matedal selection strategy. The rnai*

aspects of our research are:

1 . lVe have used the basic ideas of value analysis. T'o define a better materìal,

we consider whetÊrer it brings more [rnefit or value tha:r the "extra't expeirses associated

with it. In our model, we considel all types of cost impacis of a matelial on its application

process. Our raw material selection criteria is def,ined as its "total overall cost impacf''.

2. To indicate if.s industrial application, we use a realistic example for.rnost of

our æralysis. We first define or analyze the requirements for.the material quality, then,

provide a systematic solutions for this particular.problem.

3. A new analytical approach is denonstrated to guide this raw matedal

selectìon appi oach. A series of equations are deveioped which can beused for raw

material selection practice. we also realize that the applicatiol of this apploach is limited

since certain assumptiotls must be adopted for this approach.

4. We use computer simulation and optimization techniques in our analysis.

This techniques can model the riratedal application processes and the simulate various

costs incuned, and can provide a systematic and advanced tooi for detaiied analysis of ihis

complicated problern.



5. A icrowieelge-based approach - abducrive network approach is applìeó tn

this research. Vy'e demonstrate the ¿¡sefulness oi lhis ¡aethocl in the raw mate¡ial sslection

ploblom. Some advantages of this technique are also address¿rtr"
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AN ECT]"{CIMTC MÛÐEL FTR. RAW MATER.TAT- SEtr-ECTNOFT

A¡ economic model for raw roaterial selectiou is presented ìn this chapter. The

rnodel considers three decision factors: raw material cost, additional manufacturilg costs

due to material characteristics, and additional product quality cost incun'ed due to

inappropriateness of raw material quality. The "additional manufacturing cost" may

include items such as: extra operator costs, extra machine costs and extra quality costs.

J-1. INTROÐUCTTON

Typically, an end product consists of an assembly of many separate components.

Since each part may have its own specific function(s) within the product design, each may

have individual raw material requirements. These requirements are mainly due to the

specific part's manufacturing process as well as its specific quality requirements. Raw

materjal of inferior quality may cause mate¡ial losses, production delays, unnecessary

machine costs and possibly result in a poor quality end product. On the other hand,

without a thorough and systematic analysis of raw material quality requirements, the effoú

to produce a product of high quality may result in unnecessary expenditures on raw

mateúals of higher quality than are really needed. This may adversely affect the product

and make it uncompetitive in the inarket. Technically and economicaily correct raw

material selection can, on one hand, satisfy local manufacturing requÍrements as well as

meeting customer concems, while at the same time, ¡educe unnecessary costs incurred by

purchasing "overqualiñed" supplies.



The aim of this chapter is to futroduce a technically and econor¡ìcally appropriate

mo¿lel for the selectioa of raw naterial quality, optimally satisfying fhe teclurical

requirements of the specitìc manufactuling process as well as oreeting the prod&ct's

specifications axd the customôr's needs, at minirnum cost.

Fro¡n our literature leview in Chapter 2, we noted that Tang [96] proposed an

ecoromic nodel for vendor selection in 1988. F{is i¡rodel was based on rnateriai price and

niaterial quality. trn his paper, Tang suggested in passing, that material quality be expressed

in monetary units. He established a cost-effôctivs decision criteriot model trry combining

the rnaterial quality and price in an analytic format. He mentions a special computer

program for the cost calculation of a sìmple example. But, as stated try us previously,

there are some limitations in his model. First, Tang's model includes only the cost of

product quality, but not the production cost nor other costs. Second, the Taguchi quality

cost function [95] used by Tang [96] cannot always represent the real quality cost exactly.

In many rcal cases, the cost function needs to be modified or deduced from real

cilcumstances. Third, Tang only considered the effect of one raw material parameter on

material cost. Xn most real cases, however, several material properties may affect

production process and product quality at the same time. These real limitations make

applications of ?ang's model very difficult, or even irnpossible, iit real manufacturing

environmeuls.

To make such an analysis rnore applicable, our approach attempts to include all

cost factors associated with a raw rnaterial that may have some effect on the

rnærufacturing process and product quality. Our model allows the consideration of all cost

parameters of interest, including Taguchi's quality cost function. ln addition, our model

allows fol the inlluence of many maÍerial parameters and permits l.he intôraction between

thern. We believe that, although these modiËcations nlay make our proposed ruodel

somewhat more compÌex, it nay, as a result, be more applicable and more rcalistic.



3.2 APPRC-}ACF{ S?RATETY

ln or¿ie¡ to select an appropriate material, one shouid consider its unit cost and its

evontual impact on ttrre proposed manufacturing process ancf manufacturing (i.e. encl

product) costs. F{erc, manufacturing costs include, among others, operator costs (cost due

to ûIJeratclr's time), machine costs (cosË due to machine maintenance and supplies) as weil

as quality costs (cost due to quality problems). We believe these three costs essentially

cover all pertiûent costs typically asscciated with raw materials. If one wishes to consider

other speciaì costs, these can be easily added, since the model is an open one. In all of the

costs mentioned above, only "additional" costs (i.e.: costs incuned above the normal costs

due to non-ideal raw material conditions) are included in our cost calculation. The cost

for ideal raw materiai conditions is not inciuded in the model. This approach allows us to

reduce the requircments for cost infomration to a mirimum. For example: if because of

working with some inferior quality matedal an operator needs two lninutes to finish an

operation, but needs only one minute when working with a material of ideal quality, the

"additional cost" - or operation time, is only one minute. F{ence, the operatoï cost in our

calculations would be thô cost for the "extra" on¿ minuts, atd not for thÕ total two

minutes required f<rr the tash.

Assuming that a product part uses some raw materials, there are several quality

paramefel s to be considered for each. The raw material cost is decided by these

pal'ameters and by their degree of variation on Éhe market. Each rnaterial parameter has its

own effect on the manufactuúng processes to which the rnaterial will be subjected, and on

the ploduct propelties (including cost) required by the customer. parameters may

interactively inf'luence the manufacturing process(es). T'o addrcss this, we develop a

"mixed" palameter as the acting parameter, in order to analyze the materialrs effect on the

cost. lve defifte those parameters whictr directly affect the plocessôs as acting palalneters

whether they are single or mixed paralrieters. To analyze the costs associated with the
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raw matedal, we ãeed ta atalyze the effect of each of th¿s¿ âctillg parâmeters on eaclr of

trhø associated pfûcrsses and ou th¿ r-esulting costs.

3.3 ?I-{E PR.OPÛSEÐ RATI/ MATER,i.AL SELECTIC}N MÛDEL

Assumptions:

A-1: Assume that there are n manufacturilg processes (called p1, p2, ...,pn)

associated. with each raw mateùa]-

A-2: Assume that each raw rnatelial has m acting parameters cailed r 
1 , tZ, ..., rrn.

A-3: Assume that the operatol cost, machine cost and quality cost in process i on

parameter j at the condition given by the parameter values at a point "x" are given by

Ct¡(x), M¡(x) and Q¡(x) respectively (see F'ig. 3. 1).

Addit¡onal Cost Oû or Mij or Q¡j

Raw
Material
Parameter

Cost Function O¡j(x) or hlij(x) or Qù(x)

Figure 3. I Additiorìal Cost Function Reiaied to Râw Matelial Parân'ìeteÌ
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\Mlen the value of, par-ameter x changes, all the cos¿s assoriated with this particular

¡ar¡¡ materia] way change acconlingly. !¡'4ren this value oi paramôter x is at the "ideatr"

l¿vel, all of the associated costs would be at a ndnimuff levei (rernembering thar costs" in

our cass, rnean "above-normal" costs).

The cosÉ per unit of raw material is labeled as R.MC.

Rh4C incir¡des direct raw rnaierìal price as well as various matelial handling costs

before it is used.

Typical rnaterial parameter ranges are taken as:

Paranteter l: from a1 to b1;

Parâmeter 2: from a2 to b2;

Parameter m: ñ'onr am to bm.

Assume that the taw matelial parameters rl, t2, ..." rm fit distributions: f1(x),

f2(x), ... f-(x) respectively (Fig. 3. 2).

Additional Cost Qij

r
Cost Function Qij(x)

Fig. 3. 2 Additional Mauufacturing Cost Calcularion



As stated prcviously, the ¡na¡ufacturing cûst ìil process i associated with

pararneter j for each mat¿l'ial includes th¿ "extra" ûperator cost, ûlachine cûst ¿ìnd quâXity

cûst.

From Fig. 3.2 -- wa can express, for parameter 1 ûn process i, the manufactruing

cost as:

I' {Or r(x) + M111x) + Q11(.r)lJj(.r}¿al

Fol parameter 1 on process 2, the rnanufacturing cost is:

rht
| '1O21(x¡ t ÌvtT(r)+Q2(x\klJ\rxt
"ul

For parameter 1 on process n, the manufacturing cost is:

cbt

| .' I O,, ¡ i.r.¡ + M,,¡(x) + Q,¡( x\)JJ { x I
"ul

FIel1ce, for parameter l, the total manufacturing cost MC on all

associated with this material can be expressed as:

Jl-,t',
MCt- >,l 'lO¡r(x)+ M¡11.rr rQ¡1ix)l{i(.rr)

-ralt=l

-il- ,¡.,,
M C n t = L l -"' lO ¡,r( -u I t M 

¡ r( x I + Q ¡ r( x lldf ,n( x I
. ,-umI=1

MC =ZMC j

(3.4)

Similarly, for parameter nÌ, the total maJrufacturing cost over all procôsses

associated with this material is:

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

processes

(3.5)

For all parameters fronr rl to l*, overall associated processes p1 tû po, the total

manufacturìng cost is then:

(3.6)
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T'he raw material selecticn critedo¡r (R.MSC) can be defined by:

RMSC:RMC+MC +QC (3.8)

QC: Quality Cost of the Final Frodr¡ct

QC represents the impact of the raw material on final product quality. This cost

may include the cost of product rejection by customers and the cost of detrimental impact

on company image caused by a pool quality füral product. This cost also iüdicates the

above 'homral" cost due to the use materials with non-ideal propetties.

If several possible t'aw materials are available for selection, the raw rnaterial with

the iowest RMSC value would be the best candidate shce it would offer the lowest total

cost.

In order to make high-quality decisions, it seems logical to require high-quality

infonnation inputs. F{ence, for this type of analysis, in which the various costs form the

basis for the analysis, the conect râw mateúal seiection depends clearly on the accuracy of

the cost information.

Under realistic conditions, Ëhe matelial parameter variations may follow nonnal (or

any other) distributions whiÌe costs may follow various types of functions (continuous,

step, etc.). This may make our MC expression very cornplex and difficult to formulate in

m analytic form. This difficulty does not really affect the solution of the underlying

problem since the actual analysis is quite straightforwar.d.

In order to solvo such realistic, complex probiems, we suggest that computer

simulatioi'r would plobably be the inost suitable method to proceed with our proposed cost

calculation model. Cornputer simulation can easily handle any type of raw materiai

parameter distribution to replesent real statistical conditions. From the parameter
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clistdbutiou aad associated cost data fro¡n the fi¡nction, the manufacturiag cost can lle

obtaifiod öasily. The raw material selection criterion (R.MSC) car-r be obtained accordingly.

Each prodnct part nee<ls to be æralyzed separaiely as regards its plamed manufacturing

process to find which raw maferials fits most economically. The combined i¡formation can

provide a very uscful input ilito the product's mariufacturing and decision-making process.

3.4 MIXED INDEX I{ANDLINC

trt is cotrrmon that manufactudng cost is affected by the combination of several raw

material properties interactively. A realistic example is that the machine (die) wear of a

pless in a prcssing operation is affeoted by both sheet thickness and steel hardness [24,

901. Xn industrial cases, raw material properties may interactively work together in mâny

ways to affect the manufacturing cost. It could be difficult to analyze the real impact of

each material property on the additional manufacturing cost separately simply because

each acts intelactively with others. Two typical problems ale introduced here to show

some techniques in dealing with these problems.

One case is when two (or more) rnaterial properties may work together in a similar

way to affect the malrufactudng process. Fcr exanple, sheet metal in pressing operation,

the thickness aüd yield strenEth are two material properties affecting fhe formability

[90]. The thicker the sheet metal and higher its yield strength, the more dilfìcult ìt is to

bend the metal sheet. Since they work together to affect the formability, we cannot find

out their relationships with thr formabitrity individually; r,ve need to determinc a mixed

index to reprôsent the effect of both of them together. Assuming x1 represents yield

strength and x2 represeûts thickness, then the mixed parameter x can tre expressed as x :
f(x1,x2). A useful method that may be used to determine dre relationships between x ând

xl and x2" is to set the two parameters xl, x2 al several levels, and caruy out a sôries of

bending experiments, and then to coffelate the relationship between the two properties
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anri thô r¡ixed index - fomrabiiigl of metal sheet. After kaowing the relationships, rhe

sÉatistiratr distributio¡r of pal'ameier x car'r be óbtainôd through siruulation analysis *r

æalytical analysis of the two known statisticai distributions x7 and x2. The additional

manufacturing cost MC¡ can be expressed and analyzed as MC4 : g(x). Then, g(x) is the

function relating the material mixed index (cornbinatiou of steel har.dness and thickness)

and the extra malufacturing cost.

Another case considers the situation lvhen two (or nlore) properties may work

iuteractively in a dependent way to affect ihe manufacturi¡lg process. As wr stated

before, we cannot analyze thern individualiy, simply because they work interactively. ûne

example of this, for our case, would be the welding operation for connecting two sheet

metals. The thick¡ress & hardness togethel with the amou¡¡t of oil on the sheet ¡netal

hrteractively affect the weldability [24,27). If the welding energy is too iarge, rhe welding

heat may burn thlough the sheet (which counts as defect). If the energy is too low, the

weiding strength between sheet metals may be not enough (also resulting in a defect). The

thicker a¡id hardel metal can withstand higher energy ievels that result in a sttonger weld.

F{eavy oil coatings requile high weldìng energy to bum through the oil frlm before the real

welding starts. As a ¡esult, we can identify several possible cases in tf¡is situatior.r:

1. Thick and hard metal sheet with a little oil on the sheet: a peifect welding can

be achieved.

2. Thin and soft metal with a little oil on the sheet as well ¿s thìck and hard metal

with heaviel amount of oil on the sheet: may achieve a goocl weld if ttre proper welding

energy is used.

3. In the case of thin and soft rnetal with a high ainount of coating oil ot the metal

sheet, direct welding may causc either a "bum through" or a "missed weld" sirrce thin arid

soft metal can only wiËhstan<i a low weiding energy level whiÌe a large oii amount on tire
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fietal sheet lequi¡rs a fiuch higher energies to burn off the oil before the actual welding

prûcess.

Thus, fhe weidability depends on the relationship bôtwee& the Lhickness &

hardness and the oil ânìounl on the metai sheet.

Assume x reprôsents the coinbinatioir of yield slrength and thickness and y

rcpresents the amount of oil. The base relationship for a rrralginai weld betweet them

could be expresscd as x : f(y), which means that, for a celtain oil amount y on the metal

sheet, the weldable thickness and yield strengfh of Éhe metal should be equal to or larger

Éhan x.

This lelationship also may be obtained by a series of welding experiments. The

method requires the setting of the parameters at several levels in ordel' to determine the

relationship between the mixed index and the "oil arnount" in the welding process. From

the above analysis, we know tl.ìat two (ol more) parameters need to be used at same time

in order to analyze the cost. The extra manufacturing cost MC¡ can be exprcssed by MC¡

: C(x,y). The g(x, y) is the combination effect of the raw material parameters x and y on

the extl a manufacturing cost.

In practical situatìons, the interactiûR be¿weôn the properties of the raw material

rnay be more complicated flran illustrated in thc two exanìples above. F{owever, based o;r

the above approaches and through ær anaiysis of their relationships, tlre correct expression

between palameters may be determined for further manufacturing cost analysis.

CONCLUSTON

A new raw ffiatel'iâl selection model is proposed. The criterion for the selectioir of

technologically and economically optimal raw materìals is the combination of material

cost, extra manufactuling cost and quality cost of final product. The extra manufacturing

cost is based on costs associated wíth aùy specific raw material obtained fi'om detailed



æalysis ol thô marûfactilriâg process to which tlxat law material will be subjectôd. The

actual fliarrufactuling costs used in our model are the ',excess', costs expedenced as a

result of, that raw material's incornplete cornplianco with "ideal" specifications aml is

expressed iÞ terffis of "extra" operatôr costs, "extra" maclrine costs and ,'extl.a" quality

costs.

Ðue to the complexity of real industrial prcblems in terms of the expression of ali

required factors in the appropriafe analytic relationships, we suggest that they be solved lry

mcans of computer simula¿ion n¡ethods.
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CH.{PTER 4

CASE ANAI-YSTS: FAR.T I

MANUFACT'{JR_TNG PR ûCESS AND PR ûDUCT QUA{-{TY
ANALYSNS

The Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 deal with the collection and orgairization of data for

use in the subsequent simulation study. The data collected in this study was obtained from

the following sources: 1. Literature review; 2. Conversations with the manufacturer;

and 3. Our best educated estimations. The data collected is only a rough estimation of the

actual case. They are only used as a background material for our approaches.

In this chapter, various manufacturing problems related to úaterial properties are

described, and the relationships between material propefies and their effect on different

manufacturing processes are analyzed.

4. 1. GENERALSTATEMENT

The following discussion uses our industrial example as a vehicle.

Tbe manufacturing process for the ceiling diffuser products can be simplified as

shown in Figure 4.1 ;



a>i,lIi

C>i.lt_ -,'

-7 0=o :

C>
ti,-l

rùaterial (sheet lneral) rnârìufactudng process product (cerli¡e difirser)

Figure 4.1 A Sinplilìed Ceiling Diftrser hoduction I-ine

From Figure 4.1, it can be seen that the ceiling diffuser product is assembled fiom

three main parts: the outer cone, the middle cone and the inner cone (as well as some

other small cornponents). Due to the thickness of the sheet requiled, the raw mateúals for

these three cones are all cold rolled (instead of hot rolled) low carbon steel sheet. After

the pressing, forming, welding, painting and assembly operations, the product, then, is

ready for packaging and shipping. Since each part experiences different manufacturing

processes and plays different functional roles in ttre fmal product, each has different raw

matelial sheet properties requircrnents. our example analysis concentrates on the material

requiremerts for the Outer Cone of the ceiling diffuser.

sheeÌ rnetoi srrope pressÌne ¡ækforming ojhers fìnoi ¡speciio¡ Þackqono

Figure 4. 2 MânufactrÌrjng Operations of the Outer Corìe
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lVe can see that fhe sheef metai for Éhe outer cone exporiences pressirg, forming,

pa rting, final asseinbly, finai inspection ærrcl packaging operations. Fressing, fonning,

final inspection and packaging operations (see Figurc 4.2) are our interests in this anatrysis

since we believe the painting and assembly operatioùs âre not (or not significantly)

affected by the sheet metal properties. Our analysis concentrates on how sheet eretal

propeifies affect the operations.

4.2 SHEET METAI-S

There are two types ofprocesses to produce sheet metal: hot rolìing and cold

rolling. As it is known that the variation of properties is gi eater for hot rolled than cold

rolled materials [58] and that the hot rolled method is iimired to producing relatively thick

sheet metals (> 1 .2 mm or > 0.045 in.). For the ceiling diffuser application, only cold

rolled low carbon steel (0.35 - 2.0 rnm or 0.014 to 0.082 in.) can be considered.

Low carbon steel shôet cones in three types of quality: commercial quality, draw

quality, and draw quality special kilied. Each of these three types of products also has a

sedes of grades conesponding to the carbon coritents in the metal [46]. Since different

materials have diffelent chernical cômponents, their uechanical properties are dif{brent

(see Figure 4.3).

Yleld Sfength (ksl) ElongolÌon (%)

commerciql quolrly

drow quolity

drow quolìly speciol kllled

Figule 4.3 Two Mechanical PropeÍies of Tluee Types of Sheet Metals
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Since comrne¡cial quality materials exlìibit the biggest variations and widest ranges

ofproperties, they, of ccurse, have the lowest price in the nrarket. Ðraw quality speciai

killed sheet ruetals exhibi¿ the least variation and show the narrowôst raüge of properties.

Ðraw quality sheet metals Iie in the middle. .A.mong these th¡ee generai quaiity types,

there is a significant overlap of property values for all qualities. The higher the quality, the

belter and inore unifonn the ploperties. For example, in the comrnercial quaiity, the total

elorìgation (important to shape formabilily) is in the nnge af 32Vo to 45olo. In draw

quality, the total elongation is in the range af 340/a ta 43a/o. trtis possibie for a conpany to

buy a mateljal with a low price but still with adequatc quality specifications if the

company knows the Íeal tecblical requirements of the material for a particular applìcation.

Both commercial quality a¡rd draw quality sheet metals exhibit the problem cf

"aging" [46,83,90]. The aging problen has two affecrs on the application of the metal:

one is a loss of ductility and the other results in stretcher straining and fluting problems

during folming. To avoid or reduce the effect of aging, some or all of the following

rneasures may be used:

1. Frompt use of sheets;

2. Effective roller leveling;

3. R.eduction of delay between draws;

4. Avoìding exposure of sheet to over-heating condition.

For different application, different mechanical properties are prefeired. For

bending processes, the thickness and Éhe yield strength of the sheet metal are considered to

be the most important fàctors. For drarving or stretching plocesses, the elongation,

thickness and harclening exponent are considered to be most important. The most

toinmon palameters for description of sheet metais include: tensile strength, yield

strength, unifofln elongation, total eloûgation, hardness and thickness.
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4.3 "1 Materiai Characteristics

There are many characte¡istics i,vhich can be used to desclibe the properties or'

characteristics of sheet metals. These inciLrde chemicai cûnteut (carbon content, etc.),

mechanical properties (tensile strength, yield strength, total elongation, uniform elongaÉion

etc.), fonnability (form limited diagram, hardening exponent, strain limiting coeffîcient,

cup-height etc.), and other properties (thicktess, width, hardness etc.).

To a genelal miurufacturer of steel sheet products, the material harduess and

material thickness are the most common characteristics used for material testing due to fhe

easiness of their measurement. The problem ís that these two characteristics are not good

enough to make effective predictions and can not be directly relatecl to its manufacturing

processes. If suitable facilities for sheet material testing are available, more material

chalacteristics can be examjned and thus plovide morc infomation to assess the impact of

those aatedâls on the manufacturìng plocesses a.nd product quality. lJnforlunately, sorne

propeÍies are very difficult to obtain, or the general manufacturcr may not have the

facilities to do the testing. T'o best describe the effect of materials on their application, we

choose here three material qùality parameters to describe r.he sheet material: rnaterial

thickness, material yield strength and total elongation. T'hese three parameter ale

relatively easy Ëo get and niost irnportantly, from the investigation of previous researclr

work, can be used effectively to describe the impact effect of the sheet materiai on the

applications investigated.

4-3.2 R.elationships Between Yield Stlength an¿! Total Elongal.ioir

The yield strength and total elongation are two of the mechanical properties we

consider. These two pncperties are closeiy lelated to each othel'. Generally speaking, if a

rnetal has high yield strength, it will have a low total elongation value.



In sorire applicafion, we may have different expectations or preferences about

different properlies" For instaace, if we need a ¡netal to have good sh.ötchability, wÕ

expect thô ¡netal ta have a higher percent totai elongation; but, if w¿ need a mefal piece to

have a solid st¡uctule for handliüg, we require a metal with higher yield strength. lf we

nee¿l both of thern at the saue time, then we need to make some frade-off between these

Ê\Ã/o propôxties. The ¡naterial wtrrich best satisfies the requircrnents should have adequate

total elongation as well as enough yield strength. To make an effective selection, we neecl

to understand the relationship between the mechanical prope$ies of the ¡netals Á detail.

There is no clear or explicit relationship between these two propelties, but we

klow they relate to each other. A simple method to find their. relationship is to make a

series of experiments on sheet metals for these two properties, then relate the properties

data in a linear or quadratic form. The more datâ collected for the analysis, the more

acculate a relationship may be reached.

The data used for our analysis is based on the data presented by Hecker [34] in

1971. The data is shown in Appendix A. All materials tested are low car.bon steel sheet

and the tensile specimens were prepared in accordance with ASTM specification E-8. The

specimens wero tested ata strain rate of 2x l0-3/s. AI1 properties data aïe ali average

value of tests taken at 0, 45 anC 90 degrees to the rolling direction.

The yield strength (ksi) and total eiongation data [34] ai.e shown in Figure 4.4:
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Figrre 4.4 Total Elongation ärd Yield Strength ofLow Carbon Sheet Steel

We assume that, X represents yield strength (ksi); Y represents total elongation

(o/o); a linear equation Y : a + bX represents the relationship between yield strength and

total elongation. From a least-sqùare approach used to correlate these data, we obtained:

a:61.89, and b : - 0.67. The resulting linear equation becomes,

Y:61.89-0.67X with a corelation coefficient of- 0.8943, estirnated standard

effor ofslope:0.0865, estimated standard error of intercept : 2.73, estirnated standard

eûor of estimate:2.415, and percent of variance explaine d: A.7991 .

IoTol Elongofion (y)
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15 25 35 45 55

yield strength (x)

Figure 4.5 Relâtionsl'ìip Between Yield Strengtl] ând Total Elongation
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Using the above approach, if we know the yield strength X, we can predict tfue

possible ralge olthe total elongation Y of the metatr with a desired confidence.

For a 100(1-cr) percent confidence, th¿ interval for the vaiue y at a fixed x can tre

desc¡ibed as:

, = t 1- t u@ - 2) (estimatetl standard tleviation of y )
z

For the above condition of n - 2 : 15, with 
^ 

95Eô confidence level (o equals

0.05), we obtained the value of t6.g5(tr5) equal to 2.13 fronl the t-distribution rable._T

Since the estimated standard deviation of y is 2.4i5, thereforc, the value of

to (n- 2)(estimated standard dÕviation of !) reaches 5.27.
2

So, the following relatíonship between yield shength x and total elongation y is

obtained:

y : 61.89 - 0.67 x +l- 5.27

4. 4. PROET.EMINTRODUCTION

To understand the impact of sheet metal material on the manufacturing pl.ocesses

and quality aspects, we need to analyze all possible problens caused by material

properties. The sheet material properËies here include metal thickness, yield sËrength and

total elongation.

As we mentioned before, only the operations related to the sheet metal raw

material properties arc ofinterest to us. As for affectecl uzurufacturing operations, we are

intercsted in the shape pressing operation (Éo fonn the right shape), the neck forming

operation (to fonn the neck), the packaging operation and the final quality.
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We can ciassify prcblems causeetr by sheet metal material into tliree categories:

personnel involvement (operator cost), machine involveiaent (rnachiae cost) and quality

involvement (quality cost).

The informafion presented in this section rnainly conres from the conversations

with production workers, engineering staff and management personnel [24]. Some

simplistic analysis of these problems and their related cost impact estimations are givcn in

the next section.

a) In the shape pressing operation, the analysis can be done as follows:

(i) operator cost (reason: pickup problem)

Pickup problems in the shape pressing operation reduce the production rate or

productivity. trt is due to the rnetal being too thin a¡d/or with too low a yield stlength, so

that the metal sticks on the press or- die after the pressing operation [27]. At that point,

one needs to manually separate the paú and the die (or pless) after the press is released.

(ii) machine cost (reâson: extra die wear)

Very high pressing forces used in the pressing opelation i¡ciease the machine

wear, the machine and die maintenance costs and, to some extônt, reduce the useful life

time of the press and the die used [24]. High press forces are caused by the metal being

too thick and the yield strength being too high, therefore a higher force [90,1Û1] is needed

to bend or stretch the metal to the required shape.

(iii) quality cost (reason: shape springback)

{f the springback problem effect is too serious, the shape of the part may affect the

acceptance of the product [24]. Springback problens arc mainly due to the metal having

too much yield strength [90]. Since we only deal with low carbon steel sheet (with
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relatively low yield strength) and the shape of trhe end pror3uct is not ve{y critical ior its

a¡rXllication, this problem is not s¿ricus enough to be considerer! here [24].

b) trn the neck forrning operatioli, the analysis is as follows:

(i) opelator cost (reason: pickup problem)

This is the same problem as discussed in the shape prcssing operation. The effect

of this ploblem is not serious enough [24] to be considered in ihis operation in this

example.

(ii) machine cost (r€ason: extr.a die wear)

This is the same problem as discussed in tlie shape pressing operation.

(iii) quality cost (reason: problem of neck cracking)

F.leck rips caused during the neck fo'ning process reduce the level of customer

acceptance. They are caused by the metal being too brittle (low eiongation) for the stretch

it is leqniled to undergo t46,47,48,49,50,51,591. This probiem is less iikely ro occurif the

matelial ductility (total elongation) increases and the inaterial thickness increases [59].

Ripping problems are also less likely to occur as the neck diameter increases and the neck

height decreases because the required proportional amount of stretch is reduced.

c) In the packaging operation, the analysis is as follows:

(i) packing cost (Íeason: extra packing nìaterial aird efîort)

Frodr,ct packaging is a decisio' based on the metal thickness. v/hen the metal is

[oo thin, extra packagi-ng mate¡ial and effort is required [24], thus resutting in more
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sophisticated packaging necessaly to prevent ircnding during shipping" &e packing cost

is n'iore likely to i.nclease as the material thichness decreases.

d) trn the lrral qualify iiispection cperation

(i) final qualìty cost (reason: part rigidity cost)

Foor final product rigidity increases the product shipnent dainage, product

installation dainage and adversely affects the company's image [24]. Thø product rigidity

is affected by the metal thickness ald yield strength [101]. Although the product structure

design affects the product rigidity (a box like shape is more rigid than a flat surface), the

thicker and the higher yield strength of the material. the better rigidity of the product

l10ll.

e) Product acceptance by customers

Unsatisfactory product quality in the eyes of the custoaer may increase the overall

product cost and reduce the company's image to customers Í24]. T\erc are three possible

problems related to our analyzed paÍ.

(i) the shipment damage problern [24]:

trt is iess likely to occur as the product rigidity (the combination of material

thickness and the material yield strength) increases [101]. IÉ is also affected by the

packaging design.

(ii) the installation damage problem [24]:

It is less likely to ocrur as the product rigidity (the coabination of material

thickness and the material yield sü'ength) increases [ 10 i ]. ft is also affected by t]ie

product structurc design.
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(iii) the neck ripping problern [24]:

The neck ripping defects will bô irss likeiy if the company has righter inspec{irn

crìteria. It is also less likely if the ¡naterial has better stretchability and the product Fras a

Xower stretch rôqufuement [27].

trn the rnodein competitive malufacturitg envix onftent, a zero defect level is the

target for many cornpanies and lhe defects should not fall into the cûstomôrs' hands. In

our later investigations, we assume all of the problems which may be received by the

customels can be inspecæd and eliminated before the pr.oducts are shipped to the

customers. ln our case, if the final inspection (rigidity) is tight enough and the packing is

safè enough, the shipnent damage and instâllation damage should be avoided. If the neck

forming quality is inspected strictly erìough, the product with a ripped neck would not get

into the customeÌs' hands. we assume hereafter that the custorners always receive qualily

products and thus, customer acceptance wiil no,longer be discussed in cost terms.

The plobrlems presented above a¡.e real concerns to mânufacturer. Selecting the

rigbt material rnay help to eiiminate Õr to reCuce the above plcblems and reiated costs.

4.5 PROBLEM ANAI-YSIS

As discussed in the previous section, matrrial pioperties have cerlain impacts on

various costs ûr the manufacturing processes. To analyze the seriousness of these cost

impacts, we need to address these probierls in more detail.

Due to its length, this detailed analysis is given in Appendix F.
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4,6 CÛNCLUSTÛN

h conclusion, a review ofall manufacturing problems we have discussed are given

as follows (Figure 4.6):

Figure 4.6 Sumrnary of the analysis of the mæufâcturing problems

In Figure 4.6, the negative sign rr--rr flìeans negative impact on the cost and the

positive sign "+" means positive impacË on the cost. T'he nrost suitable materiai fol this

application would then be the ¡oaterial with the iowest overall cost which inciudes the

manufacturing and product quality cosis discussed above, atrd the raw material cost itself.
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5. 1

CF{I"PTER.5

CASE.ANALYSIS: F,{RT 2

PLR.CF{AS{NG PRTCESS ANALYSIS F'ÛR. SFffiET MATERTAT-

This chapter is the continuation of the previous chapter on data collection and

organization. trt deals with the material purchasing opemtion a¡d the related costs. Two

kinds of material suppliers and the related purchasing processes are presenterí. The

various costs incurred during material purchasing operations are also discussed (the data

shown in this chapter are based on conversations with employees of a local material

supplier as well as on our best educated estimation).

INTRODUCTION

In general, for a particular type ofraw material, ma¡ufacturers have some

altematives to purchase Íiom several different suppliers. Effective selection of materials

and suppliers sometimes may significantly reduce purchasing operation expenses as well as

reduce manufacturing process costs affected by the materials purchased .

The ¡aw material used for the case analyzed by us is cold rolled low ca.rbon steel

sheet. This type of metal is a typical material for steel sheet products and is usually

available fiorn several suppliers. Different suppliers may offer similar materials (with

slightly different properties) with different market prices. Different hairdling processes

rnay be involved in dealing with different suppliers. For an economic selection of raw

materials, there is a need to understa¡d the va¡ious costs incurued during purchasing

operations íiom different suppliers. This is a part of the information needed for the

identification of fhe most suitable supplier and materìal available.



i" t CC}STS ãI{ FURCHASTNG C}PER.4T{ÛNS

To understand tXre true material cost, we need tû invostigate the pul'chasing

process in detail. From analysis of a typicatr purchasing operation cycle (from one material

ordering to the next), the costs during the whole purchasing prûcess can be categorized

into the following sub-costs:

Order Cost: the cost fol ordering a certain amoulrt ûf material. This cost may contain

telecommunication costs, market ìnvestigatiorì costs, personal visit costs a¡rd other related

costs [24,25]. In the case we discuss, the order cost is assumed to be $ 100.00 per order

if the material is ordered directly ñorl a local warehouses [26]. ft is assumed to be

$250.00 per order in ordering from steel mills [261.

Material Cost: The direct material cost is related to the material unit price. This cost

may bc affected by quantity, grade (commercial, draw and draw quality special killed) ald

listed specifications [24,25] such as thickness (since the material is paid by weight);

Transportaticn Cost: The cost for traùsporting the material from the steel mill to the

warehouse or/and frorn the warehouse to the manufacturing plant;

Slitting Cost: T'he cost for slitting the sheet rnetal material to a specified width;

F{olding Cost: The cost for holding the material in inventory. This includes intel.est

money invested in material as well as stotage expenses [24], if applicable. FIere, wrl oniy

consider tlre filst one, the intercs¿ expenses. Inferest of 1û o/o far material expenses is

assumed in our analysis [24,25,26].
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Clut-of-Stock Cost: The cost dìle to the need tû coasr prôduction of a palticular producË

i:ecause there is no ¡naterial available i¡r the ieventory. This cost va¡'ies according to

circumstances [26]. For a general manufacturing company, one aiways tries to keep som:e

extra oraterial in stock to avoid the out-of-stock probl.en 124,251.

Alfhough we oniy cited a few costs for consideration in our analysis, other

purchasing operatioxr costs could also be cor¡sidered for our simulafion analysis (in a later

chapter). In a complicated manufacfuring environment, all these costs may be changing

with tìme a¡ld wiÉh diffelent circumstances. This makes the niaterial and supplier

selection in real circu¡nstances inore dynamic and mole challenging.

5 - 3 THE PUR.CFIASING PR.OCESS F'OR TWO TYPICAL SUPPLIERS

There ale two typical types of suppliers available for the sheet metal pr.oduct: the

local warehouse and the steel mill. The purchasing process for similar material fi.om

different suppliers may be different. For each type of supplier, the purchasing procedure is

more or less the same. For our analysis, we take two sheet metal suppliers: Namasco - a

local warehouse (Winnipeg, MB) and Stelco - a steel mili (F{arnilton, Ontario).

5.3-I Furchasing Frorn a l-ocal Warehouse

The purchasing process fi'om the warehouse for each cycle can be described as

follows:

When the sheet metal in the inventoly stock of the manufactuling plant is lower

lhan pre-defined level, the company gives an order to a particular wa¡ehouse. It takes

about 6 days for the sheôt slitting process and then takes about another 4 days for the

delivery of the sli¿tôd material to Ëhe rnanufacturing plant. The naterial price includes the

original material price plus the slitting cost (packing and freight cost is ìnciudrd in the
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slittixig côst). T'Ìre warehouse cau rnonitor the sheet thickness fcr the company at ftû extra

charge. The warehouse can aiso provide tire chemical coûtôfiis infonnation ûf the metai

with no exh'a cirarge. The informatioit regarding the nechanical propertiÕs of tÍre sheer

mctal inay ¡lÕôd to takô 1 ruore week's tiine, and at extra chargÐ, since the testing is done

by an outside constilting firm. The manufacturer receives the sheef. metal ftaterial to back

up the inventory and to feed the production. The purchasing loop is <iescribed as in

Figurc 5. 1:

Figure 5.1 Purchasing Process i (Local Walelìouse As mâterial Supplcr)

5.3.2 Furchasing Flom a Steel Mill

The purchasing process fiom a steel rnili for each cycle can be clescribed as

follows:

\Ãtren the sheet metal in irrventory of the rnanufacturing plant ìs lower than a

cerlain level, the company gives an order to a palticuiar steel nrill. trt takes about 6 to I
weeks for materjal processing and it takes about 7 days to ship the material û.om the rnill

plont inveniory

sltting ond delivery cosl

'''''

hold ng cost

s liilng
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to a lûcal warehoûse. The warehous¿ doos {he s}reet s}itting work for about 6 days and

rhe¡., åakes about anoËher 4 days fcr the delivery to lhe plant. The material price for the

mill only includes the pure rnaterial côst, Eot the transpoËtation nûr thô wastô mate¡ial in

slitting. The naterial slitting cost in the warehouse is for mater.ial slitting, re-packing and

freight. The warehouse can also monitor the sheet tl,ickness and provide the chemical

cûntents for the coinpany at no extra charge. The inspection of mechanical propeities may

need 1 morô week tirne and an exlra charge, since the testing is done by an outside

consulting cûmpa&y. The cornpany rcceives the sheet meÉal niaterial to feed the

production. The purchasing loop is described as following Figure 5. 2:

Figure 5.2 Purchasing Process 2 (Steel Mill As Mârerial Supptiei)

5. 4 N,{ATERIAI- PROPERTIES, LEAD TIME, PRICts AND RELATED COST'S

lldatenia[ Fnopenties :

The raw material used for the outer cone of ceiling diffusers is a low carbon steel

sheet. The normal thickness [24] for the material is from 0.024" (24 thou) to 0.03 I " (3 1

locol wolêhôuse

cost

lime

ordercosi moierlolprlce
ironsÞor'oton coq

sllling and de ve¡y cost
Lro,"e *.i -

êdd il¡r€ I lronsÞoriaion ïme eod ll¡þ 2
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thou). The qualiËy of material varies 124,25j from coil to coil, and varjes even within one

cûii.

{n general, raw inaterials (sheet rletal) frorn the local warehouse have larger

variations [24] since one warehouse usually contains all kinds of materiais (variations of

thickness, grade, stocking time etc.). More careful selection in tenns of materjal

propefties is necessary for those demanding quality. ûn the cont¡ary, l'aw materials (sheet

metal) from steel mills usually have a mole stable quality [24] since they are directly from

the steel producel.

The quality we mentiÕned above lies inainly in the variation ofsheet thickness and

the formability of the sheet metal. To get a general feeling foÌ the sheet thickness, when

one orders 24 thou thick metal, the real thickness what one usually receives is in the range

oî 23 to 25 thou; sometiures, it may reach 21 ta 27 fho:u [24].

[-ead Time:

The warehouse offers much shorter lead time: about 6 days for material selection

and slitting, plus 4 days tirne for coil delivery [24,251. The total time for ordering from a

warehouse to receiving the material is thus about 10 days;

The lead time to order material from a steel rnill is rnuch longer: it takes about B

to 12 weeks for steel processing 124,2511, In some special cases, it can reach 30 weeks

(over half a year). Then, it takes about 7 days' shipping time from the steeX mill to a local

warehousc. Furdrer, the local warehouse still needs another'6 days for sheet siitting and

also, 4 exÉra days for coil delivery.
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&4aÊenial Priae:

Some of the aspects of the twû typôs ûfraw material suppiiers iu tenns af rnateria|

price are similar': the maÉerial price changes with different mateïial grade (typr), fl1ateriaì

Lhickness and the order qu arttity 124,251:

- the thicker the sheet m¿tal ordered, the lower the price per pound [25] is since

less rolling is required.

- therô are thrce quality levels for cold rolled steel sheets: commercial quality,

dlaw quality and dlaw quality special kllled 124,25,581. Cornmercial quality has the

widest specification and, of course, the lowest price. Draw quality has better forming

quality and comes with a higher price. Dlaw quality special killed has exper.ienced the de-

oxidization process (alurninum killed), so ithas a more stable qualiÉy (no aging problen),

and comes with the highest price. In each quality level, there ale different grades (carbon

contents are different too), but they are all at the same price level.

- In order to attract more customers and increase sales, iarge orders usually obtain

some price discount.

Material From a Local Warehouse:

Following are some typical relationships between material thickness and sheet

rnetal price for materials from a local warehouse [25]:

thickness (thou) 24 30 60 100

price (ç/1b. for cold rolled) 34 33 32 3l

Similarly, some typical relationships [25]l:etween nraferÌal types and sheet môtal prices

(thickrress is 24 úau):
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Lypa:

iltr.t, (çllb")

roffimercial draw quaiìty draw quality special kiilecÌ

7À l< < )L E.IJ.J JU,J

The above niaterial prices inentioned are for general cases. For the same material

with normal price of 34 çllb. sheet metal, one n:ay have the oppofiunity to get it for-.just

32 at 33 çllb. in a good deal. This usuatrly happens wheir somô custorner clver-order-ed

some type of sheet, which he does not needed anymore. For. sorne low stock md high

denrand sheet rnetal, Éhe price can rise up ta 39 ar 4O çllb. [25)-

Steel price also changes with timô. When rnarket demand incrcases, the price is

higher; but when market demand decreases, the price is lower [25]. For sheet metal

material with normal price o134 ç/1b., the price may reach 35ç/lb. the next month. F'or

some low demand rnaterial (e.g.: when after one year in stock, the metal still can't sell), the

warehouse may "eat the cost" and offer. it at a ver.y low price to get rid of the unwanted

inventory [25].

For our analysis, only the normal condition for rnaterial price is considered.

Material Flom A SteeÌ Mill:

As for the local warehouse, the material prìce in the steel mill changes with

different matedal grades (type), material thickness and ordering quantity.

Since steel nills are ploducers of steel sheet, they only accept large orders [25].

They rcquire a bigger order amount for each order and have a minirnuin order alnount pcr

yÒ21r.

For the sheet metal we mentioned, ûne can obtaili sirnilar material (with tight

specìflrcatiorr) 24 thou thickness for only 24 çlll:. *atn the steel rnill under the condition of

a minimum order of 1000 tons per year [25].
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T'ransporÉaÉioaa Cosú:

trf one orders nrâtenial from a local warehouse, one does nût need to pay for the

traüsportatiûil cost since the slitting cost covers the traasportatioÛ cost in thô warehouse.

The tla¡spÕfiation cost between the steel mill to a local war.ehouse is not ccvered

by neithel' steel mill nor local warehouse, so the customer pays for the transportation cosË

if ordering the material fi'om a steel ¡nill. From l{amilton to Winnipeg, transportation can

be by train or by truck. Sincr the steetr niill usually has a deal with the ffain company, the

transpoúation cost by train is lower than by truck. The rough cost for transporta{ion fronr

Hamilton to Winnipeg is about 2.5 ç/lb. by tlain [25]. tsy truck, the cost would be 3 Ç/lb.

($3.00/100 lb. for a 35-ton truck load) [251.

SniÉting Cosf:

In the warehouse, the calculation of the slìtting cost is according to the time spent

on the slitting plocess [25]. This process includes rnachine setup tirne and r.eal slitting

tirne. Machine sôtup tiine for two widths is about 0.5 hour. The slitting time depends on

the slitting amount, the genelal slltting rate is atrout 22 in. pel.ton. Thc real cost for the

slitting process is calculated at $3.0/min. (the time includes setup time and the slitting run

time).

Materiai From a Local Warehouse:

After the above calculation, the warehouse adds 18a/o to cover overhead on the

siitting cost for the customers who order the material directly from the warehouse [25].

The slitting cost also includes coil packing and freight. For a very large quantity and for

favored customers, overhead can be reduced to 10olo (not considered here).
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Thø siitting waste (off-cut) during the slirting process is the responsibility ûf the

warenrouse, ãtd ûût the expensù ûf rustûmer. So the material price does not inciudÕ lhe

ma[erial off-cuf, "one just pays for what is received".

Material From Steel Mill:

The calculation for the material slitting cost is the sarne as for materÌal purchased

fronr a warehouse, br¡t the overhead cost added on is 1007¿ instead of lTtk 1251.

The slitting waste (off-cut) wiltr be the responsibility of the customer. The material

price paid to the steel mill includes the whole material weight ordered, "one pays for what

is ordeled". The slitting waste [25] rnay be quite significant (on average 57o of the whole

steel weight ordered) if the customer- caDnot use off-cut or cannot find someone who

needs the off-cut. If the offset is salable, the warehouse may take the material with 50olo

off the original price for the off-cut after it is slit in the local warehouse.

{lnder Cost:

Ifone orders the rnaterial from a local warehouse, the ordering cost per ordel is

usually rnuch iess than the ordering cost frrcm a steel mill [25].

E{olding Cost:

Since a long lead time is required if the matelial is ordered frorn a steel rnill, a very

large inventory is necessary to maintain thc production. The hoidìng cost, of course, is

then much higher in these circumstances than when order.ing smailer quantities of the

nraterial direcily from local wal'eh ause 124,25,271.



ûut-ofl-SÉoel¿ Cost:

The out-of-stock ploblem exists when no morc ilaterial is avaiiable for production

and the rnanufacfurer waits for the ordered material. The reason for this problem is an

inconect estimate of the lead time or the large variation of the lead time which makes it

difficult for the rnanufacturer to correctly estimate the lead time. Although, in the

condition of ordering material from steel mill, this problem is more likely, the ouçof-s¡ock

cost depends rrainly on the company's inventory policy. The ¡nore material inventory it

decides to keep in stock, fhe iessel is the chance of this problem happening.

COMPARISON OF THE TWO TYPES OF SIIFPLItsRS

We corclude this chapter by making a comparison for the two types of suppliers

As we discussed in this chapter, the purchasing paraneter-s and various costs in the

purchasing processes are iisted as follows:

Furcleasing Fara¡meter

Lead Time

Minimum ûlder Amount

Metal Properties Vaûation

Matedal Frice

Cost

Order Cost

Transportatioû CosË

Slitting Cost

Wanehouse

shorter

lower

wider

higher

Warehouse

lower each time

higher order fi'equency

none

lower

Steel Mitrl

longer

higher

nalTower

lower

Sfeel Mi!!

higher each time

higher order fi'equeircy

higher

higher
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trlokling Cost lower higher

ûut-of-Stock Cost less trikely rnore litr<ely

Ðue to the complexity of the purchasing operation, more detailed colrrparison for

the economic selection of the material supplier- can be done by means of a computer

sinulation to model flie purchasing process in order to calculate various iircuned costs

over a certain period of time. We can, ¡r the end, obtain the overall cost of the

purchasing operation.
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AIq ANALTTC APPR.TACT{ FC}R. ÐETERMTNTNG
ûFT'IM[I\,{ RAW MATERIAL QUAT.TTY Ï_EVEI_

For a general problern, an analytical approach can usually provide generalized

solutions and the results from such an approach often have the advantage ofease ofuse.

trn this chapter, we use an analytical method to calculate the expected cost impact ofrâw

material characteristic(s) on its application process, and at Íhe same time, to identify the

optimal raw material quality level. This approach, though limited in its practical

applications, provides ar effective tool to resolve some of the simple problems. For mo¡e

complicated industrial problems, computer simulation methods may be more appropriate.

6. 1. INTRODUCTION

In most industrial situations there are several alternative raw materials that may be

chosen for any particular application. It is therefore of interest to manufacturers to be able

to decide which raw matelial is ihe most technically and economically suitable for the

desired level of product quality.

Once a suitable quality level is selected, gfeat cost savings and improvements in

manufacturing process efficiency may be achieved by appropriate selection of the raw

material. To make a cost effective choice, one should have a clear understanding ofhow

raw mate¡ial quality charactelistics affect íts application process. The cost impact

assessment should be based solely on the effect of¡aw material quality characteristics.

This approach is assumed that the relationship between the material characteristic and the

material impact on its application process is known. Based on that, some analytical

solutions v¡hich may be used to assist manufacturers in determining the economic

altematives and optimum level of raw material quality characteristics are fo¡mulated.
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6,2. .APFR.ÛACI.{

we assulùe thât the relatio slrip between a.aw materiai property or prûpertiôs and

tl¡eir effect on the affected manufacturing costs is k¡own. Vy'e also assume [hat the

statistical distribntion for tlie raw material quality characteristic is klown (see trigure 6.1).

cost y

+

l

cosT funclion v(x)

quolily chorocleristic x

denslly disTribuÍion f(x)

Figure 6. I lllustration ofA General P¡oblem

F{ence, the expected cost effect fûr the parlicular raw material can be expressed as

tr = JPf,r(x)f(x)dx (6.1)

Since, in realiry, the ft¡nction y(x) and f(x) can take on a wide variety of forms, it is

impossible for us to obtain the E value as well as the optimum quality level (usually, mean

value) in an analytical form. Fortunately, we can always ¡¡se a series of piece-wise linear

functions to represent æry form of the cost function y(x) within a desired accuracy. For

the present, we choose twû stâtistical distdbutions for f(x) in the above formuiation: a

unifonn distlibution and a normal distribution (see Figure 6.2).
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overoll cost impocl

,li_-t i\
uniform dislribuTion normol dislribulion

row mqler ol choroterisÌÌc

Figure 6.2 Problem lllustration fbr further Analysis

6.3. FORMUT-ATIA¡{ USING A UNIFORM DISTRIBUT{CjN FûR THE QUALITV

CHARACTER.ISTIC

Assurne that the raw naterial quality characteristic of interest follows a uniform

distribution with an average value ofu and width of 2o; the density functio' for this

quality chalacteristic is then l/2o in the range of (u-o, u+o). Within this range of the

quality character'ìstic, the cost firnction can be lepresented by several different piece-wise

approxiinations.

Case 1. Cost Function Represented by a Two-Fiece Linear Function.

This condition is illustrated in Figure 6.3.



'f

,I
)>x

[.]
density funcfion

Figure 6. 3 Two Piece-lVise Lineâr F'rinctiÕn Vy'ith Uniib¡m Distribution

The two piece-wise cost functions aro defined as: y1:a1+blx and y2-a2+ls2x.

The expected cost fultction E(u) can be defìned as:

niul = f_"tur + blx)rå)dx+ liðaÎ2 + r2xlfrax (6.2)

Since the k point conesponds to the inrersection point of line I and line 2, then,

. aJ-- a2tr=-.
b2-bl (6.4)

Equation (6.3) catr be used to coinpale the expected cost effect of different raw

material quality characteristics on the ovôrall manufacturing cost. To detetmine the

optinum quality level u for a rarv mate¡ial, we need to do some further analvsis. we have

dEfu)
6il-a¡ t lllo * a2 I b2o - blu+ b2ul=0du ¿\.t

then:

E(u) = t{a1k+ ry: - ^r*-b::È.' - urtu-o, - 
Lrr( u- o)2 *

bo(u+o)2
l-â2( U I o) +4'2

. ât -âo -b.o-b"<J
h^_h-

(6.3)

(6.s)
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d2Eru) L._ -_ar - ^ ii:2 kijdÚ 26

Sincc b ¡ 
<û and b2>0 (see Figure z t. dt,Buu' , û.

dir
F¡om the above analysis, we can sôe that the aver.age value u in equation (6.5)

corresponds to the mi¡imum total cost vaiue E(u) in equation (6.3). Equation (6.5) also

can b¿ writteir in following fomr:

âr -âq (br +be)o , (b.' *b")o=ñ_ - - (o.o.)bz-br bz-br '- bz-bt

ffb2>-b1,thenu<k=g:32
bz-br

tfb2 < - b¡. rhen u > -= 
;l -i

Case 2, Cost Futction Reptesented by a Three-Fiece Linear Function.

r- r---t
densily funciìon

Figure 6. 4 Three Piece-Wise Line&.Functions With Uniforn Distributiorl

The tllee piece-wise cost functìons are defiired similarly as: yl:al+blx,

Y 2-a2+b2x and y3 :a3 a1r, *.

The expected cost function E(u) can thus be given by:



,k, " "Þ-Et u) = J 

*-'o' 
ar I blxi r! dxr jl' ta2 + b2x)¡,,ldr+

f u-(-]
r-Jk2 { a3 I b3x) ¡} dx qó.7 i

(6.7) yieids,

I h,k? tr,kZ b.,k? b"k3&u) = -" 1",U, +ë- arkq+w Ðokt - -z'-r -arko - -ó"2
Zts 2 "' 2 Z "' 2

b,(u-ol: ó,(¿r+o)j.-(i.(¿{-o) 2 *o,(il-o)*-i (6.tì)

From (6.8), we have:

dE( u\
ì = ot-o, - b,(u - aj + d3 t bt(u + ÕJl¡= 0

which Yiet<ls: ,r= al - ag -bto-b3o
bs - br 6'9)

and:

d2Et u) 1 ,',^ r_

since b ¡ <o and b3>0. rh.n d25t) , 0.
dú

From this airalysis, wc can see that the average value u in (6.9) corresponds to the

minimum total cos[ value E(u) in (6.8). (6.9) also tells us that the ûpri1Éum point is rclatod

to the linear functions at staiting and ending edgcs only (tere, at y1 and y3).

Case 3. Cost Function Represented by ar N-Fiece n-in¿ar Function.

The n piece-lvise cost functiûlis are defined as:

y1 :a 
I +lr1 x, y 2:a2+1t2x, .... and yrr:a,r+box.

The exnected ¡nct f!rnntinn Ftuì¿-2n lhrrc ic oir¡¡n h.,.



Etu) = fkl (âr +
", Ll-O -

" 
k.)b1x)f dx t l,'" tae + bex)--ldx r- ¿.v Jkr Z6

r. ,- 1- -\ Lr-\en ì uñÁ/ ô_ q^
¡ tl* Õ'

+"".+¡Jk- r

which yield:

,¡,..\ 1,., btk? ,-.Ytzkl,. . , b.,-ik3-r.bdu) = 2(]lâlkl 
*-;-* a2k2 + 

- 
*... *â,.,_1kr.,_ ¡ * --î*

-e^J¡. - brk? -^^r^ -brkï - -^ , . b"kå-i
-42*7 - -î- - "lnz - -ì- -..._rn*".1 _:;

-a¡,{¿r -o) b,(u-a)') l'¡ (tt+r¡\:
2 -+ a,,(tt - o) + --!r-:"------- -j

Further, we have:

dE(u\

^ 
= -{ tt, - h,(u - o\ + u,, +Þ,,(il+o)}=0

The optimuin quality level u cal thus be described as:

,,_ a1 -ar.-b1o-brro
btt - br

(6. 1 1)

(6.12)

(6.13)

6- 4. FORMUI-AT'ION USING A NORMAtr_ DISTRTBLJTION FOR T,t{E QUA{_ITV

CF{ARACTERISTIC

Assume that the raw matedal quality characteristic follows a normal distribution

with an average value ofu and standard deviation o. The density function for the quality

¡*_u)2
characteristic can then be desc¡ iberi as' ft*t:å . E' 
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Case i. CosË Function Represented by a Two-Fiece f_inear Function.

Figure 6. 5 Two Piece-Wise Linear. Functions Vy'ith Normal Dist¡ibution

The two piece-wise cost functions are defined as: y1:a1+b1y, auú. yy:a2+b2x.

The expected cost function E(u) can be given by:

n<O = flf .r + b1x)f(x)dx+ ljaz + bzxE(x)dx

(6.15) yields,

(6. 15)

(6. r 6)

Lt

E(u) = fL a¡{x)dx+ I' br*fl"N** þrt"u** jirzxr(x)dx

For the sake of simplification, the (6.16) is defined as E(u):I1 +IZ+13+
comespondingly.

The standard normal distribution can be written as: g(x) = , and we

also have thaÉ: @(x) = J]_q("1¿*

In (6.16), assuming , = T, rvith dz = f dx a nd dx:od.z,we have:

"21-;
"l2rr 

"



14: Jinr*rxtdx= b2jf,-,,ru+ zotrþ z az
o

= b2ui 1- o( k- u)ì 
- b2oli , ç,9: 3 

¡oct
After above mathematic transformation, we obtained:

&u) = az + b2u+ b2o + q¡I- "i1un - a2 + b1u- b2u)

.u-k..-
-q1--)(b1o - b2o) 6.It)o'

Equation (6.17) can be used to compare the expected cost effects of diffcrent raw

maiclial quality chal acterisr ics.

To find out the optimum quality levei u for a raw mateÌial, we again need io do

some further analysis:



,-.k-u. . Þ-rrd¡"* I l¿-rr__i_- _ . t(). {,tx)dv= __p(^- *l
du du/ - 6 o

,.h-u.û(p(-) -Ì x zo
ô U. I -o,'

- I la-ìrclu du J2n z=-ô*

k-u. -1. k-u k-u=q(-I-z)t-) ---@(- -)
ooctoo

f,tld

Then, from (ó. I 7). we cân obtain:

dlfu) , *.k-u.. t.k-u
d" - b2 +ar-)(b1 _ b2 I __<p( *)(a1_ 

a2 +b1u_b2u)

k -u u-i{-;r-ç( o Xb¡o-b2o)

k-u. ,u -k)ltlce (pt 

- 

) = (p(- ), wc obtam:

#=b2+orlrlx6r-bz)-*,I#,,qrt'F4) (6.r8)

** # = 0, at poirìt u, the value of E(u) reaches a exí€me point, resulting

b2 + oqÈ:tr111rr -b2)-<p(!:trr,ar - az + brk- bzk, - oooo
since we arc unable to obtair an analytic solution for the value ofu frorn equation

(6. 19), a 
'umerical 

search method is required to fi'd the optimum value of u and E(u).

An optiinal search method and a case example is shown in ¿he next "Examples" section.

(6.19)
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Case 2. Cost Function Represenfed by a Three-Fiece i-inear Functiox.

J\-
density' funCtion

Figure ó.6 Thr.ee Piece-Wise Linea¡ Functions With Normal Dist¡ibution

The three piece-wise cost functions are defîned as: y1:al+blx, y2:a2+b2x arñ

yj:a3+b3x. lVe have:

R ur - Jh r a1 + b1x)f( x)dx, ff1, ur+ b2xlfr x)dx+ [, u, * b3x rfr x)dx

(6.20)

(6.20) yields,

'l-' ¡kr - ¡ko .ko& u.) = j"1 a1f{ xtdx+ J 
r blxftx)dx+ li2 a2fl r:rd"o jff Uzrf, *ta* ,

+[i a"ft")d*+ [i b,*fr*)dr.rk2 Jkz

Similar to the last section, we can obtain following forrnat:

&u) = as + b¡u+ bgo + or&-lXar - a2 + b1u- b2u)
o

a61è2rI¡¿, - âB + bzu- b3ur-,prI-È)(bro- bzorO--O
,, t.^

-q1:---ÌZ11b2o * b3ci) $.21)'Õ



Case 3. Cost Function Represented by an N-Fiece l-inear Function.

The n piece-wise cost functiôirs are defined as: y 1:atr +b 
tr x, y2:a¡+t)Zx, .... a d

yn:aû+bnx.

As before, we have:

WO = ffif 'r + brx)f(x)dx+ $lf 
(az + bzxf(x)d** J,ft t', + trsx)f(x)dx+

*...* fì: (a,, + b,,xif(x)dx g.2z)Jhn_I

Then, we obtain:

tr(u) = an + brru+ brro I otb-Ixa1 - a2 + b1u- b2u) +

- .ko - u..
+@(':z------\( a2 - a3 + b2u - b3u ) +

o

L .-tt
+... +@ (il¡Ll---: ){ arr-1 - ar, + brr_1u - brru)

u-k,. ,r-l¡^
-ç(:---:!)( b1o - b2o) . <prLiìå rt tr2o - b3o r

OO

,u- k,
-. .. -g( 

-- :'r-r )(b,r_1o - brro) 6.23)Õ

6.5. EX,AMPLE

in all followi'g examples, we assume - for simplicity - that the cost function ca¡r be

represented by means of two piece-wise linear functions: y1:6-x and y2:3+0.5x. The

intersectiou point of these two lines lies at x:2. we have the following par.aneters: a1:6,

bç-L, a2:3 
" 
b2=0.5 and k=2 fur iine with oul analysis format.
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Tbe abave V-shape curve can lrc easily iflustrated by the following sirnple

i¡rdust¡ial exarnple: For a sheet metal product rnanufacturer, t&e sheet thickness sølection

is rmportairt. lf th¿ sheeË used is too thin, then due to the lack of ngi<iity during product

handling and installation, the chance that it may be rejected by customers will increase.

makÛrg the overall cost to increase; {f the sheet used is too thick, thôn due tô the material

weight increase, the material cost will iacr¿ase. The sheet ihickness may foliow a certajn

statistical distribution. Then, selecting a suitable nean sheet thickness nay involve a

trade-off of Ëhe above two factors to reduce the overall cost.

Case I . Exarnple of a quality characteristic following a uniforrn distribution

Material l: uniformly distributed in the wnge of (1.2,3.2)

Material 2: uniformly distr.ibuted in the range of (1.9, 3. i)

{Jsing equation (6.3), we can obtain the expected overall cost irnpact of the above

twô materials.

For tbe case ¡f mafetial l, since u:2.2 and o:1.0, the expected cost is found to be

4.34;

For the case of materiaT2, since u:2.5 and 0:0.6, the expected cost turns out to

t:e 4.26.

F{ence, the selection of material 2 for the application of intercst, results i¡r a lower

cosf úìar the selection of matelial 1.

b) IdentifJ¡inltheopli¡rum raw rnaterial qualit]¡ level
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If w¿ aæ interesËed fur deÊennining the optimum rnea¡ value of a characteristic

rvithia a lange defiøedby 2o:2.{}, we find this ûpdffiL¡lrr levôl oîËhe average val¿¡e u to be

2.33 by using equation(6.5).

Also, if we know the matet.ial prrperty to Ìie in the range af 2o:1.2, thô ûptimuÉ1

ievel of the average value u can be deterrni*ed tobe 2.2.

Case 2. Example of a quality characteristic following a nonnal disti.ibutiot

a) CompatiEp!_qlt&q cost irnpact of two candidate r.aw materials

Material l: the quality parameter follows a nonnal distribution {2.2,0.5).

Material 2: the quality parameter follows a normal distribution (2.5,0.3).

For material 1, where u:2.2 and o:0.5,

.*,k- u, ^,2-2., "- l' 2.2-2O(::----:) . O(- ;: - ) = û.345, and rprl---ì; = q(:--:) = 0.368o U.b o 0.5

using equation (6.17), we obtain the expected overall cost of the al¡ove n'aterial 1

ta be 4.52.

FoT material 2, where v:2.5 and o:0.3.

@r 
L -t)- 

or 2 
-?'5r= 0.049,and qrr:-h1=çr?é:?t= 0.101o 0.3 o 'û.8'

Using equation (6- 17), wô obtain the expected overail cost of m atÒrial Z ta be

4.41.

F{ence, the use of material 2 is less costly than that of material 1 for the particuÌar

case considered.

lr) identifvi¡g lihe optimum raw mater.ial qr¡alit)¡ level
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The problem is to fi*d the optirnurn mw materia! quaiity level u assuming tlat we

know that the material follows a non¡ai distri-bution with a standard deviation of 0.3-

since u can not be expressed in a'alytical fonnat when the quality characte¡istic

f,oliows a nolmal distribution, we use the equatian (6.17) to search for the optirnum value

u corresponding to lhe lowest expected cost. si¡ce the cost function in this casô consists

of otly a two piece-wise iinear function, only one extrÕmr3 point exists the expected cost

ìrnpact function. We use the "Golden Section Search Method" [103] for this one

dimensional searching problem. in the cases where the cost function is represented by

nore than three piece-wise linear functions, there is a possibility of multiptre-exheme

points. After a se.ies of searches for local optima, a comparison of these results is

necess¿üy to identify a global optimum solution.

For our case, the starting range is set in the range of (0, 5) since the intersection

point in the x-axis of the two straight cost function lines lies at x = 2. For each iteration,

. ._.k-u. .u-k
lne search pornts and Ç'(-), a( _ ) values are calculated belore putting ihem intoGO

equation (6.17). The search points and the results are listed in Table i and in Figure 7.

iËeration sealch range

1 a:0.00, b:5.00

2 a:A.00, b:3.09

3 a:1.18, b:3.09

4 a:1.91, b:3.09

5 a:1.91,b:2.64

6 a:L91,b-2.36

7 a:L91,tr:2.19

sealch points

xI:3.09, x2:1.91

x1:1.91, x2:1.18

x1:2.36, x2:1.91

xI:2.64, x2:2.36

x1:2.36, x2:2.19

xl:2.19, x2:2.08

x1:2.08. x2:2.02

sealch results

E1:4.1A,E2:4.36

El.:4.70,82:4.97

E1:4.36,82:4.7A

Et:4.47,82:4.36

E1:436,82:4.32

F1:¿ 1) F):Lz,t

E1:4.31, E2:432

Table 6.1 Optimum Sea|ch Poirts and Cost Results
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Figure 6. 7 Cost Results Using the "Golden Section Seal.clì" Method

The optimum point is reached by the 7th iteration. The optimum level of the raw

material characteristic mean value turns oût to be 2.08, with an expected cost of 4.31 .

6.6. POSSIBI-E EXTENSION AND I-IMITATIONS

Although in the above formulations, we have considered raw material to have only

one quaìity characteristic, our approach is not limited to this condition.

Case 1: Each Quality Characteristic trs nndependent and Works nndependenttry

nf indeed, there are severai qùality charactelistics for each raw mater.ial ofintelest,

with each chalacteristic independent and independently affecting the ûost f,l¡nctiôns, anci, if
the quality characteristics follow either uniform or normal distributions, the cost

calculation equations presented above are also applicable. The optimunr values

cost



individually obtained foi'each characteristic in this manner aisû furc out tû be the,,overall"

ûptirnum levels of lhe rav¡ ûâteljal quality chæ.acteristics.

Case 2: Each Quatrity Characteristic {s ltdependent and Woús Literactively

For the case of several raw material charactedstics tha¡ may be intÕractively

affecting the cost functions, we assume that the interaction between the various quality

chalacteristics is linea| within the applied range, which means that the "mixed

characteristic" is a lineal. combination of each quality char.acteristic.

Assuming xi(i:1,2, ..., n) represents one of the characte¡istics, and assuming x

represents the "mixed characteristic", then the following lelationships exists between

them.

x:k1xl +k2x2+... +knx,, (6.24)

This x is directly related to the cost function y(x) or a combination of a series of

linear functions y I (x), y(2), ... y(n).

Ifxl follows a uniform distribution, then x will no longer.follow a uniform

clistribution. so our forrnulation for the uniform distribr.¡tion situation is no longer

applicabie to this "mixed charactedstic" x case. The expected cost function shoulcl be

formulated by a new combined deusity function.

If x1 follows a normal distribution (pi, oi2), we know that the combined quali$

characteristic x also follows a normal distribution [38]. The mean for the conbined

clraracteristic is then u" =\t¡u¡ the and deviation is o, : I *!a! . So we can take thc

"mixed characteristic" x as one quality charactelistic to use in our previous equation (6.23)

for the calculation of the expected cost.

From equation (6.23), if we use a one-dimensioiral search algor.ithm, we also can

identify the opiimunl x for the paÍicular appiication as Ìong as the cost function usecl is

the only one existing for the rnateiial application. Then x¡ cal be decided by any means as
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long as the opfimu¡n x value is sarisfied. Tfone or moie quality characteristics xi are

related to the matedal cost, it may be possible to select the xi with a low cost and also

sa{.isfyiüg the optimum x value to reduce (he overall cost"

If sorne x; individually conespond to a ce.tain cost functio¡, the opfin'ìlm value for

each quality characteristic x¡ should consider all cost functions in the application, sìnce the

trade-offs arnong the quality characteristics need to be balanced. so, we can calculate the

expected cost effect of each x¡ as well as the combined x, as well as all cost together. The

tûtal cûst function can bo used to cornpare the cost effectiveness of differcnt raw

rnaterials. Ey using a multi-dimensionai optimum search algorithn, the ,'overall" optimum

values for all quality characteristics x1, x2, ... , xn câ.rì also be identified without much

diffrcult¡

Case 3: Each Qualify Characteristic Is Ðependent and Works Interactively

For the case of several raw material characte'istics that are dependent and that may

be interactively affecting the cost firnctions, we also assume that the interaction between

the various quality characteristics is lineæ'within the applied range, which means that the

"mixed charactedstic" is a linear combiûation of each quality characteristic. As before, we

assume xi (i:1, 2, ...,n) lepresents one of the quality characteristics and following a

no¡mal distribution n(¡ri, oi2), and that x represents the "mixed characteristic". Then x:
k1x1 +k2x2+... + krxn. This x is directly related to the cost function y(x).

From statistical analysis [38], we know that the cornbined quality characteristic x

has the mean value ru" = [fr¡ru¡, and deviarion o.., =Y4"Ì +z\k¡k¡o¡o¡Þij. T]te p,,

is lhe correlation coefficient value between the quality characteristics x¡ anrl x.¡. The

combined quality characteristic x may howeve| no longer.follow the nonnal distribution.

Previous folmulae for noimal distribution cannor be appiied in this case.



nn real indusr.rial appiications, more corrplìcated cases exisr. The distrib¿¡tion of

quality characteristios û'Õated rrlay be neither unifoir¡ nûr norynal ancl the quality

charactelistics inay ûot be linearly inteffelated. consideriûg the case of a sheet metal

bending operation as an example, the thickness of the sheet and the )¡ield strength of the

rnetal (two quality characteristics) act together to affect the bendability of the metal. The

relationship between the bendability and the thickness (x1) anct yield strength (x2) is

KMx= -:Z::, i.e. rot a lincar relationship. This fo'nability, ofcourse, directly infl,eucesxl'xz

the product quality or the production cosÉ function, but the previous fornulae cannot be

applied.

. trn these cases, a Monte-Carlo simulation approach would be a suitable an<l

effective tooi to handle such coraplicated problems.

6.7. CONCI-USION

An analytical apploach for determining the cost impact of raw material quality

characteristics is given. The solutions formulated can be used to select cost-effective raw

matelials when the quality characteristic foliows a unifom or a normal <Jistribution. For

unifolmly distlibuted quality characteristics, an optimurn (mean) quality level is prcsented

in a simple analytic format. For the case when the desired quality characteristics following

a normal disf ibution, the application of au optimum search algorithm is illustr¿ted for the

identification of the optimum point. For mole complicated industrial problems, a

computeÍ simulation rnethod is suggested to be used for identification of the most suitable

matedal properties fol'a particular. application. T'his is discussed in the following

Chapters.



CÍ-{APTER.7

ÛPTIh4UM R.AW M,ATER¿AT- IDEN?IFICATICIN
USING CÛft,fFUTER S{ft4ULATTÛN ANÐ ÛPTIh4TZATTÛN

Belore making an economic râw material selection, one needs to understand the

reai raw material properties requirements for a particular application. These requirements

may originate from three possibre sources: the materiar properties themserves, the

manuåcturing processes, and the product quality. Due to the uniqueness of lnateriar

ploperties requirements of different processes, some fine cost trade-off needs to be

performed to reach the overall lowest cost. This chapter concerìtrates on trre method of
combining a computer simulation model with some optimization tecriniques in searching

for the most suitable raw material properties flor the parlicurar case discussed in chapter 4

and Chapter 5.

In our analysis, the cost impact of raw material specifications, extra manufacturing

cost and product quality cost are considered in the ¡nodel to analyze the cost effect of raw

material properries. SI-AMSYSTEMTM ¡zs,ze1 is used for rhe co.srrucrio. of the

simulation model. Two optirnum seeking techniques: a modified l-Iooke and Jeeves

aigorithm [39] and the Response surface Method [63], are used for trre identification of
the optimum material properties.

'7. 
1 INTRODUCTION

The identificatio' of the most suitabre raw material from a range of competing

materials with similar properties is a continuous cha[enge for manufacturers. This is

because material properties and their behavior have great impact on the manuracturing

p¡'ocesses used to translorm them into finished products. This fact is specially true in
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sûxlxs cases where the production prûcesses arc yevy sensitivô ¿o the d1angôs in raw

&aterial p{ûprrties. someli¡nes, this protrlem may become critical when the niaterial

properties interactively afiect each other or aflect lhe production procssses themselves.

In these cases, it is difficutg to have a clear understanding of thô real requirenents for the

raw material properties. In this chapter, a colnputer simularion combined with two

optimization techniques is introduced to searcl-! for the optimum combination of material

properties. The simulation and optimization results can help the manufacturer selecÉ the

most suitable material Í|om a wide variety of similar. materials for their specific

manufacturing process requirements aûd product quality requirements-

in chapter 3, after a detailed analysis of the possible effect of the use of a specific

raw material on the whole manufactudng process and resultiDg product quality, we

fonnulatcd an economic model for raw material selection. In that model, a "process by

process, parameter by parameter" approach was suggested in order to analyze the extra

manufacturing and quality costs, and to use them to determine the economic raw material

choice.

The prescnt chapfer uses a computôr simuration method combined with two

optimal search techniques to find the optirnurn matedal pr.operties combination for a

particular sitùation. The computer simulation model analyzes various costs inculr.ecl in

the use ofa specific raw material during the manufacturing process as well as costs duc to

rcsulting product quaiity. The objective is to identify the raw matel.iai resultìng in the

lowest overall cost. A modified FIJ (F{ooke and.Ieeves) optimum searich algorithm [39]

and a surface R.esponse Method [63] are used to search for this optirnum. some

compalison comments about the use of these t\Ã/o srarch aigorithms are rnade based on

our applied experience.
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7"2. CAStsST'UÐYUSED

The example used here to iliustrate our metlìod is baserf orì a practical situation

(d.iscussed in chapter"4 ard chapter 5) in a local ma*ufacturiûg firm that produces heating

and venfilating hardwa¡e. The actual situation chosen is the production of the ',o¡tside

cone" of a square ceiling ail difÊ¡ser. The raw ¡natedal used for the outside cone is steel

sheÕt metal.

The processes influenced by the steel sheet properties are: shape ¡rressing, 'eck
forming, final inspection a,d packaging operations. other operations such as painting

and fi.al assembly were assumed (for this illustration only) not to be impacted by varying

raw material properties and thus ale not consideled in this analysis. The above

manufacturing processes are mainly affected by the following three raw material

properties: steel yield strength, steel thickness and steel ductility.

The details of the above data are shown in chapter 4, chapter.5 and Appendix F.

ûu' objective is to determine the optimum set of raw material properties

(thickness, yield strength and total elongation) which results in thc lowest overall total

cost for the paxficular applicatiou.

7.3. TI{E SIMULATION MÛDEI-

SLAMSYSTEMTM [75,76) is used here to simulate the various costs incured in the actual

process of using the material (steel sheet). sLAMsysrEMrM is a sirnulation softwar.e

widely used for the analysis of industrial processes 14,32,35,691. It offers an excellent

tootr fol' rliscrete ôvent, continucus event, as well as inixecl event modeling. A great

advantage of SLAMSYSTEMfM is that it provides a füendly environment for inserting

use¡-defined FCIR TR.AN subroutines which are Íhe important part of our appiication.



The sL,4Ì\¡{SYSTEtuTrM approach emproyed in this project uses regurar. sx-ÀM

cletwûr'k mrxleling augmented lry user-written inser[s. This network systeln is on]y usecl

ilor cost modetring (see F'igurc 7. 1).

ihÌckness

thickness, yÌeld slrengih

lhÌckness, yield strenglh

Ìhickness, Iolol elof gotion

thickness

thickness, yield strenglh

moferiol properlies
generolíon

moteriol cost impocl

shope forming process

cosl irnpocT

neck forming process

cosl impocl

pockoging process

cost impoct

finql producT quolity
cost irnpocf

operotor cosl impoci

moch ne cost lmpoci

Fígure 7. I The Stmcture of the Cost Simulation Model

At first, the computer generates mecharical parts a'd then assigns certain rnatedai

properties - taken fiom a data file - to these parts, Afte^vards, it executes a series of

"extra cost" calculations that may be incurred during the actual use of the material in the

production process. These cost calculations a'e based on the relationship between the raw

material properties and vadous extra costs that occui. due to the use of tlrat Þarticular



nþatel-iaÌ (sôr chapr.er 4). several event nodes are used in the network systent for ttrre

caiculation of the ûost inpacf of the raw mat¿¡ial in its applicatiou.

Figule 7.2 Networ.k System for Cost Calculation

The functions of these event nodes in the above network are programmed using

FOR.TRAN subroutines. The detail function of each event node can be explained as

follows:

1. The filst event node is for material propeÍy assignment to a part (the material

property is the decision variabb at this point).

2. The second node is f,or Ëhe extre materiar (steel) cost carcuraÉion (due to

thickness of the sheet steel).

3. The thi'd event node is for the calc'lation of extra operator and extr-a machine

wear costs duri'g the shape forming operation (due to impr-oper material properties).

4. T].'e fourth eve't node is fo. the calculation of the extra rnachine weal. costs

during the 
'eck 

forming operaËion (due to the improper mix of matedal prope¡ties) and

the neck quality judgment in the neck forming operation.
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5. The fifth evônt nûde is for the carcuration ûf the e,'r$6 packagirig cost ancf finatr

procluct quality judgment in the IÌnal p¡oduct.

6. The sixth event node is for th¿ calculation ofquaiity cost because of the lack of

etough stretchability of the steel sheof.

7. The seventh event nûde is for the calculatiou of the extra product quality cosi

because of it being too flexible for correct installation of the oroduct.

1.4. ÛPTTIMIZATION USING A MÛÐIFIED F{-.T SEARCF{ AT-GÛRITFTh4

7.4.1. TF{E T{J ALCÛRIT'F{M t39] AND ITS MODIFICATION

The F{J algorithm [39] is a widery used sea.cr'r procedure [30,71] to optimize a

linction a'd to identify the co*esponcli'g levels of the var.iables that affect it. The

method performs two lypes of search routines cyclicarly: an exploratory search and a

paltem search. The exploratory search is conductetl arong individual coordirate

directions in the neighbo.hood of a reference point. The pattern search proceeds along the

clirection defined by the sta$ing and encring poi'ts of the exproratory search. some

modihcalions have to be introd.ced to Éhe Hook and Jeeves search algodthm in orrler to

allow us to use it fo'determini'g the optinum raw materiar properties. These

modifications are needed fo'or¡r simulation procedure because the normal liJ procedure

iequires a deterministic evaluation of the function being optimized.

The modihcation consists of two parts:

1. The statistical aspects of the simulation;

2. The variable consü.ainls.

simulation models us'alry have ra.dom variabres. I{ence, in our case, the

optìmized function would not be a fixed, constant value for a particular.set of random

data. Means and target value variations are determined frorn a series of, ten simulation
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ft*s aûd arÐ ro¡'pared to the value of the base rc{etence poict. An irnprovement is only

accÒpted aíter a sÉatistical coefirmation. fn our example here, our target vah.re is the

ovel'all total cost by thô use of various raw materials. lvhen the overaltr total cost in

certain cornbi¡ation ofraw material prûperties is sÉatistically low¿r than that in a previous

reference point, the new combination ofraw rnatôrial properties thôn can be consi<Iered to

be bettel than the previcus one.

since actual material properties values exist only in certain ranges, the search area

is limited in that pre-defired range. hl our example here, the search range of thickness is

between 20 io 36 thou, the search range of yield strength is b¿tween 20 ta 36ksi and the

ductility range is accordingly deduced by the range of steel yield strength.

The principle of the modified F{J search algorithm is shown in Figure 7. 3.

Decision variables (material properties for a part)

Target value (total overall cost) mean and st. dev.

Hook & Jeeves search aÌgorithm

Constraints for decision variables

Statistical comparison lor the iarget value

Figule 7. 3 The Principle of the Modified HJ Seârch Algcrithm



7.4.2. T\-TE CÛMtsTIdATIO¡{ ÛF'SIMUÍ-A?TÛN ANÞ F{.J ÛPTÌM{J¡Æ SEtsKiI,{G

?he simulation modei combine¿tr with thô HJ search techniques is used to seek the

opfimum material propefi.ies cornbination in temns of steel thickress and steôl yield

sh€ngth (ductiiity can be deduced ûom yield strength). The SLAM nerwork system

works interactively together with our user-inserts (FORTRAN sutrroutines) as well as

user-provided data (material properties data as well as the relationships between material

properties and various extra costs). The¡e are three FOR.TRAN user-inselt subroutines

used to integrate the simulation and optimization system. T'hey are: subr.outine ',Intlc',,

subroutine "Event'' and subroutine "otput". These three subroutines are individually

executed before, during and after each sinulation run. The functions of each subroutine

are as follows:

Subroutine "lntlc":

1. Readhg material properties data for simulation testing.

2. Reading the data defiùing the relationship between material properties and

various costs.

Subroutine "Event":

1. Calculating the manufacturing "extra" cost.

2. Calculating of the final product quality cost.

2. Collecting the cost data sets for ten simr¡lation n¡ns.

Sr¡bloutine "Otput":

1. Calculating the cost means and standard deviations.

2. Statistical testing of the behavior of the raw material in terms of the new

overall cost (the target value).

3. Semching (using the F{J algorithin) for a new point (rìew material

properties) offering the possibility to improve (reduce) the overau total

cost.



4. Generating a new point ( new corubination of properties) for further

simuiation t¿sts.

5. ûutputting thô tested material properties an<i the overall total cost obtained.

we set up three data ñles for this simulaÉion ¡nodel. ûne file is set asicle for the

material properties data. The material property data in this file are always overwritten

after each si¡nulation run by the set ofnew dãta. T]nÒ second f,¡le is for the relationship

data bef.ween material properties and va¡ious extra costs. The third file is for the testecl

output. All data hles are located iÐ the r¡ser-data directory.

The structurc of the simulation and optimization model is shown in Figure 7. 4.

Figure 7. 4 The Structure ofthe Simulation ancl Optinization Model

The FOR.TRAF,I subrnutines of the simulation and optimization are shown in

Appeudix D - D1.

7.4.3. R.ESULTS AND ANALYSIS

SLAI/TSYSTEMTM compiles and links our FORTR.AI"{ subroutines ro our SLAM

neti4/ûlk system. The torrrpuier simulation and optimizatiûn model continuor¡sly sirnulates
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¿he cûsts and uses the F{.I algodthm to search foi. new sets of iraterial proper¿ies with t}re

lowest overa]l total cosl for that material.

We select 4 thou as the initial sea{ch stôp-sizô fol itraterial thickness and 4 ksi as

the initial search step-size for yield stre gth. The practical reason for selecting the

ielatively 'big" step sizes is to try to clistinguish the real cost differcnce from the random

change of the cost results- The searcl'r begins from point 1 (yield strength : 2g, thickness

: 28) and by sirnulation, achieves an average target cost value of g15.87. The idtial point

could Ïepresent the raw matelial presently in use or aoy other candidate raw material. The

points and route followed by the computer in this application are shown in Table j . 1 a,.d

Figure 7. 5.

Run No. Thickness yielclstrength Exfro Cosi

l
2
3

4
5
6

7

8

I
r0
ll
12

l3
14

3.04
3, t5
2.93
2,93
2,93
2,85
2,54
5,03
2,88
3.8ó
2,90
3, l9
2,87
2,86

28

30
26

26
26
24
26
22

24
24
25

24
24

?âble 7. 1 Results of the Simrrlation and Optimization Runs

28

28
28

30
26
24
24
24
26
22
24
24
25
23
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Ë,
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õ

24 26 28

lhickness

Figure 7. 5 Conputer Search Points Diagram

The computer searches ûom point 1 to point 14 automatìcally. The target value

(average ovsrall total cost) in point 6 is $2.85. Irlo surounding points (inaterial

properties) can result in a lower target value than point 6. As mentioned above, the

lowest overall cost means that the material with those properties is the optirnurn one for

this application. we perfomed several optimum searches fi'om different starting points

(see Appendix c). our results indicate that the overall total cost indicated by point 6 is

actually the global optimum in our searching lange (thickness : 20 to 36 thou and yield

strength:20 to 36 ksi). The mater.ial pr.operties conesponding to this point aie:

thickness of 24 thou and yield strength of 24 ksi (the average total elongation is 45.Blo/o).

A fhree dimensional presentation of the colrrputel simulation and optimization rcsults is

shown ìn Figure 7. 6.



oplin¡olpoinl

4
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Figure 7. 6 Three Dimensional presentation ofthe Search Results

This analysis can be extended further if we know the statistical history of the r.aw

matedal properties from a material supplier a priori. In these cases, we can substitute the

deterministic raw materjal ploperties by the given random raw rnaterial properties with

their specified standard deviations into the sirirulation and optirnization model. Then we

can follow with our usual approach to find the means fo¡ the optimuin raw ¡natedal

ptoperties with tllose known deviations.
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1.5 CJPT'IMiZ.4TtrÛ¡{ US¡I{G RESPÛF{SE SURFACÐ METF{ÛÐ

7.5.1 TFIE RESPûNSE SURF',ACE ME"IjOÐ (RSM}

The response surface inethod, or RSM [63], is a coliection of mathematical and

statistical techniques. trt is useful for analyzing problems where several independent

va¡iables influence a dependent variable or response, and the goal is to optimize this

response.

RSM t63l is a sequential procedure. ûften wher we âre at a point on the respônse

surface that is remote from the optimurn there is little curvature in the system and the first

order model will be appropriate. our objective here is to rapidly and efficiently lead the

expedmentex to the general vicinity of the optimum. once tìe region of the optimum has

been found, a more elaborate model such as the second otder respotrse sur.face may be

employed, and an analysis may be performed to ìocate the optimum.

Now, we introducc some details about the RSM. Frequently, the initial estimate of

the optimum operating conditions for the system will be far from the actual optimum. In

such circumstances, the experimenter''s objective is to move rapidly to the general vicinity

of the optimum. Ftre may wish to use a simple and economically efficient experirnental

procedure. vy'hel we are rcmote fiom the optirnum we usually assuüie that a first-or¿ler

model is an adequate approximation to thr true sur{ace in a smalì region of the x's.

The method of steepest ascent is a procedure for moving sequentially along the

path ofsteepest ascent, that is, the direction of maxinum increase in response. ûf course,

if ni¡rimization is desi¡ed, then we are falking about the mefhod of steepest descent. The

fitted first-older model is:

^ ^ L ,^.

Y=Fe+fþ1x1
i=1

9l

(1.Ð



and the first-order iesporlse su!'facô, that is, ttrle cûntc,urs of y, ;s a series of paraliel lines.

The dìrcction of steepesl. ascent is th¿ dìrection in which I iìrcrease most rapidly. lMe

usualiy take the patli rf the steep¿s¿ asceÉt Ëhe li*e through the center of the regioo of

interest and wlrich is nornial to the fitted surface. The experiments are conducted along

the path of steepest ascent Ðntil Èo further increase in response is observed. Then a new

i.irst-order model may be fit, a irew path of steepest ascent determi&ed, and the procedure

continued. Eventuâlly, the experimenter will an'ive in the vicinity of the optimum. ?his is

usually indicated by lack of fit of a first order rnodel.

ïVhen the experiment is relatively close to the optimum, a model of <Ìegrce 2 or

higher ìs usually required to appÌoximate the response because of curvature in the true

surface. ln most cases, the second-order model:

(7.2)
r!¡

î - tro* Ëô,*,' Ëô,,",t * [ f ô¡";*.¡
i=l i=1 i j(>i)

is a adequent approxirnation. The analysis of the fitted second.-order rcsponse surface is

often called the canonical analysis [63].

Suppose we wish to find the level of x 
1 , x2, ... xn that maximizes the predictecl

response. This maximum point, if it exists, will be the set of, x1, x2, ... xn such âs that the

- t' / "./ è;/partial derivarive t o ,/*, - o 

)*, -...- /&,=u. rnrs poini. say xt.û. x2.6,... xn,6 is

called the sta¿ionaiy point. The stationary pofurt could represent a maximum response,

rninimum response or a saddle response.

For the firs¿ ûrdel experiment design, we use a unique class ofelesign (orthogoiral

first order design [63]) that minimizes the variance of the regression coefficients. The

ûost widely used design for {itting a second-order model is the central composite desigu.

Tllese design consists of a 2k factorial or lractional factorial auginent by 2k axial points

(+/-ct,00, ..0), (0, +lcr, 0, .. 0), .. (0,0,... +/-cr) and no cenrer points (0, 0, ... 0).
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7.s.2 .APPLIC,4TIûN ûF RSI4.AhrD . -l.Il{I-vSIS ûF RESLIT_T'S

The initial point ofthis search stafts fiom a thickness equai to 2g thou and a yìeld

strength equal of2B ksi. IflÇ1 denotes tlìe naturai variabie thickness and 12 denotes the

naturai variable yield strength. The coded variables become: *, = "' - 
28 

und

^aox==-,\- lhe A1and the À2 arethe designed experiemental step sizes lor both

parameters and they are equal to I in this case (see Figure 7.9 on page 96)

The data for fitting the first order model is as in Table 7. 2.

Nature Variables Coded Variables Sitnulated Response
EltZxlxty

28.00 28.00 0 0
27.00 27.00 _1 _l

2'7 .00 29 .00 - t 1

29.00 27.00 I _i

29.0A 29.00 I r

3.044
2.984

3.093
3.09'7

Trìblc 7.2. Dala fo¡ Fitting Thc First-ûrder Modcl _ i

Using SAS (UNIX) program for the first-order fitting, the analysis ofvariance for

f.lie first-or der rnodel is shown in Table 1 . 3.

Source oferror Sum ofsquares Ðegrees offreedo¡n Mean square Fg

Regressioir 0.01 1897 2 0.005950 380.14a

Error 0.000094 6 0.000016

?otal 0.01199 I

a: Sìgr:ificant al 0,01 ilercen¿.

Table 7.3. Analysis of Variance lo¡ Fi¡.st-Orde¡ Model _ i



The follou'ing model ofthe coded variabie ìs obtained:

y =3.03E +û.û545x1 *û.ûA2x2

To move away from the design center (x1:0, x2:0) aiong the path ofsteepest

descent, we would move 1 unit in the x1 directioii for every 0.04 units (can be neglected)

tn r.he x2 direction.

The steepest ascerrt experiiÍent can be arranged as follows:

Nature Variables Coded Variables Simulated Response

4Ezxl xzy
Origin 28.00 28.00 0 0 3.040
Origin-Å 27.00 28.00 I 0 29s6
Origin -2Â 26.00 28.00 Z O 2 s32
Origin -3Â 25.00 28.00 3 0 2 B:g
Origin -4Å 24.00 28.00 4 0 2.962

Table 7.4. Stccpest Desccnt Expcriiìlcrì¡

Decreases ìn response are observed through the third step; however, the fourtli

step produces an increase in the result. Therefore, anotheÌ first order model must be fìtted

in the general vicinity ofthe point ((1:25 00; (2 :28 00).

The coded variables are: xr = # on¿ ,, = "=:]3 . The Á 1 and the A2 are also

^r 
-^.

equal to 1.

The data for fitting the frrst order model is as Table 7,5.



Nature Variables Coded Variables SinlulaÍed Resnonse
€tEzxrx2y
25.00 28.00 0 0
24.0t 2t.00 -1 -l
24.A0 29.0A -1 1

26.0A 27 A0 I _1

26.0A 29.00 1 1

2.818
2.976
3. 180

2.930
L.>))

Tâble 7.5 Dâtâ For Fitting The First-Ordcr Model - 2

Using SAS program for the first-order fitting, we obtained following results:

Source oferror Sum ofsquares Degrees offreedorn Mean square F6

Ftegression 0.032174 2 0.01608? 2.21a

Error 0.045802 6 0.00T634

Total 0.077976 B

a: Significant at 20.27 percent.

Tâble 7. 6 Analysis of Variance Data for First O¡der Model _ 2

The following model ofthe coded variable is obtained:

y = 2.9343 - 0. 07325x, + 0. 05 i 75r.

The test statistics shows that the lack offit is significant, so we conclude that the

first-order model is not an adequate approximation, Then, the curvature in the tiue

surface may indicate that we aÍe near the optirnum [63]. Thus, we use a second-order

model to locate rhe opiìmunr point.

Selecting the cx = 0.5, then data fo¡ fitting the second-orde¡ inodel is as Table 7.7



Nature Varìab1es

4t 1z

Coded Variabies Simulated Response

v

2.976
3.180
2.93A
2.933
2.906
2.904
-i.0öu

x1 Y,2

25.04
24.00
24.0A
26.AA
26.04
24.54
25.50
25.00
25.00

28.00
27.04
29.00
27.00
29.04
28 00
28.00
II.JU
28.50

0

-1

-l
I
I
-0.5
0.5
0

0

0
-1

1

-1

i
û

0

-0,5
05

Table 7. 7 Dâtâ For Fitting Second-O¡der Model

The experìrnent design can be shown in Figure 7. 8

^l

Gl, 1) : 11, 1)

r,Îr {0.0.51!i'

'

fìi',i - r:i ,l i:.':i

(-o.5, 0) (o, o) (0.5, o)

KÌit 16' -6 u'

(-1,-1) (1..1)

Figure 7. I ExÞerintent Dcsigì'l fo¡ Fittiiìg Second-û¡de¡ Model

fr
I

ì

lo.

V

{Jsing the S.4S pr ogram for second-oi.der {ìtting, we obtained following results.
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So¡¡rce of e¡-ror Sum of squares Degrees of freedorn Mean square Fg

Regression 0.û8007 3 A.93'16 3I.Sga

En'or 0.00355 6 û.0005û7

T'otal 0.08362 5

å: Significart at 0.01 percent.

Table 7.8 Data of Va¡iânce Analysis for the Second-O¡de¡ Model

The following model of the coded va¡iable is thus obtained:

y = 2.8772- 0.065&1 + 0.045&2 + 0.tr 15ã<1x1 - 0.05025<1x2 + 0.tlL?r,2x2

The optimum value (the overall cost impact) is 2.82B at coded pant x¡ - 0.267

andx2: - 2.529. The opnmal natural variables are thus thickness :24.j3 thou and yield

sfength:25.47 ksi.

The optimum point obtained here is very close to the optimum point (thickness =

24 thou and yield strength : 24 ksi) obtained from F{-J search algorithm. The oprimum

point and optimum value is not exactly the same since as in our H-J oljtimum search result

because in it, the optimal position is constrained by the step sizes (step-size for each of

va¡iables is 1 in the last sea¡ch loop). Then, the optimum raw material specifications can

be defined as thickness of 24 to 25 thou and yield sn'ength of 24 to 26 ksi with total

elongation af $Va ta 45o/o.

7.6. COMMENTS ON TF{E T\MÛ ÛFTIMIZATION METF{ÛÐS

From our iimited experience, the follor,ving comments on using Éhese two search

methods can be made-



trû tenns of programming effoft, fhe F{-.1 algorithm needs consid¿rable FûR.TR.,AN

pragramming time, especialiy when the number of dependent væiabtres increases" Ths

RSM does not need rnuch progranrming, but it rcquires the knowledge of the SAS

software package. trn general, applying the H-J algorithnr [39] is much more tinre

consuming than applying RSM [63].

trn teruìs of effectiveiress of the optimum search, appiying RSfuT t.equires the

response data 10 fit a certain model (filslorder o¡ second-orde$ for f,rrther procedures.

Sometirnes, ttrrere may be some better points around the design center, but the data ol

Íesponse may not fit a model (first-order or second order) very well. This characteristic

may limit the success of an optimum search. On the other hand, the t{-J atrgorithm does

not need data to fit a model for further processing, since as long as therc are any better

points atound the original one, the sealch will continue until one finds the point that there

is no better points alound it. This point becomes the optimum poinr.

It is pûssible that the optimum point obtained may be a local optimum instead of a

global one with both of the above methods [39,63]. Several techniques may be used to

help in idenrifiiing the global optimum point:

1. R.un several initial points (distributed in the sear.ching ar.ea) for the

optilnum cearch.

2. Select a more "suitable" step size.

3. Choose different experiment design (RSM).

{n many cases, experience or "trial and emor" may help in a searc}r of the globe

optimum point.

7.7 CÛMPUTER EXPERIMEN?S AND DISCUSSIÛI',J

We have obtained the optiinai raw matedal specifications (thtckness af 24 ta 25

thou and yield strength of 24 to 26 ksi with total elongation of 40Vo to 45a/a) for lhis
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partirùlar appliratiûn fïoin the above computel siinulation and optirnization analys;s. r&

prâ'cttcàl applications, knowing only the ûptirnal answer is not ae.lequate enough. In order

lo piovide a clear ¡ricturc of what ¡aw matôrial is suitable for only particular appìicatioll,

we also neecl to understand the cost effecËs of various raw ruatedals with characteristics

around the optimal specihcations. For this purpose, we designed a series of computer

experiments Ío calculate the overall cost effect of the raw inateriais on their applìcation

process. To do so, we do not ueed to seek optimaliÉy, we only neecl to run the simulation

(cost modeling) to obtail the cost data (see Appendix Ð , Ð2). llhe results of these

ôxperiments arc shown as follows:

4.34
2.95
2.94
2.93
2.93
2.93
2.94
2.94

3.04
3.03
3,03
3.04
3,04
3,04
3.05
3,05

3, t4
3,14
3, ì5

3.29
3.29
3,30
3,30
3,3 t

3.3l
O,JZ3.ió l

Table 7.9 lncremental Added Cost as a Function of Thickness and yield Strength (Elolgation)

When therc are a plenty ofchoices (yield strength) for raw materials, ordering

rciatively thin metal (24 thou) is thus a better option. l\¡hen there are limited choices,

ordering rnedium thick¡ess (26 at 28 thou) metal can thus reduce the risk ofquality

problems and at the same time, without inc'easing extra cost significantly. Thick metal

(32 thou or 34 thou) is not a good choice.

yield strength 2ó i 8,ó8

6.66
5.22
4.65
4.98
4.95
5,ó9
6.43

ó, ró
3,8ó
2.86
2.90
3.0ó
3,43
3.97
4.06
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F{ûTE: Cost Structurô in the Sim¡¡}ation ResuXts

To show holv the ¡naterial properties affect the manufacËuring processes and

product quality in the simulation nins, we take the tr6 ¿ombinations of,material propeìties

as exaiÏlples to show the simulated results. The simulated cost impacts ûf material

propeÍies on the material plice, manufacturing process and product quality arc shown in

Appendix F{.

1.1. CONCL{JS}ON

A combination of the simulation model with two optimízation algorithm has been

developed using SLAMSYSTEM, and a modified Ftr.I search algorithm/Surface Response

method for the detemination of optimum law material prope$ies including their effect on

the production process itself. The results obtained show that the integration of the

sirm¡lation and optimum seeking techniques is very effective for searching out the optinìal

combination of raw material ptoperties. when comparcd to a full factorial experiment

design using only simulation, oul approach r-rsing simulation coupled with an optimization

search technique provides good lesults and can rcduce testing and evaluation times

significaatly.
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CFTAPTER. S

ECONTMTC RAW MATEzuA{- SET.ECTTÛN

USTNG CÛMP{JTER. S IA4{J]-,{T{ÛN

After a delicate balancilg among various costs incurred durìng the material applied

procôsses using a computer simularion and optirnization method (Chaprer 7), one achieves

a much better understanding about the matedal requirements for the particular application.

Based on these understandings, one can start the economic material selection from a wide

varìety of materials available (from various suppliers). ln this chapter, we use two

computer modeling and simulation languages: STELLA lI [79,81] (sysrem d]namic

modeling) ard SLAMSYS'IEM 35,761 (general simulafion), to assist with the pracrical

economic raw material selection in order to reach the optimum result - the lowest overall

cost. The total cost for the economic selection of candidate raw matedals includes the

actual raw material cost, the extra manufacturiag cost a¡d the final product qualily cost.

These costs are systematically simulated for three typical areas of interest: for the

purchasing operation, for the manufacturing procedure and product quality inspection.

8.r INTRODUCTION

As we mentioned before, raw materials have a considerable influence on the cost

of engineering products. It not only affects the rnaterial cost, but also affects the

manufacturing processes a¡d the finai product quality. Using less costly material might

not be the a¡swer if it is more difñcult and more expensive to process. Using expensive

material sometimes may just mean spending too much money on unnecessaly mateúal

properties. The goai is to seiect, from a wide variety of materials available, the naterial



with thô iowest overall cost, while sËiil futfilling the required product l.linctions and

*rainfailiilg or achieving the desired qaality levels.

Our analysis is based on our proposed economic ruodel (presented ill Chapter 3)

for the selection of raw materiais. The niodel considers the raw material application anci

its impact on the manufacturing process and the resulting costs. vy'e suggested a "process

by process, parameter by palameter" approach to analyze the 'exÉ¡a manufacturing cost,'

incuned by the selection of any particular mw r¡aterials.

In this Chapter, we use a simulation rneihod based on the same ¡norlel to illustrate

the usability of this approach in realistic, practical industrial situations- From the

systefiratìc modeling of the use of the candidate raw materials (with certain properties) in

the purchasing process, production process, and the consideration of the various types of

costs incuned, we can detemine the total overall cost incurred due fo the selection of

specified raw materials. It is believed that this kind of simulation procedure can be of real

assistance to manufacturers in making more cost effective decisious for the selection of

raw material.

a.) CASE AND APFROAC¡{

vy'e choose again the outside cone of a ceiling Diffuse'as our case to evaluatÕ

the raw materials and their impact on the rnanufacturing process and customer acceptance.

An illustration of the cone and of its manufacturing process is shown in Figure 4.2 (see

Chapter 4). The example is basecl on a real situatior.l with a local manufactu¡er.

The raw rnaterial used for the outside cone is coiled steel sheet. Two typical steel

sheet suppliers ar¿ chosen for the analysis. They are: locai steel sheet warchouses and

steel sheet producers. As we discussed in chapter 5, the locai warehouse can provide the

sheet metal material at a relatively hìgher price, with a sho¡ter lead time, smaller m¡¡imu¡n

order size but with usually wider matedal specificaúon ranges. In contrast, the coil



pr'ûducer can provide si¡nilæ inat¿rial at a usually lower price, with lenger fe.aó tlwe,

requiring larger minilnuur avder size but, with ¡larrowel niaterial specification tnlerærces.

,4s stated before, in order to ¡nalce an economic selectior¡ of raw inaterials, we

need ta analyze the whole range of costs incuned in ali affected procssses where tl¡e

specific raw material is used. The costs genôrated by any particular raw material can be

divided info thìee parts: "Raw material cost,' (including sheet metal price and altr

associated handling costs), "Extra nanufacturing cost" (including extrâ operation time,

extra machine wear and rxtra quality cost due [o the propelties of that particul inaterial)

and "Froduct quality cost" (due to rcjection of final defects).

The "Raw material cosË" can be obtained frorn the analysis of the sheet metal

purchasing operation. The "Extra manufacturing cost and Final product quality cost" can

be obtained tom the anaìysis of the impact of the raw material properties on the

rnanufactuling processes and product quality. From a detailed analysis of the above thrce

components, we can detennine the total cost associated with the selection of raw materials

from different suppliels. of course, the raw material with the lowest overall total cost is

the best selection.

The first method for the alalysis of these costs is camied out by rneans of a system

modeling apprcach [3,66,80]. The simulation sofrwarc chcsen is "STELLA II", a Sysrems

Ðyramics language written for use on Macintosh (Apple) computers. The use of the

systems d)'namics approach permits relatively easy modeling of the somewhat imprecise

relationships between the parameters and processes of interests. The structure of srE{-LA

Ii is especially converiont to display causal rclationships in a very clear, on-screen, graphic

mzurner. other irnportant benefits of STELLA trI are its user-li'ienclly features and its

underlying principles l.hat are easily understzurdable to the anaiyzer and to tlie eventual

decision naker.

The second method for. the arialysis of th¿se costs is carried out by a generai

conrputer sìmulation nethod. The simulation ìanguage chosen is Si.AMSYSTEMTM



ï15,761, a sophisticated cûF1r11û¡1 sirlìûlaÉior1 langtrage for the mocieling ol any conrinuous,

eliscrete or combined variables 14,32,35,691. it also ofièrs easy inseftion of FûRTRAN

subror¡tines for complicated mathernatical calculations. T'he structür.: of slAli4sysrtsM

is also convenient for thô user duÕ tû its on-screen, graphic programming.

ô. J ANALYSIS C}F TI{E FURCHAS{NG OPER.ATIÛN

In order to provide practical lesults for the decision makers, the structure of the

siniulated purchasing operation should follow real purchasing pmctice as ciosely as

possible. The use of modeling or simulation methods allow us to rccreate reality by

rnodeling it in a manner familiar to and very simiìa¡ to that used by the decision maker or

planner.

The defailed raw material purchasing systems for both types of suppliers are shown

in chapter' 5. There are t\Ã/o types of matedal suppliers available and the purchasing

processes are different for each other (see Fìgure 8.1). one type of supplier.s is local

warehouses, the other is steel mills.

hold ng cost

t"'ì"r":1t
holdlngcosi

Figure 8.I Ðiagram of Trvo Typical Furchasing Processes and Reiated Costs
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Froru the sìmutratirin of th¿ raw rnaËôrial pÐrchasing opemtio*, we may obtain

va¡ious costs of interest, such as: inat¿ria! price, orderii;g cûst, transpôrtation cost, slittirg

cost, dôlivcry cost, inspection cost (opticnal), out ûf stûck cost aûd holding cost. The

"total material ccst" is then the su¡n of all of the above costs.

The simutration model for the purchasing systems using STEL{_A trI, is show*

below (Figure 8.2):

Figule 8.2 STELLA Modeling Srructu!€ for purchasirg Operâtion Analysis

The "orde. decision" is made when the level of "materiai invôntory" is lower than a

ceÍain pre-defined level. The order amount depends on variables such as the supplier's

iìinimum order amount and the company's pennitted safet)¡ stock. When the raterial

in\¡entory is lower than the permitted safety stock, a matedal order rnay be sônt to a

supplier. If the material is ordeled from the sfeel ruill, the r¡aterial (steel sheet) must l]e

produclion & domoge role

slifting s it ond delivery deloy



produced aEd Lhe& transpûrted tû a locatr warchûrlse for.siitting into thô desirôd widths

{some cf the ¡raterial niay be ',vasted during the sheer slittiÈg irrocess). nf th¿ orcler is

di!ôctly Éû a naterial warehouse, the wa¡ehouse will search for the suitabie ûaterial for Lhe

in-plaüt slitting process. llufing the inaterial slitting process in the warehouse, fhere is ac

optiûn for material irispection. As a result, some of materiatr rnay be rejected because of

some non-confoliniug properties; the rest ìs accepted and delivered to the n1an¿¡factureÍ,s

raw material inventory. while most of this materiai is consumed in the production

process, some ofit may be damaged or destroyed rluring stocking or during hand.ling.

The simulation model using SI-AMSYSTEM network for purchasing opex.ation is

shown below (Figure 8.3): This network can be divided into three sections: the section

dealing with demand and total cost calculation; the section clealing with inventory anel

receiving detect nodes, and the section dealing with the purchasing operation networ.k.

r06



rßvcnrory¡id Recc¡vrno Dered Nrdc¡

rrvDû¡o¡y o¡ì¿¡¡!ron Nrfu óf ¡

Figure 8.3 SLAMSYSTEM Network Model for Analysis ofPurchasing Operâtions

in the model, the rnaterial demand',ÐMND', changes along with time (nonnaX and

seasonal variation of the product). The total cost "T'OTAtr-', is calculated every day to

provide up-to-date cost infomtation.

The material (sheet rnetal) inventory the nlanufacturing plant is checked

continuously to send the information "R.EL(INV)" foi-rnaterial orders.

The material ordel information "RÐL(INV),' is made when the level of material

inventory "SSIZ;" ¡r lower than a ceftãin pre-defined "REORDER" level. The order

amount depends on varìables such as the supplier's mlnimum orcler amount and the
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company's Peîrf^ltteó safety stock. W&¿ü the r¡raterial order ìs seüÉ tû the material suprrlier

ttldl't :x-tt r a "I-EADTlt¡f" period is ueeded for the actual preparation of íhô nlatelial (if nût

in stock). Afterwa¡ds, the material is trânspûrted (TR.ANT,M) to a locai ste¿l

sheet warehouse "WAR.E" for slitting into certain desired "cotrL" rvidths. nf the materjal

order is directly sent to a warchouse, the material slitting can be proceeded after a suitable

Ínaterial is located in the warehoi¡se. ln the mean tinie, some inspection can be done

durhg material slitting. some of material with non-confouring properties rnay be rcjected;

the lest is siit and delivered to the manufacturing "PLANT'". The raw material received

rrRECrr is in the matelial inventoiy "trNV" to satisfli the production requiremenÉs. W?rile

most of this material is consumed in the production process, some of it may be damaged

or destroyed during stockìng or during haudling.

ï/hen oldering from the steel mill or the local warehouse, the simulatio' netwolk

slructure is same, the only diffelence is the input data (such as: order amount, reorder

point, transportation time, lead tine etc.) in the FOR'IRAN subroutines.

The FORTRAN subroutines for the network structure of the pur.chasing operation

analysis are shown in Appendix D - D3. v,/e selected a five-yea'period as the total

simulation time. All costs are to bô accuinulate<tr during thìs perio<t. The "material cost per

unit" can be obtained by dividing the "total material cost', by the number of "uniís

produced" during this period.

8. 4 ANALYSIS OF T'rl.g MANUFACTURING PROCESS AIID FINAL

PR.OD{JCT QUAI_{TY PROEI_EM

As we stated in Chapter 3, in order to reduce manufacturiug irfounation

requirements to a minimum, oùr cost infonnation analysis only iüclu<ies the t\elative cost

or I'extra cost" whiclr is incuned when the "non-ideal" condiÉions created'ay file use of the

particular raw material exist. This approach means that when the properties of the



ffietô\uL\ arc' ttle¿tr, the manufacturing extra cûst is zero or aË a standard level. lnformation

cúsËs oaü thus l¡e reciucecl sigaificanlly since our inter¿st is cnly in the extra côsts caused

by tfre use of that specific material. As m{lûtio ed before, we classifiecl. extra

manufactudng costs into three types: ôpôrator extr.a cost; machine extm eosf, and quâlity

extra cost. Based on the understanding of the effect of raw material properties on the

production process, the exira manufactur.ing cost can be sin¿¡lated by a ,'process by

process and parameter by parameter" rnanner. This requires the analyst tû have accôss to

accurate ccst information regarding raw flaterial properties and a thorough understanding

of their irnpact on the manufacturing operations (see Chapter 4 and Appendix F). For

simplification, we assume that work-in-process is inspecred after each process. sy'e also

assume that the qualitJi criterion or standard of the manufacturer regarding the product is

the same as that of its customers.

1l\ mqÌeriol propeñjes
generotion

shope formÌng process

cosi illipoci

neck forming process

cost impocl

pockogÌng process

cost impqcl

fino producl quolÍ'ly

cost impoct

lhÌckness, yÌeld slrengfh

ihickness, yield strenglh

ihìckness, tolol elongotion

thíckness

ihickness, yleld sirength

v
Totol monufociuring cost impoct

thickness, yield strengTh, elongoiion

ond thef disiribulion

L
operoTor cosl lmpoci

mochÌne cosi it^opocl

mochine cosl impocl

neck quoliiy irnDqcl

flockoging cosT impocf

producT rigidily for insiolloiion

Figure 8..{ Extra Manufacturing and Product Quality Cost Catcìllåtio Diagram



The diagrarn i in Chapter 4 shows ihat the manufactul ing procôsse!; related tû

the steel sheet propeñies *re the shape pressing, the neck forming, the finai inspôction aÌ1d

the packaging ope¡ations. ûther operations, such as painting and t&e {inal assembly, are

not cûnsidered in this analysis since their manufactrlr-ing costs are (in this exarnple only)

assuiaed not to be influenced by the raw material (steel sheet) properties.

According to the properties ûf the raw rnaterial provided by supplier.s, the density

funcËion distributions of raw material propôrties such as "metal thickness", '\netal yield

strengthrrand "metal tûtal elûngation¡'can be formulated and the pïoperty data for each

product case are randomly generated. This is done by rneans of three separate random

generators (one for each property). The "metal total elongation" is deduced fiom "metal

yield strength" randornly zurd two types of ,'mixed ìldex,' are dedved using the "metal

thickness" and "metal yield strength" values since they usually wolk together to affect the

manufacturing process costs.

The computet then calculates the extra manufacturing costs due to the improper.

matedal propeÍies, process by process. At each pr.ocess, the extr.a manufactuling cost

includes the extla operator cost, extfa machine wear cost and extra quality cost. Each

cost is affected by some of the raw materiaÌ parameters or mixed para¡neters. Eased on

the relationship between ¡naterial properties and the manufacturing processes, the extra

maûufactudng costs in tems of extra operator cost, machine wear cost, ancl plocess

quality cost at each process can be calculated and accumulated by the computer. program.

We need to mention thaË the rost content and the calculatíon rnethori may change

accolding to the exact effect ofraw material properties on the manufacturing oper.ations.

The simulation model for the rnanufactudng process and [he f¡nal quality analysis

using STEtr-tr-A is shown below:
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Figure 8.5 STELLA Modeling SûuctuÍe f,or Malufacturing Frocess and Quality Problem Analysis

?he above srEtr-LA modeling structurô is very easy to understand since the causal

relationships between rnaterial properties zuid the related cost impacts are presented in

pictorial style and are farniliar to the decision maker.

The simulation modei for the manufactuúng processes a'd ploduct quality analysis

using SLÁMSYSTEM is shown below:



Figure 8'6 SLAMSYSTEM Network for Manufacturing and Finar hoduct cost simurâtior

The SI-AMSYSTEM network is srrown in Figure 8.6. The simuration network

colsists of seve¡al event nodes which are coded (using FORTRAN subroutines), a series

of quality criteria judgments, alìd cost calculations, as discussed above.

Vy'e set up a production run of 1000 units with randomly varying matedal

properties to r¡odel the manufacturing extra cosf. The "total manufacturing cost" and

'þroduct quality cost" are the accumulation of all the above costs. The "extra

nanufacturing and product quality cost pel. unit" can then be obtained by rfivicling the

"tolal extra manufacturing and final product cost¡'| by the nurnber of "units produced"

(de fined as 1000 unirs).

NOTE: Generations of Experirnental "Simulated" Data

T'o show tho naterial properties daÉa generation process ancl their corresponding

cost modeling on fhe manufacturing processes and product quality, we take the foilowing

data as au exampie: sheet thickness follows a normal clistribution with an avelage value

of 24 thou and a standard deviaÊion of 2 thou, a¡rd sheet leld str.ength follows a norinal

distribution with zur average value of 28 ksi and a standard deviation of 2 ksi. The

material properties generated and thÐir conesponding cost impacts are showing in

Appendix G. This data set of simulated properties selves as a simulafed expeÍinlental

irput into our proposed solutions of approaches.
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8,6 RESUT-TS ANÐ ÐTSCLJSSTÛN

After ttrre two sim¿ilation or modeling approaches, the cûst resi;lËs a¡id the

cornparisons are shown below:

- Purchasing clperations (5 vears of sirnulated data based cn the data in chapter 5)

A Steel Miil A Local Vy'arehouse

ORDER FOI-ICY:

Order Amount Assumed 300,000 lb. 30,000 lb.

Safety Stock Assumed 250,000 lb. 25.000 llr.

COST RESULTS:

Table B.t Cost Results fbr purchasing Operation by Computer Simûlation

PurchosÌng from o sleel mill Purchosing from o locol worehouse

SLAMSVSTFM SIELI-A II SLAMSYSTËM STELLA II

Order Cost (S)

Steel Cost (S)

ïronsii Cost (S)

Slitiing Cosi ($)

HoÌding CosI (S)

Out-of-Order Cost (S)

Totol Cosi (S)

ïotol Production (unifs)

3,000

8ó4,0m

90.000

222,480

4 t ,893

0

1.221 .373

657,774

3,000

Bó¿,OOO

90.000

222A8O

39,ó90

0

1219,170

656.770

12,000

1 ,224.440

0

165,672

3.r21

0

L404/93
657,710

12,000

1224,æ0

0

165,672

54

1,404,519

6$.770

11i:1Ï.11"',]:li '" I. Bó 2.14 2.14



- Manufacturing Flocess and ProducË Acc¿ptance {1ûûû units sirn¡:l¿ted)

METAI- FRÛFERTIES:

Thickness Assumed (thou)

Yicld Strength Assumed (ksi)

CÛST RES{JX-TS:

A Steel Mill

Normal(24, l)

No¡mal(24, 2)

A tr-ocal War¿house

Normal(24, 2)

Nol.¡rtal(28, 2)

Molerlolfrom o steel rni

SLAMSYSTENI STELLA II

Moferiol from o locol worehouse

SLAMSYSTEM

OperoTor Cosl ($)

Mochine Cosf I (S)

Mochine Cosf 2 (S)

Neck QouliTy Cosi (S)

Pocking Cost ($)

Product Quolily Cost

3t.55

22.33

200.00

345.57

4óó.00

30.92

20.32

i3.33

t90.00

4AA.7B

16,71

t5.ó3

r000,00

30ó,00
,o )a

16.17

23,81

15.62

9ó0.00

352.0ó

21.48

l

l
1015.53

1.42

1392,t0

t39
l3B9.l4

L40

Table 8.2 Cost Resùlis for Malufacturing Processes & Product Quality by Conpüter Simulation

From the above data, we can see that we have obtained similar cost results by

SLAMSYSTEM simulation and STELLA trI modeling, and the cost differences between

the two rnethods are solely due to the randoiniress of the data generated in the programs.

From the al¡ove data, the final compæ-ison results obtained from our conrpuÉeï

sirnulations are showr in Table 8.3.

IoloJcost (S) 1076.79

M&PCost($)/Unii i l.0B



fMaterialirórn A SI€el h¿ill

STANISYSIEI\I STELLA]I SLAIISYSIEM STËLLA 1I

Êâw Mare ialcost ($) / Unit

Extr¿ \4¿n!Ía¿1ùri¡s and FinalProduct cðs¡ (S)/U¡it

Tola over¿llCosl (S) / U¡i1

1.86

1.0e

254

1.86

1.42

214

3.53

2.14

1.40

3.54

T'able 8. 3 Cost Courparison for Raw Materials ùom Two Suppliers

silce the rarv material obtained from the steel mill gives the rnanufacturer a lowel.

total overall cost, it is thus a better choice for this particular example.

8.7. COMMENT'S AND CONCLUSION

Based on our experience ìn the application of STELI_A II t79,g1l and

SLAMSYSTEM U5,161to the practical situation, the following comments can be made.

1. From al ease of prograrnming and undelstanding point of view, and for this type

of problem, we belicve the system dynamic modeling approach by STEI-LA is better for

the simulation. using srELI-A software, we program the model using icons instead of by

text \¡/riting. xt is simple, and easily understood. trt especialiy lits causal relationship

analysis and feedback systems. In contrast, SLAMSYSTEM needs to use FOR.TRAN

programming for the mathematical calculation, logic judgrnent and many other

programming skills.

2. From the point of flexibility, rhe SLAMSYSTEM is a betrer langüage f'or complex

systerns. {1. can be used for discrcte even ts as weil as contiìuous variables. ,Although

FORTRAN programn.ring incleases the work effolt, it, as subroutine inserts, can increase

the flexibility of the simuiation approach for complex systems"
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ln geueral, for a siwple problem or a rough a*atrysis of a problem, we recorlrmencl

ST'Eå-{-A Tl. Fûr â detailed ailalysis of a comptricated problem, we be}ieve

SLAMSYS?tsM is a more flexible or more accurate approach for systern modeling.

Ift this chapter, two systematic a*alysis methods based on computôr simulation for

economic raw material selection are presented using a realistic exainple. The resuiËs seem

to i¡dicate that such an approach may provide a very effective way to determine costs

(material and process) associated with the selection of specific raw n¡aterials. These

methoris shoul<I evertually be compared to historical "real company inforrnation" if such

ilformation becornes available.

The result of the application of our analytic approach should assist managers to

make cost effective choices from a wide variety of alternaÉives or strategies.
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ABDUCT'N\æ NETWÛRK APPR,TACT{

TO TÐENTFY SUTT.4ET.E R.AW MATER.T,Á.{-S

In this chapter, we use the Abductive Network Method - a knowledge-based

melhod [2,64] for our raw mateúal seiection analysis. The advantage of this ntethod is

that, even if we do not have a qua-ntitative understa¡ding (due to limited knowledge,

limited fimô etc.) about how the raw material properties affect the manufacturìng

processes, we ca¡ use this method to transfer the experience of "experts,' regarding this

problem into a systematic network system to effectively identify the suitable raw material

range for a particular application. il thìs approach, we assume that we do not have

detailed cost data about the impact of the raw materials on the manufacturing processes.

Instead, we do have some "qualitative" general information from "experts". This type of

problems exist widely in ma-ny industrial situations. This method can be considered as a

"quasi-expert-system" (knowledge-based) approach.

9. 1 INTRODUCTION

In a manufachrring environment, many problems carrnot be arìalyzed explicitly due

to their complexity. llowever, for better quality and higher productivìty, we need to

understand nlore about the relationships between var-ious va¡iables and the expected

output(s). For certain problems, we can define certain variable(s) as output(s) and va¡ious

variable(s) as input(s). In o¡der to have a better conbol of the problem, wemayneedto

know which va¡iables influence the output and how they influence it. The practical reason

for the existence of unresolved problems is usually the limitation ofour knowledge or the

acfual time and cost constraints for a detailed analysis. Manufacturers are likely to use
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persônal "experience" or "trial and error" approaches tû deal lvith pro'blems in ttreir daily

produc[ions. û-bviously, a single person's experience [û apprûâúh scrne probiem in a

complex system nray be incûnsistent and nûÉ rôliâbie.

llrom a network point of view, we ¡nay treaf sûnie ucknown problems or

relationships as a system (see Figure 9. 1).

Figule 9. I A System Approach to a Mânuf'âc(uring problem

certain variables can be treated as inputs and our interested result may be lïeated

as an output. The question is how to determine the relationship between the output and

inputs for a bettel control of the output result. tsased on personal experience, a

manufactuier may only loughly know the problen. lÀ'hen the complexity of the probiem

or time and cost constrains inhibits the use of an analytical approach to lesolve the

problern, we may find nowhere for us to go to deal with it if we only think of traditional

analytical mefhodologies. can we transfer valuable personal experience to a systematical

appl'oactrr to certain probleins? I{ow elo we integrate and synthesize the klowledge of our

expeÍs who deal daily with the problems? The answer is positive, anc! one of the possible

solutions is due to the rccent development 12,641 ar the coinbination of neural netwod(

technology and ¡nodern statistical niethods, called the abductive ne[work appraach. An

abductive network system can approach these problems anci overco¡ne many of tire
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iiruitations associaæd with rrlany conventional expert systems, quaxitative reasoning, and

statis¿ical diagnostic methods. tsven if a probiem ìs described in a "fuzzy" manner by

sxperts, it can also i¡e transformed to a sound knowledge database. {Jsing the abciuctive

network approach, a systôma¿ic solution can be obtained for a ¡rractical control ûfthe

problem.

¡t is quìt rare to find applicatiÕüs of abductive network techniques in the literature

[19,20]. This papel uses a realistic example to describe this approach. FirsË, we will give

a blief introduction to abductivs network techniques; then, a practical problem; followed

by the abductive network approach; and finally, the result and discussion.

9.2. ABDUCTTVENETWOR.KTECr-{NTQUES

As we mentioned, we use an abductive network system to approach a pr¿ctical
problem. The software used is called AJM'M [2]. AIM is the abbreviation of Abductive

Induction Mechanisrn. As the software developer declared, the abductive network
technique is a result of almost three decades of neural network and statistical modeling

research. AIM is an advanced machine ìearning tool that autonatically discovers network
solutions to complex decision, pr.ediction, control, and classification probiems. Given a

database as an example, AIM syithesizes abductive networks ancl encodes them iilto the

application software. The database caû consist of observed, histc¡ical, simulated, or.

expert generated data. Figure 9. 2. illustrates the AtrM synthesis process.

operolionol fosl

simulotionol occufote

hisforicol oulomoted

expe¡f generoTed

compocf

reol t¡me

rollusl

Figure 9. 2 Abductive Netwo¡k Approach Usirg tbe AIM Softwar.e package
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Curently AIM t2l has the followi¡g types of nodes: nomalizers, whitÕ ôIemeïrts,

singles, doubles, triples, wire elements, and utilizers . Nor-malizers transfolrn the originatr

ìnput vadables inro a relatively cûrcrnou region. The white ¿l¿ment consists of thô linear

weighted sums of all the ûutputs of rhe previous layer. This element combines nrore

variables tharl other types, allowing fol simple and u¡ique multi-variabie configurations.

Singles, doubles, and triples are elements whoss names are base<i on fhe nurnber of
i-ilput valiables [2.J.

Solving a problcm witl¡ ATM [2] has four major steps:

l. create a database

2. l¡uild an AIM model

3. evaluafe model perfomance

4. implement the nodel

9.3 PROtsLEM ANAI-YSTS

The problem we deal with here is to identify a suitable material range for a

particular application in a local manufacturing company. The product being analyzecl is

the Outer Cone of a Ceiling Diffuser. The material used is low carbon sheet steel.

Although this general problem has been discussed before, we present it again due to the

different require.ments of rhe analysis method suggested. T'he application process can be

described as follows (see Figurc 9. 3): the sheet material is purchased in a local

warehouse, then it is pressed into a general shape and a neck is fon¡ed in the center for

connecfing purposes; afterwatds, it is painted and assembled with other parts; fina y, the

product is delivered to the customer for installation.

oufer cone

R_zroAK
siee s eeT shope press ng ¡eck fomng

Figure 9.3 Mate¡ial Tra¡sformation Process for. the Câse Analysjs
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since d-¡e manufacturer does not have thû âdequent iraterial testing facilities (they

cannot afford to have rhem), the engineers or workers dû not havô a clear i¿fea about the

material properties they arô using. F{owever, tha manufacturing pi.ocsss (pressing and

forming operations) ancl the producË quality are directly affecte<i by the ûaterial

properties. Like many iirdustrial problems, Ëhe manufactu¡ers do not have an ifltegrated

knowledge about how raw materials affect the nrærufactu|ing processes and, in the end,

prûduct quality. To reduce manufacturing cost aud stabiiize product quality, the

manufacturer woald like to know the suitable range of material properties in "their

language" for this pì'oduct to rninimize the negative impact of the use of improper

materials.

The sheet metal being used is cold rolled draw quality low carbon steol. There are

celtain patameters that can be ernployed to assess the matetial in this case, e.g.: sheet

thickness and metal hardness ( the mechanical properties ancl other forming properties of

the sheet metal is not included here since the company does not have the appropriate

testhg facilities). Each of the various thickness available to the manufacturer is itself

variable. As we know, thioker materials usually cost rnore money since the material pi.ice

is based on weight. ThÊre are aiso choices regarding rnaterial thickness and hardness

when ordeling rnaterials frorn local w¿rchouses. In other words, if the cornpany

understands the material requirernents for any particular application, certain choices have

to be made in order to select the suitable one.

The raw mate¡ial selection needs to be technically and economically sound.

Technically, the material shoulci be easy to use, easy to be machined, and should have

sufÍìcient properties tô resuit in quality goods. Economicaliy, the overail negative impact

of a materiaì (matefial exprnses, producibility, machinability aud quality) should be

¡ni¡imized. Eecause of Lhe complexity of the relationship betwesn the materjais propeÍies
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arld lts appiicatiûfi, thr rrranufacturcr does aût usually have a clear idea about how tÌre

watertal prapertiôs affect thrir ûverall applicatioir.

Tc make the problern simpler for analysis, rve divide the negativô rmpact of the

mâteriâi into several aspects: xnaterial cost impact, operator irnpact (exË{a ti¡ne needed to

do the job), machine impact (extra machine wear ancl maintenance), quality impact þip or

crack of the neck edge) aùd customer âccelrtarce (rigidity for instaiiation). The effect of

material properties on the above aspects can be clescribecl in a "fuzzy" maluer by the

ma¡ufacturer as follows:

&dateriatr Cost hiepacú: A thick sheet costs more morey than a thin one (after

considering a lower packing cost for a thick metal).

ûperaton's {nr¡lact: A cornbination of thin and soft mateliatr may stick to the die or press

after the pressing operation, thus reducing the production rate and affecting the part

shape.

Machine Maintenance Impact: A cornbination of Éhick and ha¡d material may

acceierate die wear and increase machine maintenance cost.

Fleck Qualily {mpact: Hard metal and thin metal usually have lowel stretchability. The

edge of the neck may crack or rip to create a de{bct during the neck forming process.

[tinal QuatrÍty ImpacÉ: The final product using thi. and scft sheeí metal may be not rigid

enough to withstand the transportation and installation pr.ocess, and may be claimed as a

defect by the customer and user.

To each problem, the seriousness ofeach irnpact is different and depencls on the

extreüles of thc materiai properties. Although people working with production processes

do have a good sense in a "fuzzy" way to describe ihese effects within their special section

(usually fiam experience), they usually do not have an explicit idea or fbmula to describe

exactly how the nraterial properties affect the pr.ocesses unless we rlesign a systen1 to

utilize ¿ireir talents to descrit¡e these quantitatively.
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9. 3 APPRûAC{-{ USII'¡G ABÐIJCTIVE NtsTWûR.K ?ECHNIQìJES

In our case, Lhe inpur variabløs are the material properties, i.ô., the thickness an¿i

harclness. 3hô oi¡tput variable is the overall negalive iinpact of the materiai on the materiai

appiication process.

In order to approach this ploblem, 
"?e 

scale the rnateriatr propôrtiss into severatr

levels. we do the same fol the negative impact of the naterial on its application pr.ocess.

Each problem is atrso assessed for the seriousaess of the effects based on the

manufacturing experience (see Table 9. 1).

or,"rrt"nl of aariou,naaa ]

llott*."- rì1115-_- - - - tofot imporronce votue

0,0 -----------------------..- ---- 1.0

Tâble 9. I Table Used for problem Assessntent

Since detailed cost impacr data is very clifficult to obtain, it is difficult to use

analytical tools to tiud the most cost effective mater.ial range for an application. valuable

information can be obtained. by usiug description froin ',experts', using their orvn

terminology. The negative impacts of materials on the five aspects listed above are

iirdividually evaluated and four different importanco assessments (seriousness levels) for

the above five aspects ale indicated in Tab,le 9.2.

fh¡ckness very thick thick
hordness very hord hord

normol thin very ÌhÌn
normql soft very sofì'
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rÉrüteÍiat negotÊv* ¡¡îprct êvü[ucti6,"!

lfìickness hordness noteriol cosl operclor cosl mclchine cosT rippino cosi r¡oid cosl

very ihick very hord
very thick hord
very lhick normol
very fhick soft
very fhick very sofl
ihick very hord
lhick hord
thick normol
thick soft
thick very soft
normol very hord
normol hord
normol normol
normol soft
normol very sofl
fhin very hord
Ih¡n hord
thin normol
lhin soft
lhin very sofl
very thin very hord
very lhin hord
very lhin normol
very thin sofi'
very thin very soFl

very ser¡ous ok
very serious ok
very ser¡ous ok
very serious ok
very serious ok
serious ok
serious ok
serious ok
serlous ok
serious ok
some ok

very serious ok ok
very serious ok ok
seÍious ok ok
some ok ok
liltle ok ok
serious liftle ok
some little ok
litlle ok ok
ok ok ok
ok ok ok
l¡ttle some ok
little lilfle ok

some ok
ok ok
ok ok
l¡ttle ok
some ok
serious ok
liille ok
little ok
some ok
serious ok
very serious ok

ok little
serious little
some ok
litfle ok
ok liltle
ok some
very serious ok
seious little
some some
l¡ttle
little

serious
very seriouS

imporfonce ossessment I
importonce ossessment 2
imporlonce ossessmenf 3
irnportonce ossessmenl 4

0.05 0.2 0,2s o.25
0,I 0,25 0.2 0.2
0.05 0,2 0.25 0.2
0.05 0,25 0.25 0.2

o.25
o.25
0.3
0.2s

Table 9.2 hnpact Assessment Result Using Local Expelt Comments

tsy transfening th¿ information fiom Table 9.2, we obtai¡i the evaluation data and

an overall evaluation as shown iü Appendix 8.1 and Appendix 8.2 of the Appendices.

The inpuf data considers the combination of 5 thickness levels ancl 5 hardness

levels, to develop rclated average overall impact evaluations. FIence, 25 observations

inciude in our dàtabase. trn oxier to besi utilize the daÉa sources, the abave 25
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ûbservatiûûs n"!ôntiûned are used as the lraining database as well as the ¿valuation

rSalalsas¿ for our mocle1.

We us¿ A{M with the above ùxpe!.t-geûôrated data to clevelop a sysrematic

neÉwork representatioû shown in Figure 9. 4 and ¿lescribed as follows:

Figure 9. 4 Synthesized Network ofThe Material Selectior.r problem

Normalizers: -2.08+0.693X1

Singlel: -0.649-0.77X¡0.676X|+AJ27Xf

white: -0.562X¡0.356X2

Single2: -0.221-A.656X¡0.231XP¡Q.1g4yt3

Triple: -0.194-0.562X¡0.84iX2+A.972X3-L24X]+5.475yr2

- 0. 6 42X32 a 1.97 X 1X2- 0. 62Ð{ 1x3+0.9 5 IX2X3 - 0.83 4X 1X2X3

+ t. 1 6x f - g 
" 
427 x23 -o.lz 5x33

{Jtilizer: 1.11+0.409X1

The evaluation of the network performance shows that this synthesizecl network

models the situation leasonably woll. Sotre of the evaluation datais sl.rown below:

average absolute error: 0.030

effor standud deviatio¡r: 0.0015

\Z
I

fil oys s€ccnd oye¡ uti zer outÊui

l
I+v\,

F.þq 

- 

ñir- 'l ovê,orllmpqcr
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roû¿ ûf prcdicted squafed e!îor: û.û689

pretltcteú sqÐared error': t.tt47

9. 4, RESL]LT AND DTSCUSSION

After the network synthesis an<Í performance evaluatior, we obtaìn the output

shown in Table 9. 3 and F'igure 9.5, by using A^trM's query f¡¡nction.

Table 9. 3 Mâterial Impact Result by Abductive Networ.k Approach

impdct ê!¡rluol¡on vesy hdrd hdrd normc¡ sÕfi very sofi

\,êry thick
thick
normo¡
fhin
very th¡n

1.9

1,7

t,3
0.9r

I

1.9
1^

I
o,75

I

1,8

I

o,7
0,s8
o,97

1,5

0,79
0,58
0.ól

1.t

1.3

0,87
0.8l
0,89

1.3
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2

LB

ló
1.4

1.2

I overolf irr¡pocf

hqrdness

0,ó

0.4

4,2

0

Figure 9. 5 The Overall Impact Results by Matedal properties

As we defured before (in section 9.3), the smallel the ìmpact value, the more

suitable the material propelties are for the application. From the above table and

diagram, we can conclude that the following combinations of rnetal properties are in the

most suitable range:

1. thick metal (2) combined with soft metal (4) properties;

2. normal thickness metal (3) with nor¡nal or soft har.dness (3 or 4);

3. thin rnetal combined with hard, no¡rnal or soft haldness (2,3, ar 4).

Obviously, very thick metal and very hard metal are not good choices for this

pa icular application.

Since one orders material according to some "perceived normal thickfiess,,ol say,

0.028 inches, this "nonnal thickness" effectively is assumecl to be 0.028 inches. Fro¡n our

investigation, the thickness cculd vary from as thin as 0.024 iüch arid as thick as û.032

inch fiam coil to coil ever though the ordel thickness is 0.028 inch. so "very thick" metal
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Tþay be arûünd û .û32 inch, "thick" rÉetal is around û.û30 inci.¡, "thi¡r" rnetai is about û.026

incli, and "very Ëhin" metal is around A.û24 ir,clt. We alsc know that the harq.lness of the

materiaï lies in tbe ranga af 34to 5û ksi" Frorn our analysis of this application. the most

suitâbie metal thickness would be around û.û26 inch since it offers the widest choice for

metal hardness and offers the low¿st ûegative impact on its application in this particular

case. Since the company concerned has thickness and hardness measuring apparanis,

fi¡rther control of these rnaterial prorrertiös becomes possible as a ûìôa&s to rccluce the

negalive impacf of raw materiais. Such an approach could provide a valuable tool to the

manufacturcrs in deciding oû the most appropriate raw material to use for any specific

ploduction process and product.

9. 5 Co¡rclusio¡¡

The abductive network techniqr.re is a very powerful tool for handling some

practical industËial problems which can not be explicitly an alyzed, or have their analysis

constmined by certain limitations. By using data available fro¡n operational history, or

from experls' assessrnent, we can thus effectively approacir these problems to reach a

bettrr control of the overall systetn.
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CHAPTER 1Û

CÛNCI-USTÛNS AND CÛNTRÍBUTTÛNS

OF TETTS RESÐAR.CFT

In the present chapter, we f:irsi stâte thô nature of this research. Subsequently, we

state our conrlusions and contributions of this rcsearch.

iO. 1. NATURE OF TI.{IS RESEARCF{

This research can be caregorized as applied research work. Our effort can be

divided into two categories: one is the i¡vestigation of problem, the othe¡, the problem

solving. Before sta¡ting our research, we have familiarized ourselves with the whole

production system ofthe case being analyzed and with the raw material impact for ceiling

diffuser products, although, we pick up only the outside cone for our thesis analysis (due

to our time and effort limitations). we spent an enolmous time and effort in identifuing

the important varìables and their relationship between material va¡iables and production

variables in a ma¡ufacturing environment. Much time has been spent on information

gathering for this problem. From the information gathered, we have then formulated our

approach strategy and set up the raw material selection model. we have utilìzed various

advanced techniques such as mathematical formulation, computer simulation, the

combination of simulation and optimum seeking techniques, abductive network method

etc. to systematically approach tl¡is realistic and imporlant industrial problem. This

research is also commitfed to make al effort to close the gap between university academic

research and the practical industrial applications.
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IÛ.2. CONC{,LISTÛNS

In this disset'tatioa, the problenl of economic raw uraterial selectio¡r is extensively

investigated. This problem is selected as our research topic because it is a common a¡rd

important problem in industry. It affects the manufacturer's daily production and it can

also significantly affect the manufacturing costs. ?his research is also of significant

interest to E. Ftr. Frice l-td. - a local manufacturing company.

Ip l.he literature review in ohapter 2, we fornd ¿hat there ar.r: no effective and

systematic niethods available to be used for raw material selection.

In chapter 3, a raw material selection criterion is proposed based. on concepts of

previous resealchers and practitioners. A method is developecl for Ëhe calculation of the

cûst impaci in the manufacturing process. It is found that the "Frocess by process,

. Farameter by Farameter" strategy is an effective way to analyze the impact ofraw nlatôrial

ploperties to the manufacturing processes.

In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we introduced a realistic exampie fi.om two aspects.

we analyzed in detail the relationship between the material propefiies and their cost

impacts to the manufacturing and the final product quality cost. Then, we introduced the

purchasing processes and the felatec rosts fi'orn two typical suppliers. The investigation

of the problem is the first step to combine our research work with the real practical case.

In Chapter 6, an analytical method is used to approach the optimal raw matedal

selection problein. A series of equations are developed to be used for the calculation of

the expected raw materiai cost impacts on its application and for the identification ofthe

optimal material quality level. As rnentioned in the chapter, due to the complexit)¡ of

formulae and some strict assumptions, this ¡neÉhod cao¡rot be effectively used lor

complicated industdal problems.

Xn Chapter 7, the combiiratio¡r of a compuÉer sínuiaiion model with two

optimization techniques is applied to the identihcation of optimal raw materiai properties
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for the particulan applicalions" SL.A.MSYSTEM is used to construct the siruulation mûdel.

and the two search atrgorithrts: dre l-Iocke and Jeeves algciithm (Using FûRTRAII{

sub¡outines to prc'gram the search skategy) aud the Response surface Metho¿l are used to

identify the ûptirnum pûint. F'l om the effective intôgration of the sirnulation and optirnum

search algorithms, we have effectively balance¿l various costs incrir¡ed in the materiai

application procÕssrs and ttrrus identified the optimal ralv niat¿rial characËeristics. The

comparison comments about the application of these two optimization methocls are aiso

provided.

In Chapter 8, we use both si¡nulation by SLAMSYSTEM and systern dynamic

(srELI-A lI) methods to model the raw material impact on the material application

processes; purchasing operatior, manufactu[ing operation as well as product fi al quality.

Vy'e obtained the ovemll total cost impacts (including: raw material cost, ôxtra

manufacturing cost as well as product quaìity cost) by different raw materials from

diffelent supplier s. Even with different approaches, the two methods pr.ovide us with

sirnilar results. we conclude that these systematical approaches may be used to assist the

rnanufacturcr to make certain economical choices fiom a wide variety of materials and

suppliers.

In Chapter 9, a knowledge-based approach - abductive network method is applied

for the analysis of the economic raw material selection pricblem. From a synthesis of the

experience of "experts" about the iinpact ofraw materials on their application processes,

we obtained a suitable range of rnaterial charactelistics, which have the lowest negative

impacts on the rnaterial application plocesses. The application of this technique provides a

useful case example for fufurc manufacturing appiications of this method.
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1T.3 CONTRßUTTÛNS

The contributions of this rcs¿arch zu.e twotbld- ûnô is that this rcsearch has

systematically approache<l this complicated. industrial problem" The proposed new

economic inodel and apploach (in chapter 3) comes naturally from the investigation ofthe

problem and is rnorc genel al and rnore applicable thali previous ruodels. The analytical

approach (in chapter 6) is also more general aûd explicit than pr-evious models discussed

in the reviewe¿! literature and a series ofuseful equations within rhis approach can be

applied in some industrial proble¡ns. The computer simulation and the optimum seeking

techniques used (in Chapter 7) have successfuliy identified optimal ¡aw material

requirements. The two system simulation models (in Chapter.S) which repiesent a

realistic case can be used for the practical law naterial selection exercise. These

techniques and the type of systematic approach for the raw material selection application

arc not available in literaturc. We have successÍùlly applied the abductive netwolk

rnethod to the raw lnaterial seiection problem (in chapter 9). it is very rar.e to appty this

technique in industrial situations and none has been found in material sclection research

and plactice. nn general, it can be concluded that our work has signiücantly puslied

forward resealch with lespect to rnaterial selection. Another aspect, even more

wofthwhile to mention here, is that we have r¡sed a real industrial problem as an example

to show the applicability ofour research work. The uniqueness of tl.ris aspect can be

dedved from the following points:

1. In a coniplicated industdal problem, we have determined the significant variables

(iinportant material properties, manufacturing processes impacts) and their

interuelationships. \ryithout them, applied research is not possible.

2. We have created several systematic models (analyÉical. simulation, abductive)

which caa d¿monstl'afe Éhe real lelationships and cat effecÊively îeprese¡ìÉ the prablem.
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3. we Lvave identil¡\e<lfhe xnrst suitable materials by using tho correct informatiû*.

For this opiimization practice, we lirst identifie¿i whal to optimize; then we eîfectively

used various advanced methods to optimize LFrem.

4. This type of research is useful and applicable directly to i'dustry. It has effectively

combined a¿lvanced manufactudng techniques with some realistic imlush'ial situations.

It is believed that the proposed systematic approach, the effective application of'

various aclvanced techniques, and tho combination of this unique approach with the

lealistic industrial problem are our significant contributions to the {ieìd of economic

selection afraw r.nater-ial theory and practice.
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APPENDIX A

Steel Sheet

APFENÐTCÐS

PROPERTIES DATA FTR VARIOUS LÛW CARtsON STEELS

Processing

1A

.Lt]

)A

zÍJ

P2A

5

E5

E1

E2

10

12

14

Etö

E.32

3i

IF

CIF

CQ Rimmed A¡nealed Last

CQ Rirnme<ì A¡nealed Last

DQ AK Annealed Last

DQ AK Annealed l-ast

DQ AK Annealed I-ast

DQ AK Annealed Last

DQ AK

CQ Rimmed Temper Rolled

DQ Rimmed Temper Rolled

CQ Rimmed F{ot-dip Galvanized

DQ Rimmed F{ot-dip Galvanized

DQ AK Hot-dip Galvanized

DQ AK Fe-Zn Coated

DQ Rimmed Fe-Zn Coated

Rimmed 4O ksi min. yield

Interstitial free (Armco Steel)

interstitial free (Arrnco)

Hot-dip Calvanìzed

Yield Strength

(MFa) (ksi)

Total Eiongation

(v")

44.3

44.3

4Á.7

45.3

44.1

44.8

43.7

45.6

44.2

zõ -v

40.0

40.0

3 Z--t

35.3

?54

43.4

45.0

174.3 25.62

217.4 31.96

156.0 22.93

167.4 24.61

178.0 26.17

174.5 25.65

1.70.9 25.12

210.4 30.93

213.4 31,.37

318.8 46.86

246.3 36.21

225.1 33.09

255.2 37.51

272.5 40.06

261.8 38.48

159.2 23.40

151.9 22.33



.AFFEI'{ÐIX B DATI. FÛR AEDUCTTVE NETWÛRI{,A.PFRÛACTI

E" 1, IMPACTEVALUATIÛNÐATA

Table b l The Impact Evaluatio of Mateïial properties o¡ì vaÌious Influenced processes

thickness hordness moleriol operotor mûchine crocking rigid

1.00 1,00
L00 2,00
r.00 3.00
L00 4,00
r.00 5,00
2,O0 L00
2.00 2.00
2,OO 3,00
2,00 4.00
2.00 5,00
3,00 L00
3.00 2.O0
3,00 3,00
3.00 4,00
3,00 5,00
4.00 L00
4,00 2.00
4.00 3,00
4.00 4.00
4.00 5,00
5,00 1.00
5,00 2,a0
5,00 3.00
5.00 4,00
5.00 5,00

00
00
00
00
00
l0
l0
00
00
00
20
t0
l0
00
0l
30
20
t0
0i
02
40
3t
22'I 

3
l4

404
404
403
402
401
303
302
301
300
300
201
201
200
210
220
100
r00
rl0
120
r30
0t0
0t0
020
030
040

o.25 0,25
o.2 0,2

0.25 0.2
0,25 0.2

0,2
o.25

o.2
0,25

0.25 0,05
0.25 0,I
0.3 0,05

0.25 0.05

ossessment ì
ossessment 2
ossessment 3
ossessment 4



lhickness l'ìordness evoluolion I evaluolion 2 evoluolion 3 evoluotion 4 overoge

1.00 L00
r .00 2.00
r.00 3,00
1,00 4,00
r.00 5,00
2.A0 i ,00
2.00 2.rJ0

2.00 3.00
2.00 4.00
2.00 5.00
3,00 L00
3.00 2.o0
3.00 3.00
3.00 4,00
3,00 5.00
4.00 1,00
4.00 2.00
4,00 3.00
4.00 4.00
4.00 5.00
5.00 L00
5,00 2.00
5.00 3,00
5.00 4.O0

5.00 s.00

1,8

1.8

t.ó
1.4

1.2

ì.ó
1.4

0.9s
0,75
0.75
1.2

0.95
0.7 s
0,55
0.85

I

0.75
0.55
0.ó
0,9
r.05
r .05
l.Ì

l ,l5
1.45

2
2

t.5
L25
1.7

1.45

I

o.75
o.7 5
'L l5
0.95
0.7
0,ó
0.9

0,85
0.ó5
0,55
0,ó5
0.95
0.9
0,9

I

i,l
1.4

2

2

ì.8
l,ó
1.4

L75

t.l
0.9
0.9
1.3

t,05
0.85
0.ó5
0.9
L05
0.8
0,ó
0.6

0.8s
L05

1

I

I

1.25

2

2
1.7 5
i.5

1.25

1.7 5
t.5
I

0.75
0,7s
1.25

I

o.75
0.55
0.8
l

o./5
0.55
0,5s
0,8
r.05

I

I

I

r .95
1.95

L73
L50
1.28

1.70

1.48

L0t
0.79
o.79
1,23

0,99
o.7 6
0,59
0,8ó
0.98
0.7 4
0.5ó
0.ó0
0.88
L0l
0,99
r.03
r.0ó
r,34

&.2 ÛVER.ALT-EVAI-UATIÛNTAE{-E

Table b.2 Overall Evaluatior Ðata by four people
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,AFFEI{Ðffi C ÐNFFEREI\{T SEARCF{ STR.Å"?EGIES ,4NÐ RESU{-Ts

C.1 SEARCH S?AR.TS FRÛM A TF{ICKNESS ÛF 24 TI.{ÛU ANÛ A YTE{-Ð

STRENCTF{ tF 24KSy. (CûNÐITIÛN 2)

Table c. l Search Foints and R.esuits Under Condition 2

24

fhicknêss

g
rEm
o
lr')

Io

22

Yield stienglh Exho cost mpocl

nÁ

22
1/t
4,1

IJ
.A

24

Search Strategy and Range Under Condition 2



C2 SÐARCH ST.4R.T A FRO}.4 TI-IICKNESS ÛF 32 T}-{ÛU AN& A Y{ÐLÐ

ST'RENGTFI ûF 32K\t (CûNÐITI8N 3)

F;i"'*
I

)2 J,ÐJ

3. ló
3, 1ó
J. tc
3.04
3,r5
2.93
? o?

2.93
ó.óó
3,8ó
2,85
2,94
5,27
2.88
2,90
3.21
2.87
2,8ó

3
4
5
6
7

B

9
t0
ll
l2
l3
14
'15

16

17

l8
l9
2A

JI
4,1

30
30
30
28
30
26
26
¿o
22

24
24
26
22
4,1

25
IJ
24
1,1

ól

34
30
28
28
28

30
26
22
22
24
24
24
26
24
24
25

4
Table c.2 Search Foints and Results Under Condition



1-l-
32

30

-Ë
ËR
C
(¡)

E
a)

2ó

24

22

lll aa312

I'll

l

l

3424 26 28 30

thicknêss

Figure c.2 Search Str.ategy and Range Under Condition 3
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C,3 SEARCI{ S'TAR?S FROM A T'I{TCKNESS ÚF 24TW{}U ANÐ,^. Y}ELÐ

STRENGTí-{ ûF 32 KS{ (CûIdDXT{ûN 4)

I
I

t0
tl
12

r3
14

l5
16

l7
IB
t9
20
21

22

26
26
28

30
zo

34

30
28
28
28

2.94

3,04
3. l5
2,93
2,93
2.95
3,03
3.8ó
2.94
3,04
2.87
2,96
2,87
6,71
5,t9
2.90
3,24
2,88
¿,o /

zo
22
22
22
24
26
26
28
24

24
o/t

n,1

25
IJ

26
28

26
28

24
24
24
22
22
25

24
NA

Table c.3 Search FoinÉs altrf Results {Jnder Condition 4

Poirll No

lr
2ls
4

t5
6

)7

Ta:ckness v:e,d s[eno_- Extro cosl i-npoc]

24 32 3.73
26 32 2.94

r50



Figure c.3 Search Strategy and Range {Jnder Condition 4
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C.4 SEARCTÌ STARTS FRÛM A T'H{CKNESS OF 32 ?þ{T{J AND A YTÐLÐ

STRENGT¡{ tF 24 KSI (CONÐìTXûþ{ 5)

lhlckness Yleld strengih I Extro cost mpocl

Table c.4 Search Foints and Resr¡lts Under Condition 5

,t,,JU

3,5t
\). t4

3.14
3,04
o, tJ
4,34
3,03
2.9s
J.ðÒ

2,94
2.88
2.93
4.59
2,9ó
2.87
5.27
2,90
3.24
2,88
2.87

32 24
1A NA

30 24
30 26
30 22
28 2A

30 20
26 20
28 22
26 22
24 22
26 24
24 26
26 26
22 26
24 28
24 24
22 24
25 24
23 24
24 25
24 23

I

2
3

4
5
6
7

9
l0

l2
t3
l4
l5
16

17

t8
19

20
2l
22
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I5 'i3
4

2l

l2

4

¡8 20

22

]l

t9

t0 q

3

B ó

Figure c.4 Search Strategy and R ærge Unde¡ Condition 5
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.¿-FFENÐIX Ð: FûRTRAN SUERûUTII{ÐS FûR CCJMP{JTEF{ SIMU{,4?IûÌ{

Ð.1 SLA]V{SYSTEM hIE?WÛRK FÛRTR.AFI S{JERO{JTIF]E FÛR TI{E

CÛMBI¡{,4T{C}N OF COMPLJTtsR SIM{J¡-AT'{ON ANÐ ÛPTIMUM

SEARCH
c

c cieal initial cost data and input structure clata
c

sul¡routine ìntlc
common-iscom l/atrib(l 00),dd(100),ddl(100),drnow,ii,nfa,msrop,nclnr
l,ncrdr,npmt,nm'un,nnset,ntape,ss( 1 00),ssl( 1 00),tnext,tnow,xx(1 00)
comrnon/ucom 1/chan(6),ducr(6),e( i0),d( 1 0),cone,cmat,operl,wear I
l,w earZ,rip2,pack,fl ex,cost
open(23,file:'seek.dat')
rcad(23,1 1) xx( 1 ),xx(2)
close(23,status:'deiete')

c thickness xx(l), xx(2) hardness
open(3 3,file:'manuÊdat')
read(33, 1 3) cmat,oper.l,wear I,wear2¡ip2,pack,flex,cost
do 10 i:1,6
read(33,12) chan(i)

I 0 continue
do 20 i:1,6
read(33,12) duct(i)

20 continue
close(33,status:'keep')
tetut'n

11 fovnat(2f6.2)
12 format(f6.2)
13 fornnat(8f6.2)

end
e

c parameter generation, cost calculation and pedodically collection
c

subroutine event(i)
conmon/scom i/aü ib( 1 00),dd( 1 00),ddl( 1 00),dtnow,ii,mfa,msfop,nclnr.
l,ncrdr,npmt,nnruD,nnsef,ntape,ss( 100),ssl( 100),tnext,tnow,xx(l 00)
common/ucom 1/chan(6),ducr(6),e( 1 0),d( I 0),cone
l,cmat,oper 1,we ar1 ,w eat2,rip2,pack, fl ex, c os t

c
go'i.o (1,2,3,4,5,6,i ),i

l arrib(1):xx(1)



atsiït(2):xx(2)
elong:6 I . 89-û. 67 * atrib (2)
atrib(3):elong+rnorn(0.û,2.û,4)
âÉnb(4):arrib( 1 ) ", atr tblt¡ * a1ti642¡ ¡ r tr tt
atrib(5):atrib( i ) + atrib(2)1184
retuì'n

c atrib(1) -- thickness(thou); input normai range (2û to 36 thou)
c atrib(2) - yield strength(ksi); ínpur normatr range (2û to 36 ksi)
c atrib(3) - tÕtal ôlongatiozt (7a); atrib(A) -- bending index
c aÍjb(s) - flexability index

2 cmaf: cn aL+ aLt 1l: (1 ) 
+ $.3 57 + g.3g I 2 O

retum
C

3 if (atrib(4).g1.0.8) then
operl:oper1+0.0
else
if (atrib(4).lt.0.6) then
oper 1:oper1 +0.041
else
oper I =oper 1 +((0.8-atrib(4))/0.2)1,0.04 1

endif
endif

wear I :wear1 +atrib(4)*0.032
retum

c operl -- operator cost; wearl -- machine cost
4 w eafz:\ t earz+atlib(4) *0.02 

1

c
strrcq:dpr ob(chan,duct,6,7)
strpra:atrib(3)+3.6'r(arrib( 1 )-28)
if (strpra.gt.stneq) then
atrib(9):0
else
atrib(9): I
endif

c wear2 -- machine cost
c stmeq - sUetch requirement
c strpra - stretch ability of the metal

retum
c rip2 -- quality cost

5 if (atrib(1).gt.3 i) then
pack:pack+0.0
eise
pack:pack+(3 1 -aÉrib( 1))'¡0.5*0.3&+ (6 "351 /24)
endif
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C

if (atrìb(5).gt.û.7i then
atrib(1û):û
else
aûib(1û):1
endif
teturn

c pack -- packing cost
c atrib(S):0.7,ratio:0.0
c atrib(5):0.5,rario:0.5
c flex -- installation cost

6 tip2:rip2+10.0
retum

7 flex-flex+(2.5*(û.7-atrib(5)))* 1 5.0
return
end

c total cost output, cost average & standard deviration
c

subroutine otput
dimension p(30),r(30,2),b(30,2),com( 1 5)
conmon/scom 1/ahib(1 00),dd( 1 00),ddl( 100),dtnow,ii,mfa,msrop,nclu
l,ncrdr,npmt,nruun,nnset,ntape,ss(100),ssl(i00),1next,tnow,xx(100)
common/ucom i/chan(6),duct(6),e( I 0),d( 1 0),cone,cmat,operl,wear I
l,wear2.rip2.pack,fl ex.cost
cost:cmat+oper I +wear' 1 +wear2+rip2+pack+fl ex

c
if (nnrun.eq.1) then
ir:0
is:0
refl:0
b(0,1):xx(1)
b(0,2):xx(2)
j:0
eise

endif
open( I 5,fi1e:'ouf put.datr,status:'unknown')
w rife(\ 5,22) nnrun,it,is
write(I5,23) b(j, i),b(,2),com(i
write(l. 5,23) xx( 1 ),xx(2),cost

22 îormat(3tl})
23 format(3f10.2)

i:nnruÍl
p(i):cost
if (i.eq. 1) then
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rlfl I \=vYl l I

r(4,\:xx{2}
1l1 I l\--./¡\u\4,4./-^^\rl

b(l,2):xx{2}

k:1
j:1
it:û
com(1):p(l)

else
if (p(i).le.refl ) then
is:i

else
is:0

endif
endif

if (k.eq.1) then
refl:p(i)
r(i, 1):r'(i- 1,1)+stepl
t(i,2):r(i-t,2)
ir:1
k:0
goto 100

else
if(it.eq.1) then
if(is.eq.1) then
r(i,1):r(i- 1,1)
r (i,2) :r (i - 1,2) + stepz
ir:3
k:0
refl:p(i)
goto 100

else
r(i, 1):r(i- 1,1)-2xstep1
r(i,2):r(i-1,2)
it-2
k:û
goto 100

endif
elseif(it.eq.3) then
if(is.eq.1) then

gûtû 40

else



r/i 1 \:¡ fi- 1 I \
î (i,2) :t (i - 1,2) -2 4 s.tep2

ir:4
k:0
gûto i0Û

endif
elseif(it.eq.2) then

if(is.eq.1) then
r(i, 1):i(i- 1 ,1)
t (i,2) :t (t - 1,2) + stapz
ir:5
k:0
refl:p(i)
goto 100

else
r(i, 1):r(i- l,l )+step 1

r(i,2):r(i- 1,2)+step2
ir:]
k:0
gôto 100

endif
elseif(it.eq.4) then
if(is.eq.1) then

goto 40
elso
r(i- 1,1):r(i- 1,1)
t (i- 1,2) :r (i- 1,2) + step2
goto 50
erìdif

elseif(it.eq.5) then
if(is.eq.1) then

gafo 4û
else
r(i,1):r(i- 1,1)

t (i,2):r (i - 1,2) -2+ step2
ir:6
k:0
goto 100

endif
elseif(it.eq.7) then

if(is.eq.1) then
goto 40

else
r (1. r l:r (t-r.1)
r (i,2) :r (i - 1,2) -2+ step2
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ir:8
k:û
go¿c 1Û0

eûdii
elseif(it.eq.6) then

if(is.eq. 1) then
goto 40

else
r(i,1):r(i- 1,i)
r (i,2) :t (i- 1,2) + step2
goto 50

endif
else
if(is.eq.1) then

goro 40
else
b(,1):r(i-1,1)
bQ,2)-1(i-t,z)+srep2
step 1:step 1/2
step2:step2l2
if (step 1.1t. l.or.step2.lt. 1) then

stop
else

r (i,1):b(i,1)+step I
r(1,2):bQ,2)
ir: I
k:0
go to 100

endi f
endif

endif
endif

40 r(i,1):r(i-1,1)
r(i,2):r(i 1,2)
refl:p(i)

50 k:t
j:j+ 1

if (ref Lle.com(- 1)) then
com():rcf1
b(,1):r(i,l )
ttQ,2):r(i,2)
r(i, l):2*b(i, 1)-b(- 1, 1)

r (i,2) :2'. t: ft ,2) -b ft - 1,2)
else
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com(i):cûm(i- i)
b0,1):bû-1,i)
h(; )\:lat i-1 )\
r(i,1):b(j, i )
r(ì,z):t:Q,2)

endif
100 if (r(i,1).gt.36) then

r(i,1):36
else

endif
if (r(i,l).it.2û) then

r(i, I ):20
else

endif
if (r(i,2).gt.36) then

.-t; a\ 1/:

else
endif
if (r(i,2).1t.20) then
r(i,2):20

else
endi f

200 open(20,file-'seek.dat',status:'unknown')
wrire(20, 1 0) r(i, 1 ),r(i,2)
close (20,status:'keep')

fetum
19 forrnat(213.3)
10 format(2f6.2)

end
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W.2 SI-.4MSYSTE&,4 Þ{ETWOR.K FORTR.AN SUEROUT¡NE FOII TF{E

g ¡MUI-A?IÛN ÐXPER.IEMENT.S

C

t clear initial cost data and i!.ìþut structure data
c

subroul.iiìe intlc
cotnmon/scoru 1/atrib( 1 00),dd( 1 00),ddi( 1 00),dtnow,ii,rnfa,mstop,nclnr
1,ncrdr,nprnt,nnlun,nnset,ntape,ss( 1 00),ssl( I 00),tnext,tnow,xx( 1 00)
cornmon/ucom 1/chan(6),duct(6),e( 1 0),d( 1 0),cone,cruat,oprr l,wear. 1

I,w earZ,r ip2,pack, fl ex, cost
open(23,fi lô:'test.dat')
rcad(23, 1 1) xx(1),xx(2)

c thickness xx(1), xx(2) haldness
open(33,file:'manuf.dat')
read(33, 1 3) cmat,operl,wear l,wear2,rip2,pack,flex,cosr
do 10 i:l,6
read(33,12) chan(i)

10 continue
¡la 20 i-I,6
read(33,12) duct(i)

20 continue
close(33,status:'keep')
letul'¡t

ll format(2f6.2)
12 formar(f6.2)
13 format(8f6.2)

end
c
c parameter generation, cost calculation and periodically collection
c

subroutine event(i)
common/scom 1/atrib(1 00),dd( 1 00),ddl(100),dtnow,ii,mfa,msËop,nclnr
l,ncrdr,nprut,nnrun,n¡set,ntape,ss( I 00),ss1( 1 00),tnext,trlow,xx( 1 O0)
common-/ucom 1/chan(6),duct(6),e( 1 0),d( I 0),cone
l,cmat,oper 1,v'/e arl,w ear2,rip2,pack,fl ex,cost

C

goto(l,2,3,4,5,6),i
1 atrib( 1):xx( 1)

axib(2):xx(z)
elong:6 i .89-0.67 +atrlÍ](2)

atrib(3):elong+inorm(û.0,2.û,4)
atdb(a):ati i b( 1 ) 

* atr ib ç1¡ 
+ a¡1ro 12¡ ¡ 2 tr t,



atrib(5):atrib( I )a attib(2)I7I4
c atrib(1) -- thickness(thou); input nornaatr uange (2{J rû 36 thûu)
c àtrib(2) - yield strength(ksi); input nonnal range (2A tt 36 ksi)
c a&ib(3) -- toial elongation (9o); atnl:{4) -- b.euditg index
c atrib(5) -- t'lexabiiity index

cmat:cmar+atrib(l)+ 6.351 * t.3Bl 24
return

C

2 if (atrib(4).gt.û.8) then
operl:oper1+û.0
else
if (atdb(4).1t.0.6) then
operl:oper1+0.041
else
opcr 1:oper I +((0.8-ahib(4))/0.2) *0.041

endif
endif

c
wearl :wearl +atrib(4)x0.032
retum

c operl -- operator cost; wear'l -- machine cost
3 wear2:w ear2+arrib(4)e0.021

c
strreq:dprob(ch an duct,6,7 )
strpra:atrib(3)+3.6* (ab ib( 1 )-26)
if (strpra.gt.strreq) then
atrib(9):0
else
atrib(9):1
endif

c wear2 -- machine cost
c stfl'eq - stretch rcquiremenË
c strpra - stretch ability of tlie rnetai

refum
c t-tp2 -- quality cost

4 if (atrib(1).gt.31) then
pack:pack+O.0
el se

pack:pack+(3 1 -ardb( 1 )).30.5¡,0.3 &"" (6.357 124)
endif

c
if (atrib(5).gt.0.7) then
atrib(10):0
else
atrib(10):1



erdif
teturn

c pack -- iracking cost
c arrib(5):0.7,rariû:û.û
c atrib(5):0.5,rariû:O.5
c flex -- installatìon cost

5 rip2-rip2+1t.A
IÔIUI]1

6 {tex:flax+(2.5+ (0.7-atrib(S)))+ i 5.û
retu!:n
end

c
c total cost outpuf, cost average & standard deviration
c

subroutine otput
dimension p(30),r(30,2),b(30,2),con( 1 5)
commor/scom I /atrib( 1 00),dd( 100),ddl( 1 00),dtnow,ii,mfa,msrop,nclnr
l,ncrdr,nprnt,nnrun,nnset,ntape,ss( 1 00),ssl( 1 00),tnext,tnow,xx( 1 00)
common/ucom l/chan(6),duct(6),e( 10),d(10),cone,cmat,oper 1,wear1
I,w ear2¡ip2,pack,flcx,cost
cost:cmat+oper I +wear 1 +wear2+rip2+pack+fl ex
open( 1 5,fiie:'output.dat',statu s:'unknown')

c write(15,*)rtestresults'
c write(15,21) cmat,operl,wearl,wear2
c wite(|S,22) rip2,pack,tlex

wùte(1 5,22) xx( 1 ),xx(2),cos t
c write(15,x)

xetufn
2i format(4f8.2)
22 farmat(2f6.2,1Ð.2)

end
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D.3 SI-AMSYSTEM T,{ETWÛRK F'ÛT{TRAiq SUERTUTINE FÛR.

F{',T{CHAS{NG GPERATTÛI.{S AhI,4LVSIS

subroutine intlc
comnion/scclm 1/atdb(1 00),dd(100),ddl( 100),drnow,ii,mfa,mstop,nclnr
i,ncrdr,npmt,nnrun,ntlset,ntape,ss( 1 00),ss1( 1 û0),tnrxt,tüûw,xx( 1 00)

c"....Input Order Amount xx(10) and Reorder Foint xx(11)
open( 1 5,fi læ'c:\projects\Èvent\data.dat',status:'unknow¡l')
rcaö(l 5,2û) xx( 1 0),xx( 1 1 )
close(15)
retufir

20 forntat(2f10.2)
end

c
c
c

subloutine state
common/scom I /atrib(100),dd(1 00),ddt(100),dtnow,ii,mfa,rnsrop,tclru.
l,ncrdr,npmt,nnlun,nnset,ntape,ss( 1 00),ssl( 100),tnext,tnow,xx( I 00)
common/ucom I /mediun,small

c
c+++)i*ll- No Order ls Being Receivilg
c

if (ss(1).1e.0.0) then
rerat:0.0

eirdif
c

c'¡*+):*lf A Ordcr ls Being Rece iving
C

if (ss(1).gt.0.0) then
rerat:30000.0

endif
c
c++'r'+xMateriål Consumed (medium:6.357 lb/item, smail:1.355 lt/item)
c

dernand:medium*6.357+small* 1.355
c

c
c*:k:!x+ss( 1)-Material Receiving Simulates;ss(2)-Inventory Level Simulates
c

ss( 1 ):ssl( 1 )-dtnow+rerat
ss(2):ssl(2)+drnow'i1i ei'a i-demand.,i

r€tulr
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Õnd

{:

c

subroEtinô eveBt(i)
cûmmûn/scom 1/atiib( 1 00),dd( 100),ddl(1 00),dtnow,ii,mfa,msrop,nclnr
l,ncrdr,npmt,nnrûn,nnset,ûtape,ss( 1 00),sst( 1 00),tnext,tnow,xx( I 0û)
common/ucom 1 /meeliuro,smaTl
conlmon/scom2/leadtrn,traiÌstm,slittm,deiivim
ga ta (1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ),i

c
c*+*l:xDernand Flom Production (units pi.oduced per day)
Ç

1 medium:morm(2gl.0,1 0.0 Jj
small:morm(63.0,5.0,2)
xx(I0):xx( 1 0)+mediurn+small
retum

c

c*'r'rx*Ofder- Amounlatrib( I )
cx+:r++Older Cost xx(l) ($200/order)*

2 atrib( l):xx(10)
xx(1 ):xx( 1)+200.0
retuln

c

crì x**'>lMaterial Cost xx(2) (from steel mill)*
c

3 xx(2):xx(2)+atrib( 1 )+û.24
retur.11

c

c*x * * *Transportatìon Cost (by means of truck or tr.ain)r,
c

4 xx(3):xx(3)+arrib( 1)*0.025
rcturn

crk:¡*t'+Slittino & Delivery Cost xx(4) ($90 setup,$3/min processìng with 22ininlton)*
c:ì' * 'r:r+Sliting Waste Recovery Cost xx(5) (hatf price recovery)
c

5 xx(2):xx(2)+0.0
atrib(2):atrib( 1 )x0.95
xx(4):xx(4)+(90+0.0 1 +attib( 

1 ))*3*2.0
xx(5):xx(5)+(atrib( 1 )+0.05)*0.24'rû.5
return

c**x**Interest Cost trn Oidedng Process xx(B) (mill-tr.als-slitdeliv)
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C

6 proctm:delivtni+tt.aushn+leadtñl
xx(8):xx(8)+û.0
reÉün1

c
c'r+ + '¡ '¡I{oldins Cost xx(6) (interest of 1ûo/o fat 365 days)
c'¡:r' x * *Out-Of-Stock Cost xx(7) ($1/mediurn unit, $0.5/smail unit for price discounË)
(:,

7 if (ss(2).gr.0.û) then
xx(6):xx(6)+(ss (2)'4 û.24\*û fiAA21 4
endif
if (ss(2).Ie.0.0) then
xx(7):xx(7)- 1 

*(ss(2)+0.825)/6.357-0.5 *(ss(2)x0. 11 5) I 1.3 5 5
endif

c Total Cost xx(9)
xx(9):xx( 1)+xx(2)+xx(3)+xx(4)-xx(5)+xx(6)+xx(7)
retum
end

c
c

subroutine otput
common/scom 1/atLib( i 00),dd( 1 00),ddl(100),dtnow,ii,mfa,msrop,nclnr
1,ncrdr,nprnt,nnlun,nnset,ntape,ss( 1 0û),ss1( 1 00),tnext,tnow,xx( 1 00)
open( 1 0,filæ'c:þr ojects\invent\telco.dat',status:runknown')
write(10,30) xx(l)
wrire( 10,35) xx(2)
write(10,4O) xx(3)
write(10,45) xx(4)
wrire(10,50) xx(5)
write(10,55) xx(6)
write(10,60) xx(7)
write(10,70) xx(9)
write(10,75) xx(10)
wdre(1 0,80) xx(9)/xx(10)

3û format(1x,'Order Cost : ',f8.1)
35 format(lx,'Steel Cost : ',f 12.1)
40 format(l x,'Transit Cost :',f8. 1)
45 format( 1x,'Slitting Cosr : ',f8.1)
50 format( I x,'Slitting Recovery : ',f8.1)
55 format(1 x,'Holding Cost :',f8. 1)

60 format(1x,'Outof-Stock Cost : ',fX.1)
70 format( I x,'Total Cost: ',f12.1)
75 format(lx,'Total Production: r,fB. 

1)

Bû fonnaË(ix,'Cost per ltem: ',f8.2)
end



AFPtsI{ÐIX E STEI-I-A MODALS FÛR RAW MATERT,4L SELECTION

8.1 STET-LA MÛDEI- FOR PURCHSilIG OFERATTO¡{ A¡{AJ-YSTS

r\1ÀTERTAL ¡irVet,tloFY
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FigE¡e e.l STELL,A Model for Purchasing Operation Analysis (continüe ...)
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Figure e,1 STELLA. Model fûr Purchasing Opemtion Anâlysis
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Ð."2 STELLA MOÐET. FÛR &4A}'II.]FACT"{JR1NG PRTCESS AND PROBUCT
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Fìgure e.2 STELLÂ Model for Ma-.rufacturing Process and hoduct Qua.lity Änâlysis
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AFPEI.{DIX F CÛST IMPACT A¡{ALYSIS ÛF MA'IERI.AI- PROPERTIES ÛN

TFIE MANìjFACT.TRjNG PRTCESS AND PRÛDUCT

QUALITY

Since fhe data needed for this analysis are not dhectly available, ând due to the

time iimitation of the study and the scope of the thesis, the detailed relationship analysis

regarding the cost iinpact of the raw material properties on the manufacturing procôsses

and product quality is investigated ard gathered from three types of sources: 1. Literafure

on the related topics; 2. Conversations with the manufacturer; and 3. Ourbest

estimations with our cu¡rent undersranding.

The following problems a¡e individually investigated here:

u Part pickup problem (affecting operator cost);

. Metal bendability (affecring machine cosr);

" Shape springback (affecting quality cosr in the shape pressing operarion);

* Metal stretchability (affecting quality cost in the neck forming operation);

" Packaging (packing cost); and

u Fan flexibility (affecting final product quality).

F.1 Operator Cost - The Pickup Prablern:

The part pickup problem affects the operator cost in the shape pressing operation.

The severity ofthe pickup problem depends on the rigidiry of the sheet metal

[24,27]. The sheet rigidity depends on the combination of nìetai thickness and yield

strength [101]. Amixed index kT2Y t1011 (T: thickness; Y: yield strength; k: used as a

factor which ¡elates the ¡netal stiffness, so that the mixed index equals I for the standard

condition of T=28 thou and Y:28 ksi) is used to assess the severity of the pickup

problem.
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Costs related to tire pickup problem include [24]:

- exl¡a time tû t€mûve the parË being stuck;

- dme to acljust the nachine setup;

- tirne for coil replacernent in a rnore serior¡s condition.

Sìnce the cost per'hour for a production worke¡ is assr¡med to be fi15.tû 124,261,

thr operato{ cûst per oxtra time (second) is gì0.0û41/second. Tf a pickup probiem exists,

the avelage tirne spent ou a single part is assumed to be 10 seconds 124,261. 'fhe cast far

having a pickup problenl per part is assumed to be fì0.041.

trn our cost analysis, we assume Éhat [26]:

- if the mixed index is 0.8 or over, the chance ofhaving a pickup problem is 0;

- if the mixed index is 0.6 or-below, the chance of havbg a pickup problem is

100o/o;

- if the mixed index is between 0.6 to 0.8, the cha¡rce of having a pickup

problem has a linear relationship with the mixed index.

prckup chonce or rotio (7o)

Figure f. J À4ixed trndex and Pickup Problem
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F.2 Metal Eendalrility - Machine V/ea¡:

As we mentioned before, the ruachine cost is affecteei by th¿ metal bendability. For

certain bend shapes, the bending force i90,1û11 is iclared ro the yiôld stlengrh, sheet

Éhiclcress, as well as the length of the bend (see Figure f.2).

Figure f.2 Diagram for bending force analysis

Fol effective bending, the bending nrornent Ii01] can be expressed as:

M:kF (f.1)

where,

F: bending force;

k: die open factor.

The stress on the surface in the bending cross section can be writte¡r as:

Mv
I

where,

y: disfances away from the center neutral axis

I: the monrent of inefiia, where the monrent of inertia for a iectansular

È)h3
cross_sectton shaDc rs: I __ -_.

12,

(f.2)

h
þeioro bendìnC

\2
\\'///*;"/
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h: thickness of the plate;

b: tength of ihe bend.

kliv 12kFSowctlave: G:__=:.=_ (1.-ì)-- -"*-.- I bhz

In order to have effective bending, the stress on the sheet metal should fl¡lfill the

following conditions:

o I oy (f.4)

wherc,

(t: stress on the palt;

Õ/: yield stress of the sheet metal.

Then, we have:

bh2o,.
F> --^+ = kh'o,. (t'.5)12k r

trf the bending length and die opening are the same, the beuding force will be

directly related to the mixed index - the product of square ofthe metal thickness and the

material yieid strength.

Similar'tr'omulae can also bc found from a fon¡ula used in industrial practice [90]

- , bh2o,
ri,È k_d __q (f.ó)

where,

F: press load (in tons of force);

h: material thickness (in inches);

b: iength of bend (in inches);

o/: tensile strcngth (in tons per square inch);

cl: width of die opening (in inches);

k: die-opening factor:
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ïe æ actual case, ttrre larger the bending force (the thicker and the higher yietrct

strôTìgt}-¡ rf the ffietal), the ¡nole severc the r¡aclrine or die wear aÐd the nrore maintenance

cosl is needed. fu our analysis, th¿ machine wear iudex (an index is defined tc assess the

seriousness of a rnachine wear) is assumed to be lineariy related to the bendi ng farce l2-ll.

trn a standard condition (matedal thickness is 28 thoi¡ and yield srrength is 2g ksi), the

force is at a certain value. This value can Lre taken as nor¡nal wear, say i. Wren the

thiclaress and tensile strcngth increase, the bending force ûrcteases, the wear index, of

coulse, will be increased. The relationships bôtween the wear index (unit) and bentiing

force can be expressed in Figure f. 3.

bending forcc

I t,5

Bending Force and M¿chine Wear Index

The wear index 1 indicates that the wear and maintenance cost for die ancl prcssing

equipment is in a assumed standard condition.

For the shape pressing operation, we estimate at $10,000.00 for- the die sharying

and press maintenance cost per year 126). Tlne press generally experiences 1000 prurches

each day [24], so the cost in the normal condition is fìO.O2ilpunch:
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For the neck forrning operaÉion, a cost of 915,û00.0û is estimated for the die

sirarpiÊg aû{i pr{rss maintenance per year f261" 'fhe pr.ess generaliy exper.iences iûûû

punches eacb óay [2¿J, sû the cost in the nor.mal condition is fìû.O32/punch;

14hen the bcnding force is 507o higher than the nor¡nal conditiûn, the wear index is

50a/a higher fhan the nomral condition and the rnaintenance cos¿ will be 50olo higher thau

for the nonnal condition.

I]ì Shape Quality - Sprìngback Floblern:

Our concern is that the final shape of the product may be affected by sever.e

springback. For a certain bend angle, the springback is related to the yield strength,

material thickness as weltr as the tension enforced while bending [90].

Springback is a common problem in metal bending processes [24] and sometimes

the control of springback is of great importance.

We explain: When bending occurs, the stress and strain is across the sheet

thickness, and the bending sh'ain varies lilearly across the section. After removal of the

1oa<1, in the vicinity of the leutral axis, i.e. on either side of where the materiai is neither

compressed nor slrctchecl by the plocess, there will be material under strrss below the

elastic limit. This will give the material a tendôncy ro spr.ingback tj,g3,l02l. F{ence, a

sìmple fonning operation may rcsult in a complex system of sftesses and a superficial

rnathematical analysis is only of a limited value.

Practically, effective reduction of this elastic portion to the plastic portion will help

lo eliminate the ploblern. Often, in stretch for.ming, the tool does uot apply a pure bending

Inoment as assumed above. R.ather, tension is applied simultaneously with bending. With

increasing tension forces, this tension may be sufficient to remove the neutr.al plane

compietely out of the shee[ so that [hö entire cross section may yieid in this te¡lsion. with
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a v,/ork-hardened rnàteria.l, springback dûes not vanish with applied tension, but r:an be

greatly röduced.

.A bending case with tension is given in Figure f.4.:

Figure f.4 Illustrâtion of A Câse ofBending rvith Tension

The prediction ofthe springback angle, or the degree of over bendìng required,

depends on the yield stress ofthe material, on the radius ofthe bend and on the bottom

force in the dìe. A practical equation [90] for estirnating springback angle, 0, for a be,d

angle, cr, around a radius R, is.

g=.oR s 
N

T 70000

where,

S: yield strength of the materiai (Mpa);

N: a constant, depends on die opening;

lì.: bending radius (mm)

T: thickness of the sheet (rnm),

û,: bend angle.

Actually, springback has littie effect iir the bending oflow-carbon steel. The

springback angie ordinarily ranges from 0.5 to 1.5 o and can be controlled by overbending

(f 7)
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or by shikiñg thô beød area. It is considered only when very clcse dimensional controi is

nesded. in ûur ûase, spr-ingirack is noË considered as a serious quality problem [9û].

F.4 Mot¿i Strerchabiliry - Neck Ripping:

The limitatior of material strctûh is one of the n'lanufacturing conce'r in the neck

forming process of the outside cone (see Figure f.5). trn the forniing operafion, the sheet

metai may rip or crack due to extreme strôtching on the neck area. Tn the above forming

pi-ocôss, we can heat the fornìing as stretching flanging. So the appxoximate stato of

stress at a small squared area (an element) can be simplified as in Figure f.5. F'or certain

shape and stretch requirôments, the stretchability is related to sheet ductility, thickness, as

well as to other mechanical properlies.

t,€fore forr¡ ne

ñL r aar¡l!üT r.T

ofler forming

rr ll- l :::r
*@*

Figure f.5 Diagram for sheet stetch analysis

In order to analyze the neck rippirg probiem, we need to discuss both the stretch

requirement for certain products and the sftetch lirnit for certain metai ploperties.

St¡'e[ch Req¿riretne$tr

The distlibution of the strain in the neck area is shown in FiEure f.6.
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,---*-r-ü;-

x-Ð

Figure f,6 'trhe distribution of strain in the neck ateâ

The strain at point x (x is also the distance between point B and point x):

(f.8): [R-(r+x)] / (r+x) : R/(r+x) - 1

where,

R: neck radius (after necking);

r: hole radir¡s before necking;

At point A, since the r+x : R., the strain : 0

At point B, since the r+x : r, the strain: R/r-

indicated) is the ¡nost stretched region on the part.

1. The top circle (point B

ln actual cases, wliere R equals 3",4",5",6,',7,' and 7.5", which are half the neck

diameters. The heights of various corresponding necks ale 0.75", û.75", 1", 1", l" and l,'.

So, the r values (radius before necking), are 2.25',,3.25", 4,,,5", 6', and 6.5". From the

above forrnula (f. 8), the rnaximum sfrains for the different neck sizes arc: 33.3a/o,23.1Vo,

25.0o/o, 2oo/o " 16.'7 7a and I I .SVa.

St¡'eÉch [-!rniÉ (Stu etchahitiÉy]:

The strctching limit rclates primarìly to the exhaustion of ducfility. There are

several ways to âssôss Éhô stretching liinit for sheet mehls. They are: uniforni elongatiofi;
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plastic strain ratiû r; the wûrk hardrning expc'fient n; FI-C, vaúous cup-drawing tools ærd

procedures such as the ûlsen, Ðrichset, Swiít ancl Fr¡kui tests t33,34,49,591.

The Rockwell Hardness and the tsall Funch Ðetbrma¿ion Tests have historically

been the primary mechanical tests to indicate formability [59]. These tests are easily and

quickXy made, and require a rninirnum quantity of rnaterial. Unfortunately, they arô not

gcod measures of strctchallility t591. To our special hole expansion probiem, côffelati¡g

elongation to ¡netan shetchability is an easy and effective way to identify the right strreet

material. we know that the total elongation is a direct n'¡easure of ductility and represents

an important corlsideration in evaluating formability. Steels with a higheì percelìt

elongatìon will stretch lurther before failule. The elongation can be easily decided by one

dimensional tensile test. There ale sonre other elongafion measures which cal also be

obtained fiom a sìmple tensile test: uniform elongation and yield point elongation. For

sheet metals t}ìal. fail by locai necking, uniform elongation may not give a tl.ue estimate of

formability, and estimates based on total eiongation are often considered more reiiable.

The general range of total elongation of sheet metal is shown [90] here:

qualitv commercial qualitv draw cualitv draw qualitv special killed

total 30 - 440k 33-46ak 38 - 46 o/o

(Note: test condition: thickness 0.03 to 0.06 i¡. or 0.76 ro 1.52 mm , width 50 mm)

When using different sample widths, sample thickness and other conditions, the

toiaÌ elongation data will [¡e different. Test data by previous i'esearchers tolls us that

incleasing sample width generates a lower total eiongation and increasing tliickness

generates a higher total elongation.

As a matter of fact, thickness is a very important factor that contributes to the

stretcir iimit of sheet rnetal. Frcvious tes[ daÉa [90] shows that for the same material
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(with san:e strain hardening expônen¿), iíthe thickness increases by 0.0i,', the

stretchability rncr eases 3.6a/o.

,4s we mentioned, the stretch liniit ofa rneial is afiected by the total eiongation and

the thickness [59] For certain metal thicknesses, the Iarger the total elongatìon, the more

stretchability the metai has, for cerlain nietal ductility, the thicker tlie sheet metal, tlre

more stretchability the metal has [59]. Ifthe value oftotal elongation (in the standard

condition) ofa rnetai is very close to the stretch iimit of the metal when the thickness is 26

thou (approximately), then the following furmula may be used as an approximation of the

caiculation ofthe stretchability ofa sheet metal [27]:

stretch limit = total elongation + 3.6 x (thickness - 26)

Neck Itip¡rin g Fn'oblen¡¡ :

For our analysis, we assume that [27 ,901:

if the stretch limit > stretch requirement, the rip size on the neck is acceptable;

if the stretch limit < stretch requirenrent, the rip size on the neck ìs not acceptable.

strefch requirement (for certain hole d¡amet€r and necl( height)

stretch lìmit (for certâin metal properties)

StÏctch Limit âÙd Strelch Requircment

The costs related to neck ripping include [24]

- cost of non-conforming products;
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- cost of rôrûovâl, return aftd strripment of the aon-conforruiflg coit;

- delay in protlucrion;

- lack of work.

W¿ assume all r.¡eck defects calr be sol.tr¿el out before the proclucts are shippeef to

the customers. The cost per ¡ieck defect is assurned to be $ i0.00/part 124,26),

In practice, sheet metal shctch limits are affected by many other factors [1].

strain unifo'nity is also a very iinportant factor. sometimes, it evôr1 overpôwers the

effect of material prnperties. strain unifomity is governed by three Éypes of variables: 1 .

design variables (e. g., shape, curvature), 2. process variables (e. g., die alignrnent, hold-

down pressure, lubrication, etc.), and 3. intristic properties of the sheet material.

If the metal is too thick, die clearance may become too small. This may procluce a

bull on the blank edge which may cause probiems. The surface roughness of the material

and the die is important too. Dull tools have a similar effect on a snall clearance and

produce a bum on the blank edge [ 1].

Flevious research [1,59] also tells us that the tendency to edge cracking is greatly

aggravated if shearing has left a bufred edge- Therefore, sharp and aligned tools decrease

the probfem. I-ub cation always acts to improve strain uniformity during stretchi'g and

its effect often oversh¿.'dows material differences. cood lubrication ensures that the

thickness strain is more evenly distributed over the punch surface [1,86]. Foor lubrication

or no lubrication causes localized thinning, which eventually leads to fi.actur.ing relatively

early in the test. Sorne lubrication also can effectively prevent pickup and scoring.

F.5 Froduct Quality Inspectlon - Fart Flexibility:

T'hc structure flexibility is the najor quality concerr for the effective product

^L:".-^-.snrpment âi]ü ¡nstat¡alrùrì. the produci should be easily installed wirhoui damaging the
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siìapû. The extreÍEe condition is that, when a persorr holds the piece by one of the coraers

o1' lhe diffils¿r, ihe diffuser should not bend.

For a very l'ough estimation, the above case can be sirnplilìed for anaÌysis (see

Figure f.8).

Figure f. 8 Part Flexibility Analysis

In order to avoid bending, the maximum stress on the sheet metal (roughly

assumed as a beam) should fulfill Éhe following condition:

o-u* I o, (f.9)

where,

oln*: maximum stiess oi1 the part;

o), : yield strcss of the sheet metal;

F'rom Figure Ê.8, we can see that the naximurn bending moment is iil thô cross

section A and its value equais [101]:

M = WL (f.10)

wherc,

W: weight of the whole ceiling diffuser;

L: distance between the center of the ceiling diffuser and the holding poini.

The stress of the surface in the cross section A can be written as:
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Mv
T

wbere"

(f.1 1)

y: elistances away front the cônten neut¡.al axis;

I: th¿ moment of itrerti¿,

For the rigidity requirement (company's quality standarci), if one holds a certain

position of a ceiling diffuser (say, 40" away frorn the comer), the ceiiirig diffuser shoulcjn't

bentl2l). We take above assumed requiiement for a rougtrr analysis to see how fhe

material properties affect the product rigidity (see Figure f.9).

simolified shooe in Ìhe cross secion

this cross-seclion is lqken frorn o positÌon whereÌhe edge ofJhe
cross-seclion is 40 owqy from o corner of o ceÌling diffuser.

Figtre f. 9 Simplified shape in Cross Section

The centroid of the composite area in y axis:

_ 2(14h+6 + 16h + B+ 25h+ 5)x.t,mm. v= -- - -4.50min' (14h+t6h+25h)*2+40h

The moment of ine¡tia fol a rectangular shape ir' ï = llt . We usc several
L2

formulae: Falallel Axis Theorem, Froduct of Iner-tia and Rotation of Axes [101] for the
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calc¡Jlatiûft ûf Lhg inûInent Ûf ioe4ia ûf xc. We otltained:

. ,,3 _ aÊLB 4nhgI"- =2t'i-' it4-h(6-4.5)2-"ot r 16h(8- 4.5s21+.- LZ rZ li + ¿x()h(4.5t2 s_

2än3 , n+zsg

4# rû-û r- 25ht5-4.gt21^2

Finally, I"" = 10.41h3 + 132958h

The position of the maxirnun stress omax lies in the upper or lower sudace of the

beam (sheet), and given by:

^ _My WLy
-måx_---------------o-r I0.4Ih" + 132958h

(î.t2)

Where, the W (weight of a ceiling diffuser) :3.12kg, tr (tlisrance froni corner ro

the center of a ceiling diffuser):355 mrn, h (thickness of the metal) - 0.61 mm (0.024').

'ffe also have:

On the top surface, y : (8-4.5)+W2 : 3.51,

On the bottom surface, y :4.5+hl2:4.81 (the rnaximurn y value in this case).

The equation (f.12) yields:

\e4,( 4.5 + +)
10.4ihó + 132958h

(f. 13)

- 6.41 kgtmm2 : 641 kgtcm2 : z3.t4ksi
The general rairge of yield strength o, of low ca'bon steel is between 25 lesi to 34

ksi, so that fle above rnaximum sftess is a little bit higher than the yiel<t point.

Although, for an accurate calculation, the above formulae are far too simple (rnore

accul'ate results may need morc accurate diffuser shape definition ancl use of Finite

Element Analysis nethods), the above analysis suggests sorne of the vely impoltant

principles. From formulae (f. l3), we see that rhe part flexibility is related to material yield

stress, metal [hickness and rnore importantly, the product shape design. selecting a metal
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with higher yield stress, wifh gt'eater thickÉess aed reducing the overall weight will benefit

die part fiexibitrity.

ln Forrnula (f.13)" 1329.58h is mucir bigger. th as I{},41h3, aud 4.5 is ruuch bigger

tbatth/z,then, we haveo*r" * *+* = k+Þ. In oïder ro keep rhe parr from being132958h h
easily bent, we should hav¿: o*a* ( oy. T-hen following formula may be used for the

selection of sheer rnetal pfoperties.

oyh> k\Ã/L (f.14)

where,

WL: betding moment;

Õy: yield strength;

h: sheet thickness:

k: a constant.

We can see fi'om equation (f.14) that the yield strength and thickness aìþ inportant

factols fol the rigidity of ceiling diffr:ser product. The mixed index of the material

properties is defned as the product of yield strength and material thickness.

Frorl above rigidity problem analysis, we assurne that l24,2jl:

- if the mixed index is 0.7 or over, the defôct ratio (rigidity quality) is 0Zo;

- if the mixed index is 0.5 or below, the defects ratio is 50olo;

- if the mixed in¿lex is below 0.7, the defects ratio has a linear reiationship with the

¡nixed index.

The relationship f2Tlbetween the mixed index and the defects ratio can be

assr¡med as follows @glre f.10).
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defecls rqiio due lo ilexibiliiy (%)

Figure f.10 Mixed Index and Defecrs Râtio due ro Flexibility

The cost for each defect in Éhis stage is assumed to be 915.00 [27].

Discussion:

trf there æe rigid requirements for the flat surface in the far cornel of the outer

cone, the cÌoss-section would be a rectangular shape. Using salne principle as above

anaiysis, we have the following Figure f. 1 1.:

ossur¡ed shope ín the cross section

Figure f. I I Edge Shape of'Ihe Ourer Cone

Now. we have: I*" = 4 an(i !:h/2^c 72

, Mh 6WL . lm,aÌro,omax= 
2I - bh2=t<F-

trn ordeÈ to maintain rcquired rigidity, we have:
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^,-h2 
> i"wl,--v-- -- '-

Then, the mixed indox would be ¿he product {rf {he yield stretgth and the square of

the ihickn¿ss (instead ofthø prcduct ûf the y;Õld strength anrl the thickness).

F.6 Packagìng Cost

The packaging design is the company's decision. Increasing the cornplexity of the

packaging will increase the overall product cost.

if the metal is Éoo thin, extra packaging material and effort is necessæ.y to prevent

part bending in shipment and in the handling processes.

The cost related to packaging includes [24]:

- extm packing material;

- extra packing effort;

- extm transportation cost due to packing change

One realistic example for the packing cost change [24] is that, when the sheet

metal thickness changed from 3 i thou to 26 thou, the packing cost increased. The value

ofpackaging cost increase is as half of the material saving due to the thickness decreases.

For the cost analysis, we assume [27]:

- if the metal is thicker than 31 thou, the packing cost is same as for.31 thou;

- if rnetal is thinner than 31 thou, the packing cost has linear relationship with

the thickness and the changing ratio is the same as for the exarnple given.
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Figule f.12 Metal Thickness and the Extra Packing Cos¿
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APPENDIX G SIMUI-,{TEÐ R.ESULTS OF TI.IE {MP,4CT ÛF R,4W

M.ATERTAI-S ÛN IV{AN{JFAC"URìNG PR.ÛCESSES AND

PROÐLÌCT QUALIT'Y

The purpose of this sirnr¡lation is to create a set of realistic expôriômentâl data sets

for use in our proposed methods of solution.

trn fhis simulation, material properties assumed to be as follows:

The metal thickness (T) follows a nor:rai distribution with a mean valu¿ of 24 thou

and a standald deviation of 2 thou;

The metal yield strength (Y) follows a normal distribution with a mean value of 28

ksi and a standard devìation of 2 ksi;

The total elongation (E) of the metal has the following relationship with the yield

strength: E(qo):61.89 - 0.67 Y with a varìation (+l- 5.2j) (see page 42 in Chapter 4).

The raw material properties randomly generated by computer are shown below

(only showing the first 100 data):

lh¡êknêss Gen6rqled by Cohputêr

\t5
E
Ero

5

'.:, ¡
'i¡ \ ^ N 

^ 
¡. ^ 

¡¿
x, I 9 s 9 9 9 9 \F

lhicktre* range (lhou)

YIeld strensih Gônêrciêd by Cohputôr

''"","" * *ffi ffiffiÆ w.-
yi€ld slrengih ro¡ge (ks¡)

itqLtuìaoõt 6 ó ó - - FE

Figue g. i Raw Material Properties Generated by Computer in tlìe Sin.rülation progr.arn
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trf we change the random "seed', number (in the aornpûteí simulation pr ogra'r), the

iìlaterial pxûpôrties ge*erated will change accordingiy, bût the data wili sÉi foitôw thr

general norinal distribution shape within the ranges choseil.

Ey means of computer simuiation (using sl-AMsysrÐM software), the materiai

prope$ies generated and their cost impacts on the rnanufacturing process anel product

qualiÉy are shown below (only showing the firs[ lûû data sets):

Thickness
Ithou)

Yield Strength
(ksi)

Average Total
Blonsation lol¿)

Manufacturing Frocess / Frociuct
Oualitv Cost hnnact l.$)

2t 52 27.02 43.19 2.36
23.21 26.44 44.18 0.92
20.01 25.10 44.61 6.43
2'7.96 26.81 43.93 0.20
22.40 21.40 43.53 2.O5
24.09 26.95 4J.óJ 0.50
21.13 26.00 44.47 2.92
24.26 29.23 42.30 0.38
26.23 ¿6.4t) 44.16 0.28
24.46 26.79 43.94 0.47
20.8'.7 25.s',t 44.76 3.55
21.43 30.86 ,11 'ta 3.90
20.28 26.46 44.t6 5.67
25;71 28;75 42.63 0.31
22.91 28.13 43.O4 t.B4

21.15 43.10 r.s6
26.23 26.81 43.9t 0.28
25-79 26.7A 44.00 0.3 r
25.26 26.25 44.30 0.34
24.08 27.99 43.14 0.4
25.65 30.93 41.1'7 0.32
25.4A 30.48 41 .4',7 0.33
25.00 31.44 40.82 0.44
23.21 27.86 ,12 1't r.09
23.72 25.85 4.4.5'/ 0.43
l1-tI 33.56 39.40 1qq
26.30 27.96 43.16
25.34 28.75 42.63

(continued......)
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22.85 27.28 43.61 1"51
zo.o-J 27.18 43.68 {J.21
t I q5 27.91 43.19 3.0'7
24.69 )'7 qa 43.11 û.36
21.35 29.22 42.31 û.24
21 .21 29.61 42.û1 4.64
23.65 25.57 44.76 o;11
n.rc 26.63 44.05 1.41
25.34 30.08 4r.14 0.33
25.11 30.65 41.35 0.32
11 () /1 3L76 4A.61 4.21
27.87 28.59 ,,11 '7 t 0.2r
25.46 27.65 0.32
22.55 29.62 42.05 2.40
22.25 30.46 41.48 3.05
25.84 29.80 41.93 0.31
23.41 28.94 42.50 o.99
23.15 21.70 43.33 0.10
25.14 28.36 42.89 0.34
23.51 21.41 43.52 1.26
23.67 27.63 43.38 1.25
23.01 28.t9 43.00 1.83
24.81 27.35 43.51 0.36
22.63 28.87 42.55 1.94
23.22 lo. / I 43.99 o.13
24.18 27.21 43.66 0.45
20.59 27.91 43.19 6.10
25.04 21.68 43.35 0.34
25.4r 28.66 42.69 0.33
23.68 26.45 44.17 0.61
22.69 26.36 44.23 2.t4
23.54 24.38 45.55 0,63
22.96 24.8O 45.27 1.21
23.65 28.33 42.91 0.97
23.58 29.46 42.15 1.O7
28.14 29.60 42.06 0.20
22.96 21.r5 43.10 1..75

22.64 1'7 
^ 

t1 43.50 1.58

(continued ......)
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21.15 28.81 42.59 3.s6
25.4û 27.6t ,11 ,1^ t.33
18.9f) 27.49 43.41 8.47
23.17 21.93 43.t7 0.60
24.65 28.30 42.93 0.36
23.81 29.2t 42.99 0.78
Z1.UÕ 26.82 43.92 3.56
23.71 29.52 42.11 1.06
21 .72 29.45 42.4) 3.71
25.96 29.38 42.2t û.30
)a<a 27.83 /1 1 1/1 437
20.83 29.23 42.31 4.65
24.48 27.11 +-)--t-7 0.38
27.61 26-3? 44.25 4.22
23.84 30.07 41.7 4 0.87
l9-32 21.33 43.58 1.50
24.74 21.20 43.66 0.36
24.51 29.64 42.03 0.55
23.02 28.39 42.87 ¿.J ö
23.19 29.17 42.35 t.46
21.48 27.76 43.29 2.91
24.91 29.55 42.09 0.44
25.A1 28.95 42.49 0.35
26.93 29.05 42.43 o.26
25.41 26.20 44.34 0.33
24.23 23.42 46.20 4.41
I 1-O 1 27.64 43.37 _ ñ41

Average Cost trmpact
(for the above 100 data) : tì2.41

Table g.1 Sinulated Results of the Impact of Raw Mâterials on Manufacturing
Process and Ploduct QuaÌity

Above simulated cost irrrpact data sets of thô ïaw materials on manufacttiring

process and product quality does not consider the cost impact of the actual inatefials on

the inaterial price and related purchasing handling cost, which are siinulated separâtsly in

another purchasing process moclel.
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AFPE¡'JDIX T-I ÐETAILEÐ SIMULATED CÛSTS TN ÛUR SIMLJI-ATIÛN

MOÐEI-

The purpose of rhis Appendix is to show the detailed cost inlpact of raw materials

on material price, malufacturing process costs and product quality cosfs by setting a series

of arbitrary combi¡ations of material properties.

We take the 16 arbitrar.y conbinations of material properties as examples io give

an idea how [he process works. The general cost relationships between the material

propenies and va¡ious cost impacts are discussed in chapter 4, chapter 5 and Appendix F.

The detailed material property combinations and the simulated cost impacts Íìom our

model a¡e shown in Table h.1. Below is al explanation of the table:

in the Table h.1 , the following combination of material thickness is assumed:

. The sheet thickness varies from 20 thou to 32 thou in increment of 4 thou;

" The yield strength vades from 20 ksi to 32 ksi in increment of4 ksi;

' The total elongation is derived from the yield strength with certain

variations (+l- 5.27 Vo) [see Chapter 4], and the average total elongation var.ies

from about 497a for 20 ksi yield strength ro about 40Va for 32ksi yield strength.

The various cost ìmpacts (see Table h.l) of the rnaterial prope¡ties on various

affected process steps are obtained frorn our simulation runs. They are explained as

follows:

. Sheet Metal Price Per Unit

in this simulation ¡nodel (in chapter 7), we assume that the rnetal price per unit has

a linear' rclationship with the sheet fhickness since the manufacturer pays for the sheet

metal by weight [24]. The formulae used to calculare the unit price [27] is:
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bßateúal price per uniË ($) = 0. t0û7 x- thickness

Tiris equation is oniy for cornmercial quality steels. F{ot shown in the price column

is a swltch that can change the raaterial quality levels (courmercial quality, clraw

quality, antl draw quality speciatr killed) and related prices.

, Cost Ðue to Fickup Froblern

The pickup problem only occurs in thô shape prôssing operation (see Chapter 5).

When the rtetal sheet is thin and the yield sh.ength is low, thÕ parts have more

tendency to stick on the die or press after pressing which increases operation time and

the operator cost. The detailed relationship used is discussed in the section F.l of the

Appendix F.

The wol st case shown on the table is $0.04/unit.

* Machine #1 Exû'a Wear Cost a¡d Machine #2 Extra Wear Cost

Thicke' and higher yield strength metal requires a higher pressing force to bend the

sheet to the right shape, which increases the machine wear and mailìtenanca cost (see

Table h. 1). The detailed relationship is discussed in the section F.2 of the Appendix F.

The cosi calculation fonnulae fcr machine extra wear are:

Machine #l extra wear cost ($) :0.032 x (thickness)2 x yield. sffength I 21952

l¡4achine ll2 extra \À/ear cost ($) : 0.021 x (thickness)z x yield strength / 21952

The formulae show that the problern builds quickly as the thickness increases. The

machine oxtÍa wear cost varies fron $0.û1 to $0.05 per unit. This fo'mulae may not

suit exÍeme thickness and yield sÉrength conditions.

* Cost Ðue to l{eck Ripping

The metal with a higher totai ôlongation and great thici<ness teûds to lrave higher

str€tchability to reduce rhe possibility of the neck ripping in the neck foraning



operation. The ripped neck is causirg rejects a¡d causes extra quaiiÉy cost in tlds

operation (see ?able h-I). Ðifl¿rer¡t neck sizes also have differcnt metal stretch

rcquirement and the part wiih a smaller neck size has a greater possibiìity to beconie a

døfect. The worst conditio¡r is the very thin rnetal wirh a low elougation such as the

thickness of 20 thou with elongafion af 4Ð.45va show¡r in rhe Table h. 1 . The detailed

relationship is discussed ir the section F.4 ûf the Appendix F.

' Cost Due to Product Rigidity

To reduce the cha'ce ofpart beíng too flexible in handli^g a'd instâllation, the part

needs minimum rigidity. The metal with a thi¡'er and lower yield strength will tend to

be too flexìble to handle. For the model, \Ã/e assume that the part is tested for

tlexibility just beforc the final assembly rather than having the customer retum {he

product. The worst case regarding the cost due to prûduct rigidity is the combination

of thickness of20 thou with yield strength of20 ksi. The cost relationship is discussed

iü the section F.5 of the Appendix F.

, Cost Due to Extra Facking

Thimrer metal requires more sophisticated packi'g to avoid part bencli.g dur.ing

the tmnsportation process, however, more packing material and effort increases the

packing cost, with the 20 thou thickness indicating the worst case (see Table h.1).

The detailed relationship is discussed in section F.6 of the Appendix F.

Note ti.rat the packing cost varies even if the thick'ess is a constant value. The 2û

fhou case is'rost prorninent. The reason is that when the nretal has very unsuitable

properties (very thin or very 10w yield strerigth), many pafts may be rejected through

fhe production process. The rejected palts, here in neck forniing anrl rigidity testing

cperations, are not packed for shipnent. so the extla packing costs for these rejected

parts are nof counted in the packing operation.
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' Overail Tôtal Cost

The overall total cost is the corubiuation of fhe varior¡s costs disûuss¿d above. TIÌe

data (shown in the Tabie h.1) i¡dicate that many pafts made from very rhin'retal

cannot become quality products. Flowever, if the rnetal is too thick, tha material price

and the manufacturing cost will increase accordingly. The best combination would be:

on one han<l, the metal satisfying the quality fôquirernents; on thr other hand, with the

lowest possible mateliai price and ¡i.ianufacluring expenses. ln tire Tabte h. 1, thô metâi

with tlre thickness of 24 fhaLt and the yield snengtli of 24 ksi shows the best cost

balance - the lowest overall cost among the l6 combinations of metal properties.

The above simulated costs could be adjusted to be close. to the real situations as

more lest information becomes available. Also, if otheÌ operations are founcl to be

affected by the material pr.operties, they could be easily added to the nodel. The

model could also provide other types of outputs such as defects ratio if morc accurafe

data and related information become available.
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